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We have roughly defined the “language sense” as an expres-
sion that underlines affective or psychological aspects of
language. Today in the AI field, the ability (power) of
mathematical calculation and data analysis will be superior to
human power. However, for the emotional aspect (KANSEI
in Japanese) of processing, still computers cannot deal with
such problems properly. Accordingly in this special issue, we
would have liked to deal with several problems related to
language sense on computers and applications dealing with
language sense in written texts and dialogues.

For this special issue we could accept eight papers.
The paper by M. Ogasahara et al. deals with rumors on

Twitter. In fact, Twitter will be one of the good tools to express
our ideology and philosophy as well as simple information.
They analyzed rumor on Twitter during the 2011 Great East
Japan Earthquake. They showed the difference in expression
changes between diffused rumor tweets and nondiffused
rumor tweets during the Great East Japan Earthquake in
2011. The contrast between the few expression changed in
diffused tweets and the many such changes in nondiffused
tweets implied the existence of information filters on Twitter,
namely, hubs. Thus they showed language expression change
as language sense.

The paper by T. Matsuki and J. Nakamura deals with the
effects of the values and attitudes of retail and service indus-
try employees on employee satisfaction (ES) and identified
differences between regular and nonregular employees. They
concluded employee values affected ES; the values of regular
and nonregular employees are not significantly statistically
different. They also showed that keywords of free answer
comments implied the values of both features.

In the paper by T. Hayashi and Y. Ohsawa, they discuss
what kinds of data should be acquired to understand situ-
ations of belief drift (BD). They showed that even though
the terms used to explain events or problems differ, since the
framework of thought and understanding are relatively the
same, the Variable Labels necessary for understanding the
state of BD attained higher commonality. Thus their results
suggest that, even if the terms used to explain the state of BD
differ, the data acquired to understand BD are common.

In the paper by T. Akimoto, his basic idea is that stories
are representational elements forming an agent’s mental
world and are also living objects that have the power of
self-organization. Accordingly, he developed this idea by
discussing the complexities of the internal structure of a
story and the organizational structure of a mental world. In
particular, he classified the principles of the self-organization
of a mental world into five types of generative actions, i.e.,
connective, hierarchical, contextual, gathering, and adaptive.
An integrative cognition is explained with these generative
actions in the form of a distributed multiagent system of
stories.

In the paper by N. Komiya and J. Nakamura, based on
the idea that a word can carry different meanings for different
people, they conducted conjoint analysis. Particularly it was
applied to assess preferences for various words describing
integrated resorts (IR) including casinos, to be introduced
in Japan in the future. They discussed how the participants
understood particular words (e.g., a specific casino’s place
name or wording regarding restrictions on betting) that
define the characteristics of a casino, as well as how casino-
related words influenced participants’ preferences.
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The paper byM. Uther et al. investigated user experiences
from 117 Finnish children aged between 8 and 12 years in a
trial of an English language learning programme that used
automatic speech recognition (ASR). They used measures
that encompassed both affective reactions and questions tap-
ping into the children’s sense of pedagogical utility. They also
tested children’s perception of sound quality and compared
reactions of game and nongame-based versions of the appli-
cation. Their results showed that children expressed higher
affective ratings for the game compared to nongame version
of the application. Children also expressed a preference to
play with a friend compared to playing alone or playing
within a group. Children found assessment of their speech
useful although they did not necessarily enjoy hearing their
own voices. Their results can be discussed in terms of the
implications for UI user interface (UI) design in speech
learning applications for children.

H. Murai’s paper analyzed the characteristics of utter-
ances in Japanese novels. Based on the attribute (e.g., the
speaker, listener, relationship between the speaker and lis-
tener, and gender of the speaker) annotated utterance corpus,
the characteristics of utterance styles were extracted quanti-
tatively. A chi-square test was used for particles and auxiliary
verbs to extract utterance characteristics which reflected
the genders of and relationships between the speakers and
listeners. His results revealed that the use of imperative words
was higher among male characters than their female coun-
terparts, who used more particle verbs, and that auxiliaries
of politeness were used more frequently for “coworkers” and
“superior authorities”. In addition, utterances varied between
close and intimate relationships between the speaker and
listener. Moreover, repeated factor analyses for 7576 datasets
in BCCWJ (Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written
Japanese) speaker information corpus revealed ten typical
utterance styles (neutral, frank, dialect, polite, feminine,
crude, aged, interrogative, approval, and dandy). The factor
scores indicated relationships between various utterance
styles and fundamental attributes of speakers. Thus, results of
this study would be utilizable in speaker identification tasks,
automatic speech generation tasks, and scientific interpreta-
tion of stories and characters.

The paper by R. Jucks et al. reported a study that
manipulates an SDS's (spoken dialogue system) word use
with regard to politeness. In an experiment, 58 young adults
evaluated the spoken messages of our self-developed SDS
as it replied to typical questions posed by university fresh-
men. The answers were formulated either politely or rudely.
Dependent measures were both holistic measures of how
students perceived the SDS as well as detailed evaluations
of each single answer. Their results showed that participants
evaluated not only the content of rude answers as being less
appropriate and less pleasant than the polite answers, but
also the rude system as less accurate. Lack of politeness also
impacted aspects of the perceived trustworthiness of the SDS.
They concluded that users of SDS expect such systems to be
polite, and they then discussed some practical implications
for designing SDS.

Thus several features of language sense were analyzed.
Reviewing papers in this special issue, a strategy or technique

for a literary work generation can be suggested. In addition,
hidden factors in spoken or Twitter language have been
revealed. By using results, for instance, a very natural, sophis-
ticated, and smart chat or Twitter system can be constructed.
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Twitter has been emerging as a major communication channels during disasters.The characteristics of Twitter—quickly and widely
diffusing information and allowing every user to be an information transmitter—can be effective for problem solving in anxious and
ambiguous situations such as disasters; however, false rumors on Twitter can be a serious problem. Rumor research has suggested
that rumors are a kind of collective sense-making when mass media cannot provide people with enough information (e.g., during
disasters). Furthermore, the expression of the rumor changes during the process of spreading. This study investigated the data
of 187 thousand tweets related to the Cosmo Oil rumor during the Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011 and analyzed the
change in Twitter expressions and the collective sense-making process during this catastrophe. The results of this study suggest
that collective sense-making is rare in diffused tweets, partly because of the gatekeeping role of hubs (i.e., users who have many
followers on Twitter). Rumor discussion on Twitter during disasters might be suitable for broadcasting static information than for
collective sense-making.

1. Introduction

Twitter is a microblogging service where users post messages
up to 140 characters. In 2018, it had 326 million monthly
active users worldwide. Because there are no limits to the
number of followers (i.e., readers of specific Twitter users’
feeds), popular Twitter users can distribute their Twitter
posts (“tweets”) to a large number of people. For example,
President Trump of the United States had, as of 2018, over 55
million followers. Another feature of Twitter communication
is the ease with which posts can be forwarded to other
users (“retweets”). Twitter users can allow their followers
to read other user's tweets using only two clicks on the
“retweet” button for each tweet that they read. Because of
these characteristics, specific tweets can spread to millions of
people over a very short period on Twitter [1].

Twitter is emerging as one of the main communication
channels during disasters. Using Twitter, authorities were
able to directly distribute necessary information to peo-
ple, including disaster victims, and people could actively
exchange disaster-related information during the flooding of
Red River Valley in 2009 [2], the Great East Japan Earthquake
in 2011 [3], andHurricane Sandy in 2012 [4].However, Twitter
also spreads misinformation and false rumors. During the
2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, a prominent false rumor
claiming that rainfall contained harmful material began
to spread right after the explosion of the LGP tanks at
Cosmo Oil Co., Ltd. (known as the “Cosmo Oil rumor”).
Furthermore, during Hurricane Sandy in 2012, fake images
of the hurricane widely and quickly diffused worldwide on
Twitter. False rumors can confuse people and authorities, as
well as interfere with managing the disaster. Governments
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have begun struggling with false rumors spreading via social
media, including Twitter.

Rumor research suggests that rumors are a form of col-
lective sense-making process rather than mere transmission
of information (or misinformation) [5–7]. During disasters,
people experience anxiety and their need for information
explodes; however, mass media sometimes cannot supply
enough information to meet the suddenly huge demand. In
the absence of formal information about a highly anxiety-
inducing and ambiguous situation, people becomemotivated
to share and evaluate information in order to explain the
situation. Rumors have been defined as “unverified and
instrumentally relevant information statements in circulation
that arise in contexts of ambiguity, danger or potential threat,
and that function to help peoplemake sense andmanage risk”
[8].

From this point of view, rumor should not necessarily
be excluded during a disaster. In order to foster the poten-
tially positive uses of rumor and inhibit the negative ones,
understanding the dynamics of rumor discussion on Twitter
would be exceedingly important. This study investigates the
pattern of expression changes over time and the collective
sense-making process on Twitter using real tweet data about
the Cosmo Oil rumor.

2. Related Work

2.1. Expression Changes in Rumor. Rumor researchers have
shown that the expression of rumors changes over time and
have studied the patterns and mechanism of such change.
Allport andPostman conducted laboratory studies on expres-
sion changes in rumors. They instructed participants to
describe a drawing and transmit that description through
a chain of participants without discussion [9]. Rosnow and
Fine also conducted field studies using false rumors, such as
the “Paul McCartney is dead” rumor.These studies identified
four patterns of rumor expression change: leveling: “the loss
of detail and the reduction in length at each successive
transmission”; adding: the “addition to rumor content in
the form of new material or additional details”; sharpening:
“the accenting and highlighting of certain details in the
rumor message”; and assimilation: “the shaping of rumor
content—through leveling, adding, and sharpening—so as
to be in greater accord with personal cognitive schemas”
[8].

RQ1: What kind of expression change is observed in
Cosmo Oil rumor on Twitter over time?

2.2. Rumor as Collective Sense-Making. Laboratory studies of
rumor such as Allport and Postman’s were criticized because
the listener was not allowed to seek clarification or cross-
examine the speaker, whereas such interactions do tend to be
observed in real-life rumor situations [5]. Shibutani proposed
the perspective of rumor as a formof collective sense-making:
when formal information is absent and people are in an
anxiety-inducing and ambiguous situation (e.g., during a
disaster), people tend to compensate by informally interpret-
ing the situation [7]. Although the perspective of rumor as
collective sense-making has been supported through many

field studies, it has, until now, lacked quantitative evidence
because of the difficulties in collecting data on real-life rumor
transmission.

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has enabled
researchers to record all interactions during rumor transmis-
sion, thus providing the necessary quantitative evidence for
rumor as a collective sense-making process. Bordia and Ros-
now [6] devised a general scheme for coding and analyzing
statements in rumor transmission on a CMC network, and
Bordia and DiFonzo [5] modified this scheme to create the
Rumor Interaction Analysis Systems (RIAS). They identified
14 types of rumor statements through an analysis of 14
rumor discussions in CMC discussion groups using RIAS
and found that the most frequent statement in the rumor
discussions was the sense-making type (29.4%). Additionally,
they divided the progression of rumor discussions over time
into quarters by dividing the number of postings by 4 and
derived the main types of statements in each quarter. They
found that interrogatory statements peaked during the first
quarter, while sense-making statements peaked during the
third quarter. Their findings suggest that rumor discussion
is a collective sense-making process and that the types of
statements made in such discussions change over time. On
the other hand, Oh et al. [10] analyzed tweets related to the
Haichi Earthquake in 2010 using the RIAS and found that
sense-making tweets were very rare. They posited that the
Twitter interface, which limits tweets to 140 characters, might
make such sense-making statements difficult.

RQ2: What statement types are observed in Cosmo Oil
rumor spread over Twitter and how do the amount of these
statement types change over time?

2.3. Rumor Diffusion on Twitter. Since Twitter has a distinct
user-follower network and a distinct message forwarding
function (retweets), rumor transmission on Twitter might
have different features from face-to-face interaction or CMC
discussion groups. Mendoza et al. [11] observed there are
far more denials and questions about tweets of false rumors
than about tweets related to confirmed truths and suggested
that false rumors can be detected using an aggregate analysis
of tweets. However, the number of denying/questioning
tweets does not necessarily equate to the number of
readers.

Kwak et al. [1] noted that retweets generally reach an
average of 1,000 users, regardless of the number of followers of
the userwhomade the original tweet. Arif et al. [12] examined
rumors on Twitter during a hostage crisis in Sydney in 2015
and proposed that tweets from accounts with low followers
could still diffuse widely when they have a high number of
derivative tweets (i.e., identifiable downstream tweets that are
copies of the original tweets, including retweets and small
amount of rewords). Hence, the number of retweets might
be deemed a rough estimate of the number of readers of
the tweets. Furthermore, it would be difficult for rumor
tweets with few retweets (which would imply few readers) to
contribute to the collective sense-making on Twitter. Thus,
rumor tweets withmany retweets (diffused rumor tweets) and
ones with few retweets (nondiffused rumor tweets) should be
examined separately.
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Table 1: Statement coding category and its definition.

Category Definition
Authenticating (Au) Statements expressing the speaker’s attempt to add credibility to what he or she was saying.

Sense-making (Sm) Statements reflecting attempts to solve the problem of whether or not the rumor is true, including providing
information to solve the problem.

Emotional (Em) Emotionally charged expressions that include both positive and negative feelings.
Interrogatory (I) Questions seeking information.
Directive (Dr) Statements that suggests a course of action.
Unrelated (Ur) Statements that are not relevant to the original rumor.
Uncodable (Uc) Statements that are not able to be categorized.

RQ3: What is the difference between diffused rumor
tweets and nondiffused ones in terms of expression changes
and statement types in Cosmo Oil rumor?

3. Methods

3.1. Background of the Cosmo Oil Rumor. The Great East
Japan Earthquake hit eastern Japan at 14:46 (JST) on March
11, 2011. The magnitude 9.0 earthquake caused an explosion
at the LPG tanks of Cosmo Oil Co., Ltd. in Ichihara city,
Chiba prefecture at 17:04 and various TV and radio stations
reported on the explosion repeatedly. After the explosion, a
tweet that said “rain with harmful materials is falling” began
to rapidly diffuse on Twitter, chain mail, andmixi (a Japanese
domestic social networking service). On March 12, Cosmo
Oil Co., Ltd., the authorities, andmassmedia officially denied
the Cosmo Oil rumor, causing it to subside almost instantly.

3.2. Data. Twitter Japan gave us permission to use all tweet
data posted fromMarch 11 to March 17, 2011, in the workshop
for big data on the Great East Japan Earthquake—Project
311 [13]. It contains the following information on each tweet:
tweet ID, account ID, timestamp, and tweet text. Any tweets
deleted before the workshop began were not included in the
data.We extracted the tweets related to the CosmoOil rumor
from the all tweet data using the keyword “cosmo.” A dataset
of 187,202 extracted tweets (Cosmo Oil dataset) was used in
this study.

Authors and three research collaborators read all the
tweet contents in theCosmoOil dataset and extracted notable
tweets for understanding the dynamics of the change in
expression and diffusion process of Cosmo Oil rumors. We
operationally defined diffused tweets as tweets that had been
retweeted over 100 times; 87 tweets were classified as diffused,
with all other tweets being classified as nondiffused. The total
number of tweets and retweets of these diffused tweets was
75,831. Diffused tweets and their retweets account for 40.5%
of the Cosmo Oil dataset.

3.3. Coding. Coding was performed with reference to the
classification by Arif et al. [12] and the RIAS [5], who
employed five mutually exclusive categories—affirm, deny,
neutral, unrelated, and uncodable—to capture the overall
trend of the rumor discussion on Twitter. Bordia and
DiFonzo [5] employed 14 categories of statements to RIAS

to analyze the rumor discussion in CMC discussion groups.
They were prudent, apprehensive, authenticating, interroga-
tory, providing information, belief, disbelief, sense-making,
directive, sarcastic, wish, personal involvement, digressive,
and uncodable. Oh et al. [10] revised RIAS to analyze
the rumor discussion on Twitter and dropped the seven
categories of digressive, personal involvement, wish, sarcas-
tic, apprehensive, providing information, and sense-making,
because theywere very rare in their dataset of tweets related to
the Haiti Earthquake. They also replaced apprehensive state-
ments with emotional ones, which included both positive and
negative dimensions.

First, we coded the attitude of the rumor tweets in the
Cosmo Oil dataset with the same categories used by Arif.et
al.—affirm, deny, neutral, unrelated, and uncodable—to cap-
ture the overall stance of the Cosmo Oil rumor discussion. A
tweet coded as “affirm” implies that it endorses or affirms the
rumor whereas a tweet coded as “deny” disputes or refutes
the rumor. A tweet coded as “neutral” neither directly affirms
nor denies the rumor but is still related to the story.

Second, we coded the statements of the tweets to capture
the sense-making process in the CosmoOil rumor discussion
in detail based on the following seven categories: authen-
ticating, sense-making, emotional, interrogatory, directive,
unrelated, and uncodable, as shown in Table 1. These cat-
egories were referring to RIAS and were not necessarily
mutually exclusive.The statements that may have been coded
as belief, disbelief, and prudent, using RIAS were coded as
affirm, deny, and neutral, respectively in the first step of our
coding procedure as noted above. As Oh et al. analyzed, we
replaced apprehensive statements in RIAS by emotional and
omitted the three categories of sarcastic, wish, and personal
involvement from RIAS because they were very rare in the
Cosmo Oil dataset. The providing information category was
also omitted. Because information providing statements were
presumed to be responses to interrogatory statements [5], it
was difficult to distinguish between responses to interroga-
tory statements and mere information transmission in the
rumor discussion on Twitter. We retained the sense-making
category in RIAS because our research interest focused on the
sense-making process in the rumor discussion.

In this study, we recruited two coders from among our
university students, instructed them how to code tweets
using the coding manual, and let them code all the diffused
tweets and the notable nondiffused tweets introduced in this
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paper later. The intercoder reliability: Cohen’s 𝜅 [14] for
classification of the attitude of the rumor tweets was 0.73
and that for statements of the rumor tweets was 0.84. These
reliabilities could be judged as substantial agreement and
almost perfect agreement, respectively [15].

3.4. Dividing the Diffused Tweets. To capture expression
changes over the course of the Cosmo Oil rumor discussion,
we divided diffused tweets into “quarters,” with reference
to the analysis method proposed by DiFonzo and Bordia
[8]. We divided all diffused tweets except unrelated (Ur)
ones into quarters by dividing the number of diffused tweets
chronologically by 4, and then counting the number of each
type of attitude and statement in each quarter.WhileDiFonzo
and Bordia divided and analyzed all posts (7 to 54 posts) in
the 14 rumor discussions on computer discussion groups, it
was quite difficult to divide and count each type of attitude
and the statements of all tweets (187,202 tweets) in the Cosmo
Oil dataset in the same way. However, because the percentage
of diffused tweets and their retweets was not small in the
Cosmo Oil dataset as noted before, and because tweets with
a large number of retweets would have been read by far more
people than would tweets with fewer retweets [1], we judged
that dividing only diffused tweets would be acceptable in this
research.

4. Results

In this chapter, we introduce the texts of tweets that featured
communication about the Cosmo Oil rumor. The texts
includes the timestamp, tweet text, the number of retweeted
(number plus “RT” in parentheses), and the statement cate-
gory. User information is referred to onlywhen it is necessary.

4.1. Diffused Rumor Tweets. The first diffused tweet of the
Cosmo Oil rumor occurred at 6 pm (Tweet A). We identified
it as the original rumor tweet and named the main text of the
tweet as the core rumor text (underlined part of the original
rumor tweet).

Tweet A (directive)
@username (03-11 18:43:40)
[Please share] To residents around Chiba city!

Due to the Cosmo Oil explosion, harmful material
has become adherent to clouds, and is falling with
rain. When you go outside, bring an umbrella or a
raincoat.Don't let your body be exposed to rain!!!

(1,759RT)
After the original rumor tweet was posted, the number of

tweets related to the CosmoOil rumor exploded. A total of 18
diffused rumor tweets affirmed the rumor. Since two of these
tweets referred to the rumor as related information for other
discussions, we concluded that 16 diffused tweets contributed
to the discussion of the Cosmo Oil rumor. Interestingly, all
16 diffused rumor tweets quoted the full text or core rumor
text of the original rumor tweet without changes. Since the
downstream tweets kept the text of the original rumor tweet
almost intact, it seems evident that leveling, sharpening, and
assimilation did not occur in the discourse of the Cosmo

Table 2: Numbers of attitudes in each quarter.

Affirm Deny Neutral
Q1 (n=20) 17 3 0
Q2 (n=19) 0 19 0
Q3 (n=19) 0 19 0
Q4 (n=19) 1 17 1

Oil rumor. Addingwas observed in authenticating statements
in some tweets. Another feature of the diffused affirming
tweets was that these 16 tweets contained only two statement
categories: authenticating and directive.

Tweet B (03-12 00:12:30, directive)
Share more! (core rumor text), Please let every-

one know this!! (1,342RT)
Tweet C (03-11 19:58:50, authenticating and directive)
Fuji television said so. RT (original rumor

text). (614RT)
Tweet D (03-12 09:23:42, authenticating and directive)
The information from the factory worker. Take

care of outing and don't reveal your skin. (core

rumor text) Please let everyone know this!! (2,055RT)
It took about 16 hours from the posting of the original

rumor tweet for the first diffused rumor tweet denying the
rumor to appear (“NHK” in tweet E is Japanese national
public broadcasting organization).

Tweet E (03-12 11:00:14, authenticating and sense-making)
[Can I say a few words?] It is a HOAX that expo-

sure to rain is dangerous, harmful material is
mixed in rain due to the explosion. NHK also said
so. Don’t share the rumor, it bothers the Cosmo
staff. I heard that when the oil burns, it will
produce only carbon dioxide. (2,055RT)

When Cosmo Oil Co. Ltd., authorities, and Asahi Shim-
bun (a daily newspaper in Japan) officially denied the Cosmo
Oil rumor, denial tweets spreadwidely in an instant.Themost
retweeted deny tweet was posted by Urayasu City Hall in
Chiba prefecture.

Tweet F (03-12 15:31:53, authenticating and directive)
@urayasu koho
A false chain mail has been sent, saying that

harmful material is falling with the rain due to
the LPG tank explosion at the Cosmo Oil Chiba re-
finery. We have asked the Fire, Earthquake and Dis-
aster Defense Division of Chiba prefecture and con-
firmed it to be false. Please act only with accurate
information. (21,078RT)

We arranged 77 diffused rumor tweets in chronological
order and divided them into quarters; then we counted
each type of attitude (Table 2) and statement (Table 3).
Unrelated (Ur) diffused tweets (10 tweets) were excluded
from this analysis. Because there were no uncodable tweets
regarding attitude, and because the only uncodable tweet
about statement was a tweet that simply expressed denial
of the rumor, the property of which was already considered
in Table 2, the “uncodable” column was omitted from both
tables.
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Table 3: Numbers of statements in each quarter.

Au Sm Em I Dr
Q1 (n=20) 7 1 0 0 20
Q2 (n=19) 17 1 0 0 8
Q3 (n=19) 17 2 0 0 7
Q4 (n=19) 15 0 0 1 13

Table 2 shows that (1) almost all affirmative tweets are
concentrated in Q1, (2) denial tweets dominated from Q2 to
Q4, and (3) there are very few neutral tweets in any of the
quarters. These patterns directly reflect the existence of an
official denial.There were no official denials to the CosmoOil
rumor in Q1, whereas Cosmo Oil Co., Ltd. denied the rumor
in Q2 and Urayasu City Hall and Asahi Shimbun denied it in
Q3.

Table 3 also suggests a similar pattern. Less than half of
the statements were coded as authenticating (Au) inQ1, while
most of the statements in Q2 to Q4 were classified as such.
This change is consistent with the finding of Oh et al. [16],
whonoted that informationwith no clear sourcewas themost
important rumor-causing factor on Twitter. Second, there
were very few sense-making and interrogatory statements
and no emotional statements in any of the periods. The ratio
of directive statements in all tweets is the highest inQ1, which
then dropped in Q2 to Q3 before increasing again in Q4.

4.2. Nondiffused Rumor Tweets. In this section, we analyze
the changes of expression, attitude, and statements of nondif-
fused rumor tweets using the same framework as the diffused
ones. However, it is quite difficult to count the number of each
type of change over 100 thousand tweets. Thus, we introduce
typical tweets in the Cosmo Oil dataset for each type of
change.

While adding was the only type of expression change
observed in diffused rumor tweets, we observed other types
in the nondiffused rumor tweets.

Tweet G (03-11 18:00:26, directive)
I heard that water solution is flying apart

as a consequence of the Cosmo Oil fire in Ichi-
hara city, Chiba prefecture. Absolutely do not
get exposed to rain, prevent it with a mask. I
also heard that Shinkansen of the Tohoku, Joestu,
and Akita lines will be stopped all day today.(7RT)

The timestamp of Tweet G is 43 minutes earlier than
Tweet A: the original rumor tweet. Since Tweet G was posted
earlier than Tweet A, and the content is quite similar, we
presumed that Tweet G was the seed of the original rumor
(rumor seed tweet). There are notable expression changes
between the rumor seed tweet and the original rumor
tweet: (1) the content concerning the “Shinkansen” (Japanese
superexpress) in the seed rumor was omitted in the original
rumor (leveling); (2) the expression “water solution” was
changed into the more intense “harmful material” (sharp-
ening); (3) references to clouds, umbrellas, and raincoats
were added (adding); and (4) the text of the original rumor
was more focused on the central theme of the rumor—that

rainfall contained harmful material—than the seed rumor
(assimilation). In short, all four types of expression change in
rumor occurred from the seed rumor to the original rumor.

Tweet H (03-11 19:02:19, directive)
[Please share] Cosmo Oil in Itsui, Chiba prefec-

ture exploded. Rain with harmful material (danger
to the body) is falling due to the fire fighting.
The air is also harmful. Kawasaki iron mill, too.
Please don't go out except when necessary. It is
dangerous to be within a 20 km radius of the explo-

sion. (6RT)
Expression changes did not only occur from the seed

rumor to the original rumor. Tweet H was posted after the
original rumor tweet. References to umbrellas and raincoats
were omitted from Tweet H (leveling), while references to a
different danger zone, the potential harm caused by the air,
and a description of the breadth of the danger zone were
added (adding). The text of Tweet H is unified, as with the
original rumor; however, Tweet H took a slightly different
focus due to its differing context (sharpening).

Tweet I (03-11 21:13:36, authenticating)
[According to Chiba TV] I heard that the Cosmo

Oil fire in Ichikawa city is safe because there are
no leaks of toxic gas or harmful material. I saw
the tweet "rain with harmful material is falling",

but there are no such reports. (11RT)
As Tweet E shows, the first diffused deny tweet was posted

16 hours after the original rumor tweet. However, the first
nondiffused deny tweet was posted about 1 hour later. Tweet
I, a deny tweet with an authenticating statement, was posted
about 2 hours later.

Tweet J (03-11 21:07:31, directive)
Although I do not know whether it is true or

false, I heard that rain with harmful material is
spreading. Prevent your skin from being exposed to
rain with a raincoat or an umbrella. (0RT)

While one of the features of the diffused rumor tweets was
that there were very few neutral tweets (Table 2), there were
several neutral tweets among the nondiffused rumor tweets.
These tweets often withheld judgment about the truth of the
rumor and attempted tomaintain neutrality just in case, even
when they experienced doubt (Tweet J).

Tweet K (03-11 23:30:01, sense-making)
I don't want this tweet to be shared. If puri-

fied oil or LPG is burning only CO2 and water will
be made. Even in the case of incomplete combustion,

no harmful material will be made. RT [Forwarding]
(original rumor text). (0RT)

Tweet L (03-11 20:57:59, interrogatory)
What is the information source for the tweet:

"rain with harmful material is falling"? (0RT)
Tweet M (03-11 20:11:32, emotional)
I'm scared . . . (original rumor text). (1RT)
In terms of statement type, we observed very few sense-

making and interrogatory statements and no emotional state-
ments among the diffused rumor tweets (Table 3). However,
all the three types of statements were observed among the
nondiffused rumor tweets. In Tweet K, the user rebutted the
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rumor using his/her knowledge of chemistry. Many users
also questioned the source of the information of the original
rumor tweet (Tweet L). In Tweet M, the user expressed
his/her fear on the rumor text straightforwardly.

5. Discussion

We assumed that rumor is a kind of collective sense-making
and investigated tweet data about the Cosmo Oil rumor
during the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 in order
to clarify the pattern of expression changes over time and
sense-making process of rumor on Twitter. In this section,
we summarize our findings based on the three research
questions.

Arguably, the most notable finding of this study is that
both the pattern of expression change and the sense-making
process of rumor differed substantially between diffused and
nondiffused tweets (RQ3; Table 4). For diffused tweets, almost
the entirety of the original rumor text or core rumor text
was quoted in downstream tweets. This resulted in little
expression changes, except for adding to the original text.
On the other hand, all four types of expression change were
observed in nondiffused tweets: leveling, adding, sharpening,
and assimilation (RQ1).

Similarly, there seems to be no collective sense-making
process in diffused tweets; attitudes to the rumor were only
affirm or deny, and very few were neutral. Furthermore, very
few sense-making statements and interrogatory statements,
and no emotional statements were made. This pattern can be
interpreted as a generally positive attitude towards rumor at
the early stage. However, the pattern changes entirely once an
official information source transmits accurate information.
This pattern resembles the often passive audiences of mass
media. The patterns in the nondiffused tweets are the oppo-
site: various types of statements were observed, including
sense-making, interrogatory, and emotional (RQ2). Users
raised various questions and offered their thoughts on solving
the problem, regardless of whether they believed the rumor to
be true or false.This type of interaction exactly corresponds to
a collective sense-making process. Users also easily expressed
their rumor-related feelings of anxiety.

The question is, why is there such an enormous difference
in patterns on Twitter? One of the reasons why certain tweets
are diffused and nondiffused is follower distribution on Twit-
ter. Since follower distribution on Twitter is largely skewed
[1], hubs (users who have a much larger number of followers
than ordinary users; e.g., president Trump or celebs) can
influence the diffusion process of tweets. According to the
survey report by Impress Corporation [17], Japanese Twitter
users had an average of 54.4 followers in 2011, and 0.9% of
Japanese Twitter users hadmore than 1,000 followers. Yasuda
[18] analyzed theCosmoOil rumor tweets data and suggested
that retweets by minihubs (twitter accounts with 1,000 or
more followers) or hubs (twitter accountswith 10,000 ormore
followers) were critically important for the spread of rumor
tweets, especially at the early stage of their diffusion. Further,
she inferred that the hubs did not necessarily have the ability
to discriminate truth from false rumor, as the hubs (e.g.
fashion models or artists) were not specialists or authorities.

In this research, Tweet F was posted by the Urayasu City Hall
account, which had 14,408 followers in 2011. However, while
the account that first posted Tweet E had a small number of
followers (389 followers in 2018), one of the accounts that
retweeted Tweet E was a hub with a significantly greater
number of followers (16, 973 followers in 2018). Therefore, in
the case of Tweet E, the hub seemed to enhance the diffusion
of the tweet.

Since information sharing on Twitter tends to be moti-
vated by reputation and efficacy [19], it seems plausible that
hubs—whose tweets will be read by many strangers—would
be more conscious of the content of their retweets than
would ordinary users. Questioning (interrogatory), consid-
ering (sense-making), and being open to both pros and cons
(neutral) are important factors in the collective sense-making
process; however, these types of tweets seem to be avoided
by hubs’ followers, perhaps because of their high information
processing load, especially during disasters. Hence, hubs
on Twitter would be more likely to retweet a mere fact or
conclusion than part of a complex and ambiguous sense-
making process. If this interpretation is correct, the rarity of
sense-making statements onTwitter is not only because of the
140-character limit for tweets, as suggested by Oh et al. [10],
but also because of the role of hubs similar to opinion leaders
in the two-step flow of communication [20, 21] or gatekeepers
[22].

Twitter, at least in the information spaces composed by
diffused tweets, does not seem suitable for dynamic collective
sense-making. Rather, it seems more suited to exchanging
static information during crises. The reason for the few
expression changes in diffused tweets could be explained
by this idea as well. Once a tweet attains the position of a
diffused tweet, it becomes a kind of standard. The flood of
modified tweets of these standards would confuse ordinary
users, therefore hubs would be motivated to avoid to retweet
them. Within such an information space, even if an ordinary
user offers a significant question, useful insights, or expert
knowledge, their information would be filtered by hubs and
would not reach a broader audience. Instead, they would be
buried in the flood of disaster-related information.

6. Conclusion

This study sheds light on the difference in expression changes
between diffused rumor tweets and nondiffused rumor tweets
during the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. The contrast
between the few expression changes in diffused tweets and
the many such changes in nondiffused tweets implies the
existence of information filters on Twitter, namely, hubs.

However, there are still some limitations in this study.
First, this study analyzed the data of only one rumor case
on Twitter during a disaster.These findings should be further
validated and replicated for other cases. Second, the classifica-
tion criteria for diffused and nondiffused should be checked.
The operational criteria in this study—over or less than 100
retweets—might be inappropriate. Third, the analysis of the
nondiffused tweets should involvemore thanmerely selecting
example tweets. Indeed, we should analyze the nondiffused
tweet data as a whole. Finally, because we did not have user
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network data on Twitter nor hubs’ psychological motivation
for retweets, we could not examine the gatekeeping role by
hubs.

The more our daily communication depends on social
media platforms including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.,
the more their influence will increase. The perspective that
hubs influence not onlywhich tweet is diffused but alsowhich
type of discourse emerges as a result can provide further
insight into the dynamics of rumor discussion on Twitter.
Further, our research perspective may be applicable not only
to rumors but also to other types of communication, both on
Twitter and other social media platforms.
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A word can carry different meanings for different people. Conjoint analysis was applied to assess preferences for various words
describing integrated resorts (IR) including casinos, to be introduced in Japan in the future. We discuss how the participants
understood particular words (e.g., a specific casino’s place name or wording regarding restrictions on betting) that define the
characteristics of a casino, as well as how casino-related words influenced participants’ preferences. Implications for enhancing
public understanding of casinos are explored in the conclusion.

1. Introduction

People understand words in a variety of ways, and the same
words can be interpreted differently depending on one’s
knowledge, experience, and sensibility [1]. Errors and prob-
lems arise even in everyday circumstances due to differing
interpretations of words. On the other hand, understanding
can be improved by linking appropriate images with words.
For example, consider an integrated resort (IR) that includes
legal casinos. IRs contribute to the tourism industry in
more than 141 regions worldwide and have produced a large
economic effect [2]. For example,Macau has operated casinos
as part of its tourism industry since 1847. Macao has turned
casinos into entertainment facilities (with accommodation),
revitalizing the casino market by transforming casinos to be
more like resorts. In 2006, Macao became the most lucrative
casino city worldwide, followed by Las Vegas [3].

In Japan, the Act on the Promotional Development of
Areas for Specified Integrated Resort Facilities (the IR bill)
was passed in 2016. During 2018, the National Assembly is
expected to establish an IR implementation law outlining
more specific regulations for the introduction of IRs. How-
ever, many people opposed to IRs [4]. Despite this resistance,
it is noteworthy that the size of the gambling market in
Japan (including public gambling and PACHINKO) exceeds

20 trillion yen per year. Therefore, Japan is akin to what may
be called a “gambling center” [5].

Why has Japan failed to support casinos thus far,
given that many people are familiar with the activities of
casinos, such as large-scale public gambling and games
of PACHINKO? In view of the abovementioned issues,
the authors consider how words related to casinos have
influenced people’s preferences, i.e., how words may create
negative or positive impressions of casinos.

The following chapter provides a review of the literature.
The experimental details are discussed in the third chapter.
The fourth section presents the results, and the discussion is
set out in the fifth chapter. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
the final chapter.

2. Literature Review

As part of an effort to rectify the negative image of public
works policy in Japan, a follow-up survey of participants’
impressions of various words related to public works was
conducted [6]. Public works projects were originally con-
ceived as contributing to the nation’s relief efforts, safety,
and disaster management. However, negative events such as
accidents and delays in construction have taken a toll on
people’s impressions of publicworks. Tanaka et al. categorized
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words used in the context of public works into four categories:(1)words directly describing public works; (2)Words directly
related to public works; (3) words influencing public works;
and (4) words indirectly related to public works. Tanaka
et al. targeted not only words directly expressing public
works but also relevant images and the names of political
parties and politicians. Thus, perceptions of public works
were widely analyzed. Their analysis revealed a change in
people’s impression of public works when the urgency and
necessity of public construction projects were highlighted in
the press. In Japan, the introduction of casinos is expected
to have positive economic effects [7]. However, many people
still have negative impressions of casinos. Gambling has been
associated with suicide, unemployment, and productivity
declines [8].Whenmaking decisions, people choose themost
satisfying option based on the available information [9].

In the context of casinos, decisions seem to be based
on both positive and negative factors such as economic
impact and social cost. Decision-making methods have also
been explored. Of several factors affecting perceptions of
casinos, Yan andChee [10] clarified those thatwere significant
using both the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the
conjoint analysis; the latter shows that practical decisions
are made by combining several factors and is thus more
useful than AHP, which simply compares factors. The cited
authors compared the two methods, but not in the context of
improving casino perceptions or marketing methods. Thus,
although our methods are similar to theirs, the works differ
in terms of perspective and significance. Conjoint analysis is
not confined to casino perceptions; it is used to identify the
most important factors involved in choosing a product when
multiple possible factors may be in play [11, 12].

One study highlighted the influences of elements of the
casino environment (building structure, degree of conges-
tion, sound environment, etc.) on the mental state of people
with problematic gambling habits using conjoint analysis [13].
Consumers are trying to select the more desirable option
when choosing the most preferable product or service from
among several [14, 15]. In such cases, consumers may use
multiattribute decision making [16]. However, research that
considers marketing elements among the constituent factors
pertinent to casinos is limited, even considering research
addressing environmental factors such as the structure of the
facility [13]. Also, no research has addressed the question of
how people understand words related to casinos. Therefore,
we began by examiningwords related to casinos; we extracted
such words using conjoint analysis.

Above, we focused principally on analytical methods.
The reason why we used conjoint analysis will be given in
the Methods section. Japanese casinos have been but poorly
researched. Indeed, no keywords identifying casino prefer-
ences have been identified; our work is thus meaningful.

3. Experimental Details

3.1. Purpose. In this study, to determine the degree of
desirability (hereinafter referred to as “preference”) of various
levels of casino, a conjoint analysis was conducted on the
data obtained from a questionnaire survey. In this section, an

outline of the survey and methods for deriving results will be
described.

3.2. Method. Why did we use conjoint analysis to search for
words reflecting casino preferences? The AHP mentioned
above has much in common with conjoint analysis; both
approaches preweight evaluation items (factors). However,
we thought it inappropriate and unrealistic to weight com-
binations of individual evaluation items. When selecting
products or services, customers make decisions after com-
prehensive evaluation of multiple factors at different levels.
Additionally, the use of AHP was inappropriate because
AHP preweights evaluation items; Japan does not yet have
casinos and the casino-associated views of Japanese people
remain completely unknown.Thus, it would be premature to
use AHP in the present work. We concluded that conjoint
analysis, which explicitly derives the influences of various
factors, would be appropriate. We performed the following
three steps:

(i) Step 1: We derived evaluation scores for all cards
presented to subjects.

(ii) Step 2:We derived preferences for each level based on
these scores.

(iii) Step 3: We assessed the influence of each factor based
on the preferences for these levels.

In terms of Step 1, the evaluation scores of nine cards have
already been derived [17]. The present research commences
at Step 2. Clarification of preferences at all levels allows
interactions among factors to be studied. Step 3 is currently
underway.

3.3. Conjoint Analysis. During conjoint analysis, it is neces-
sary to identify casino-specific factors and the levels thereof.
First the setting in which factors are derived must be chosen.
We extracted words pertaining to casinos and identified four
factors based on a marketing mix framework (see Table 1).

In this paper, four factors were considered based on
Kotler’s marketing mix [18]. The Kotler marketing mix [18]
is often used to identify factors affecting product purchase or
use of a service. Takeuchi et al. [23] derived a marketing mix
to improve service. Text mining was applied in this context.

In this paper, three levels, corresponding to choices
within each of the mentioned factors in Table 1, were set. The
three levels (casino-related words) for each factor are listed
in Table 2. In terms of setting the levels, we referred to an
overseas report [2] on casinos commissioned by the Cabinet
Secretariat.

Figure 1 shows the four factors and twelve levels (three per
factor) used to describe characteristics of casinos.

Nine conjoint cards were prepared by combining the
twelve levels shown in Figure 1 based on the design of
experiments (DoE) [24]. Each card shows a virtual casino
created by combining four of the twelve levels. In this paper,
the number of cards was decided with consideration given to
minimizing the burden placed on participants answering the
questionnaire. Therefore, the L9 orthogonal table was used,
resulting in nine cards. Table 3 shows the nine conjoint cards.
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Table 1: Extraction of words expressing factors based on the four Ps.

Factor Extraction protocol
(Place): Location “Place” of the casino means its location. Here, the relevant term is “Location.”

(Price): Restrictions on betting

Words pertaining to money are extracted and regarded as factors corresponding to “Price.”
Casino money matters include (principally) entrance fees and bets. Entrance fees are

controlled by Japanese governmental regulations; visitors cannot choose how much to pay.
Also, the casino must charge only the legal fee. Therefore, we targeted words pertaining to
betting. The word “Price” can be replaced by “The size of bets.” It is necessary to keep in
mind that the specific rewards vary by the games played and one’s success rate. Thus, it is
difficult to extract level-specific words. Many subjects will not know the situation that
pertains if a specific level of betting is allowed. Subjects may choose their bets freely.

(Promotion): Atmosphere

This refers to promotion within the marketing mix. The purpose of promotion is to send a
message to a target customer that increases the recognition of a product or service, improves

its public image, and enhances sales [18]. It is indisputable that promotion directly
influences consumption; moreover, promotion can also improve brand equity [19].

Promotion should not be viewed as a short-term approach to increasing sales. Indeed,
promotional efforts should enhance brand equity in the long-term [20]. For casinos, brand
equity involves awareness and a positive societal image. Given our focus on brand equity, we

identified “atmosphere” as being important in terms of casino image.

(Product): Operating organization

As a casino is a single product, we extracted words reflecting reliability and quality. The
characteristics of a product include safety, reliability, and suitability. When choosing

electrical appliances and clothes, a consumer may focus on the country of origin and the
manufacturer; these represent reliability [21]. The organization managing the casino is

analogous to a manufacturer. The type of organization will influence whether a prospective
customer would prefer to go to a casino or elsewhere.

Table 2: Extraction protocol for words expressing levels.

Factor Level Extraction of levels

Location
Odaiba
Shinjuku
Ginza

How will location affect how local residents value the casino? We extracted
words at the level of “Local.” All subjects commuted to either school or

work; therefore, three distinct words with different characteristics served as
the levels. All subjects were familiar with the features of each place.
Odaiba, which is coastal, features an exhibition hall, a hotel, and
amusement facilities. Many foreign tourists visit; land is available.
Shinjuku is a business district in which the Tokyo Metropolitan

Government Office and many other office buildings are located. This is one
of the largest entertainment districts in Japan; many people come and go
around the clock. There are many restaurants, bars, and entertainment

facilities.
Ginza has many old department stores and modern high-end stores.

Although the luxury shopping street still has an old-fashioned atmosphere,
many new commercial buildings have been constructed.

Restrictions on
betting

Upper limit
Without limit
Lower limit

We nest set the general rules of Betting. We extracted words equivalent to
“Restrictions” when betting money and also words equivalent to “Without

limit,” indicating that the amount of money that could be bet is not
controlled. The word “lower limit” was extracted based on features of

overseas casinos [2].

Atmosphere
Luxury

Extraordinary
Entertaining

For several reasons, we extracted words corresponding to levels of
atmosphere, as follows.

“Luxury” was extracted given that a casino requires a great deal of
investment and commitment [22].

We extracted “extraordinary” because casinos are new ventures in Japan.
We extracted “entertaining” because casino visitors can enjoy games and

shows.

Operating
organization

Domestic companies
Overseas companies
Local government

Domestic companies were extracted because they seek to enter the casino
business, authorized by the IR bill.

Overseas companies were extracted if they currently operate casinos
overseas.

Local government was extracted because it already manages public
gambling in Japan.
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Table 3: The nine conjoint cards.

Card No. Location Restrictions on betting Atmosphere Operating organization
1 Odaiba Upper limit Entertaining Local government
2 Odaiba Without limit Luxury Overseas companies
3 Odaiba Lower limit Extraordinary Domestic companies
4 Shinjuku Upper limit Luxury Domestic companies
5 Shinjuku Without limit Extraordinary Local government
6 Shinjuku Lower limit Entertaining Overseas companies
7 Ginza Upper limit Extraordinary Overseas companies
8 Ginza Without limit Entertaining Domestic companies
9 Ginza Lower limit Luxury Local government

FACTORS

Entertaining

Operating
Organization

Domestic companies

Overseas companies

Local government

LEVELS

Location

Odaiba

Shinjuku

Ginza

Without limit

Lower limit

Luxury

Restrictions on
Betting

Upper limit

Atmosphere Extraordinary

Figure 1: Factors and levels.

3.4. Survey. A web questionnaire featuring these conjoint
cards was completed by 97 participants (71 males and 26
females). Twenty of the 97 reported that they had visited casi-
nos in other countries.The study period ran for 34 days, from
October 9 to November 12, 2017. A web questionnaire tool
termed “Creative Survey” (https://creativesurvey.com/) was
used. The target subjects were those who might visit casinos
in future, particularly university undergraduate and graduate
students. 20 of the 97 respondents reported experience with
casinos in other countries. Thus, we focused on students,
social workers, and students who were also working (all over
20 years of age).

The questionnaire survey was designed using a pairwise
comparison method [25] that compared each of the nine
cards shown in Table 2 with a set of two cards and then
evaluated each card. The image shown in Figure 2 is a part of
the screen shown as participants answered the questionnaire
survey.

Subjects moved the cursor shown at the bottom of the
screen to indicate which virtual casino described on the
two cards (see Figure 2) was preferable. This procedure was

Card No.1
∙ Odaiba
∙ Upper limit
∙ Entertaining
∙ Local government

Card No.2
∙ Odaiba
∙ Without limit
∙ Luxury
∙ Overseas companies

Please compare the two cards and move the cursor
to the card that you thought preferred.

No.1 is 
better

If anything, No. 1 
is better

No.2 is 
better

If anything, No. 2 
is better

Same

Figure 2: A sample questionnaire screen.

followed for all nine cards. Using the questionnaire survey,
pairwise comparisons for each card were performed 36 times
by each participant.

3.5. Determining Level Preferences for the Virtual Casino
by Pairwise Comparison. The definitions of symbols and
equations are as in Table 4.

The evaluation scores for all cards were calculated using
97∑
N=1
𝐸𝑁 (𝛼) (1)

Here, (1) is expressed as𝐸𝑁 (𝛼)= 9∑
𝑖=1

9∑
𝑗=1

((0.5 − 𝑑𝑖𝑗) 𝑢 (𝐶𝑖) + (𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 0.5) V (𝐶𝑗)) (2)

The evaluation values of conjoint cards obtained from the 97
subjects were calculated using (1) and (2), where𝑢 (𝐶𝑖) = 1 if 0.5 − 𝑑𝑖𝑗 > 0

otherwise 0
V (𝐶𝑗) = 1 if 𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 0.5 > 0

otherwise 0
(3)
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Table 4: The definitions of symbols.

Symbols Definition𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑗 Card i ⋅ j(i<j, 1≤i≤9, 1≤j≤9)𝐶𝑖𝑗 The combination of 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗𝑑𝑖𝑗 The psychological value of 𝐶𝑖𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1)
N Number of general subjects
m Number of factors (1≤m≤4)
n Number of levels (1≤n≤12)
𝛼 Score of 𝐶𝑖 or 𝐶𝑗 in 𝐶𝑖𝑗
K Number of pairwise comparisons (1≤k≤36)
X Sample space𝑥𝑘 One sample space (𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝐶𝑖𝑗)
W The combination of factor and level selected in X (𝑤𝑚𝑛 ∈ 𝑤(𝑥𝑘))𝑍𝑚 Preference within each level for the factor

0

0 0.5

0.5 1

1

ci

ci

dij

dij

(0.5 − dij)

( 0.5−dij )

cj

cj

 In case of < .

 In case of > .

Figure 3: Process for evaluating each card by pairwise comparison.

𝑢(𝐶𝑖) and V(𝐶𝑗) are classification functions that add scores
to either 𝐶𝑖 or 𝐶𝑗 depending on the evaluation. The function
can be described as follows (Figure 2 shows the questionnaire
screen). In Figure 2, a subject moves the cursor from the
center of the straight line (𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 0.5) to the preferred side.
For example, suppose that the subject considersCard𝐶𝑗more
favorable than Card 𝐶𝑖. In such a case, the cursor is moved
from the center (sameweights) to the right.Then, the𝑑𝑖𝑗 value
is the score of 𝐶𝑗. At this time 𝐶𝑖 will not earn any points.
Therefore, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 0.5 serves as the standard (Figure 3).We thus
derived 𝐸𝑁(𝛼).

If 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗 fit into the sample space X by the L9
orthogonal table based on the experimental design method,
then one of them is 𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝐶𝑖𝑗. Here, the combination of
factors/levels that 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗 can take is

W =(𝑤11 𝑤12 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤1n𝑤21 𝑤22 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤2n... ... d 𝑤3n𝑤m1 𝑤m2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤mn

)= 𝑤𝑚𝑛 (0 or 1) , (4)

and the preference for each level of the factor is shown below:𝑍 (𝑥𝑘, 𝑤𝑚𝑛) = 36∑
𝑘=1

4∑
𝑚=1

3∑
𝑛=1

𝑟𝑤𝑚𝑛 (𝑥𝑘) (5)

In (5), “𝑟” is a constant (𝑟 > 0, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑁).
4. Results

Table 5 and Figure 4 show the results of conjoint analysis of
the data obtained from the questionnaire. Ones’ preference
of all levels is depicted in both Table 5 and Figure 4 in
a different way of expression. It is to be noted that the
detailed values of ones’ preference level calculated by (1),
(2), and (5) are shown in Table 5, while the values of ones’
preference level that are sorted in descending order is shown
in Figure 4. It is supported to grasp at a glance on which
level is the most popular among all the levels or which level
is unpopular in Figure 4, which might be also referred to
ones’ preference order of the levels in the following chapter of
discussion. Here, the preference for a given level of the virtual
casino on each card was calculated in accordance with the
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Table 5: Total level preferences for each factor.

Odaiba Shinjuku Ginza
338.4686 271.3594 252.3474
Upper limit Without limit Lower limit
330.7007 284.4942 241.9833
Luxury Extraordinary Entertaining
315.3692 296.2845 259.6396
Domestic companies Overseas companies Local government
311.3518 295.8827 264.0589
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Figure 4: All levels of preference (N = 97).

procedure described in the fifth section of the third chapter
(Experimental details; Determining level preferences for the
virtual casino by pairwise comparison).

We now briefly summarize the results. Of the 12 levels,
“Odaiba” was most favored. The, preferences for Shinjuku
and Ginza were lower (Figure 4). “Location” significantly
affected the level preferences as shown by the large variations
in preferences among factors. Thus, location would greatly
affect the decision to visit a casino. Also, levels allowing facile
visualization of what is to be expected (such as “upper limit”
and “luxury”) were strongly preferred. We will discuss this in
detail in the next chapter.

5. Discussion

This section addresses the question of how words expressing
the level described on a highly rated card (i.e., the concept of
a casino preferred by people) influenced casino preferences.
Card X, which is thought to be the most preferred among the
nine cards, was prepared by extracting the highest preference
level for each factor one by one (see Figure 4). To assess
the preference for all cards covering each of the three levels
with respect to the four factors, 81 (= 34) cards must be
compared one by one. However, in this paper, as cards were
prepared based on DoE, the preference for all levels was
assessed with only nine cards [24]. Therefore, Card X, which
was not shown in the questionnaire, was prepared in this
section. Figure 5 shows the procedure for preparing Card X,
which incorporated the most preferred levels for each of the
factors.

Furthermore, we extracted the lowest preference level of
each factor to create Card Y. Figure 5 shows howwe extracted
highly preferred factors from each level. Using the same

procedure, we extracted the least preferable level for each
factor. Figure 6 shows card Y1.

Based on cards X and Y described in Figures 5 and 6,
we now focus on three points. First, we compare X, which
features the highest standards for all factors, and card 21.

We next discuss card X per se, created on the basis of
our results (see fourth chapter; the Result and Figure 5). We
explain why four standards (Odaiba, upper limit, luxury, and
domestic companies) were preferred; we refer to the nature
of human decision-making described in the second section
of this chapter.

Finally, to support the decision-making of subjects men-
tioned in the second section of this chapter, two new pairs
of cards are compared with the aid of card Y. We then
discuss words that should be employed in casino marketing
strategies.

5.1. A Comparison between Two Cards with High Ratings.
Figure 7 shows a comparison between Card X, configured
with high preference levels, and Card No. 2, which had the
highest evaluation rank in a previous study [17]. Calculation
of the evaluation score for Card No. 2 was based on (1)
and (2) and Figure 3 in the fifth section of third chapter
(Experimental Details).

First, when comparing each level between the two cards
shown in Figure 7, the levels of the location/atmosphere fac-
tors are common to both cards, i.e., Odaiba/luxury. Regarding
the location, Odaiba is located on the waterfront alongside
features of the coastal area, such as exhibition halls and large
accommodation facilities. Therefore, Odaiba is preferred
because it appears to be a suitable place for a casino. As a
result, a positive impression, as expressed in language such
as “gorgeous” and “similar to an overseas resort including a
casino,” is implied by the phrase “a casino in Odaiba” and it
is therefore thought to be preferable.

Regarding the atmosphere, we considered that many
participants judged that a feeling of luxury, related to the
casino’s roots [22], was the most preferable atmosphere. Even
without knowing the historical background of a particular
casino, the impression “casino = luxury” may have been
created among participants. The word “luxury” appeared
to imply a strong positive impression when compared to
the other levels. For example, if the word “extraordinary”
space gave the impression of a facility that small children
would enjoy, such as the Tokyo Disney Resort, this may
have been regarded as incompatible with a casino. The word
“entertaining” was also seen as potentially carrying a wide
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Card X
∙ Location : Odaiba
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Upper limit
∙ Atmosphere : Luxury
∙ Operating organizer : Domestic companies

FACTORS LEVELS

Location
Odaiba

Shinjuku

Ginza

Restrictions 
on Betting

Upper limit

Without limit

Lower limit

Atmosphere
Luxury

Extraordinary

Entertaining

Operating
Organization

Domestic companies

Overseas companies

Local government

Figure 5: Preference for each factor based on the highest preference scores (Card X).

Card Y
∙ Location : Shinjuku
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Lower limit
∙ Atmosphere : Entertaining
∙ Operating organizer : 
Local government

Figure 6: Preference for each factor based on the lowest preference
scores (Card Y).

range of meanings. If the word “entertaining” were linked to
the casino, the resulting impressionmay have been a negative
one, associated with a place that is noisy or not elegant. Based
on these results, it is speculated that it would be necessary
to design a casino that offered a high-class atmosphere and
high-quality hospitality if it were to become a preferred
casino with a sense of luxury in Japan. In addition, it would
be necessary to attract overseas luxury hotel chains to Japan
and to share service know-how so as to provide high-quality
customer service and a high level of service generally. This
would make it possible to develop management strategies
for the casino that would maintain a feeling of luxury. In
any case, these considerations suggest that, by designing “a
special place with a high-class feeling,” such a casino would
be preferred on the part of many Japanese people.

Second, these results indicated preferences for operating
organizers who were well established as private enterprises,
whereas casinos operated by local governments were not
preferred. We considered that local governments were not
favored as operating organizers because the pairing of the
word “casino” with “local government” might invoke neg-
ative impressions of existing public gambling operations in
Japan. In fact, some have pointed out that profits derived from
public sporting events in Japan have peaked and are now in
decline; these events no longer make major contributions to
the exchequer [26]. Recently, many local governments have
expressed concern about their financial situations; some are
already bankrupt. In other words, Japanese public sports,

originally viewed as social events enriching municipalities,
are now driving municipalities into deficit. Thus, municipal-
ities may not be trusted to run gambling facilities efficiently.
In this context, casinos could be regarded negatively due
to their association with images of existing public gambling
features such as aging facilities, deficits, and gambling depen-
dence. Thus, the results indicate that, to operate the casino
most preferred by people in Japan, it will be necessary for
companies that already operate overseas casinos to cooperate
with companies aggressively entering this new market in
Japan. Specifically, it will be necessary to formulate alliances
between casinos operated in Japan and overseas casinos and
to create a network of cooperation with casinos already in
operation abroad. In this way, it would be possible to connect
Japanese casinos to the peace of mind and pleasure of playing
found in overseas casinos.

Finally, considerationwas given to restrictions on betting,
focusing on the presence or absence of an upper limit.
Regarding restrictions on betting, preferences varied widely
among participants. However, it can be inferred that language
indicating that there is an upper limit may have evoked
a sense of security. The following is an example of how a
visitor might participate in gambling while maintaining a
certain sense of security. When the casino has an upper
limit, this limit indicates the amount of funds owned by the
casino. In some cases, such a limit may increase anxiety about
betting using IT technology, if, for example a comprehensible
warning about excessive betting is issued.Moreover, although
betting is not restricted, IT is now applied in casinos. For
example, RFID tags have been inserted into genuine chips to
distinguish them from fakes at the cashier’s desk [27]. Casino
visitors will appreciate such security, realizing that casinos
deal with large amounts of money and must implement
strict security checks. Even non-visitors may feel that IT
usage renders the casino safer; perhaps they will then visit.
Alternatively, it may be reasonable to consider a mechanism
that restricts betting based on the participant’s own financial
margins and betting habits. For example, the upper limit
might be divided into several stages, and the return can
be considered based on an amount commensurate with
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Card No.2
∙ Location : Odaiba
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Without limit
∙ Atmosphere : Luxury
∙ Operating organizer : 
Overseas companies

Card X
∙ Location : Odaiba
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Upper limit
∙ Atmosphere : Luxury
∙ Operating organizer : 
Domestic companies

Figure 7: Comparison between two cards with high rating scores.

the upper limit. In any case, the word “upper limit” as
an expression of restrictions on betting probably increases
people’s preference for a casino.

5.2. Consideration of the Four Most Favorable Levels. People
make decisions within the framework of limited rationality
[28]. People seek to be maximally rational, but their capac-
ity to consider everything relevant may be compromised.
Therefore, all decisions are partly irrational [29]. The lack of
rationality is explained by the availability heuristic [30] and
the representative heuristic [31]. The availability heuristic, in
particular, features recall of familiarmatters (because of phys-
ical closeness or via reports), impacting decision-making, as
is evident in the preferences that we found. Card X reported
the following data: location: Odaiba, restrictions on betting:
upper limit, atmosphere: luxury, and operating organization:
domestic companies. For each factor, it appeared that these
four levels were selected because the availability heuristic was
in play when subjects expressed their preferences.

Odaiba was the preferred location. In Japan, the casino
bill was submitted to the Diet in 2013, and the government
then implemented the “Improvement of the Base for Inter-
national Tourism in a Near-Tokyo Seaside Sub-City (Odaiba
Area).” In addition, some media reported that very large
Japanese real estate enterprises and construction companies
would participate in the project, creating the Odaiba Casino
[32]. Although the bill introduced in 2013 was later aban-
doned,many news reports on the bill raised the level of public
interest. Simply put, the idea that “Japanese mega-companies
will build casinos in Odaiba” entered peoples’ minds. Then,
based on the availability heuristic, which commences with
familiar objects, it became more likely that location: Odaiba
and operating organization: domestic companies would be
chosen.

The same pattern can be seen in terms of betting
restrictions and “atmosphere”. An upper limit on betting was
favored. Many may be of the view that betting restrictions
would prevent continuous betting. If gambling were in fact to
be compulsorily halted, gamblers cannot continue. However,
what if the maximum bet is so high that it is seldom attained?
Perhaps some gamblers will continue because they simply
have not reached the limit. Thus, a lower limit may be
preferable; this would attract tourists who want to try some
games just for fun. Therefore, the betting system will depend
on what individuals actually want. Imposing a bet limit
was favored partly because of frequent reports on casino
rules overseas, such as limitations on entry and maximum

withdrawals from teller machines [2]. Rather than winning
percentages, or how much must be spent to improve the
chances of winning, regulations [31] and standards described
using familiar words [30] were the foci of attention of most
subjects.

5.3. Supporting the Level Evaluation Process. In the first
section of this chapter, we compared two cards featuring high
preference levels. In addition, in the second section of this
chapter, we discussed why four levels (Odaiba, Upper limit,
Luxury, and Domestic companies) were highly preferred. We
mentioned that a natural heuristic was in play. Here, we
compare two new pairs of cards to amplify the discussion of
the previous chapter. We first compare cards No. 62 and card
Y. Figure 6 refers to card Y.

We next compare cards X and Y, which were created by
reference to the level selection order.Whenwe compare these
two pairs, we discuss the optimal words of casino marketing
proposals.

Figure 8 compares card No. 6, which was least evaluate
and card Y (featuring low preference levels).

The cards shown in Figure 8 are identical except for the
operating organization. This shows that casino evaluations
were made at three levels, Shinjuku, entertainment, and the
lower limit of betting. As Table 2 indicated earlier, Shinjuku
has two aspects; safety is of concern because Shinjuku has a
large red-light district. Also, an illegal casino discovered in
Shinjuku was reported in themedia; thus, the phrase “Casino
located in Shinjuku” might have negative connotations. Also,
the combination “Shinjuku” and “entertaining” may have
created negative images. Of course, Shinjuku is not the only
place where public safety is of concern. However, Shinjuku is
a famous red-light district, and illegal casinos and restaurants
are sometimes reported in themedia.Thus, the combinations
of words on cards Y and No. 6 created a poor impression. We
expect that subjects associated illegal casinos with these cards
and that availability heuristics [30] affected the preferences.

Cards No. 2 and X were in terms of desirable (Figure 7)
and unwanted casinos. Cards No. 6 and X have also been
compared (Figure 8). Here we compare cards X and Y,
given our outcomes. By comparing conflicting cards, we can
discover how society views casinos. Figure 9 shows cards X
and Y.

As shown in Figure 9, cards X and Y differ markedly in
their combinations of levels.

Card X features the most favorable levels and Card
Y the least favorable levels. Heuristics markedly influence
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Card Y
∙ Location : Shinjuku
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Lower limit
∙ Atmosphere : Entertaining
∙ Operating organizer : 
Local government

Card No.6
∙ Location : Shinjuku
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Lower limit
∙ Atmosphere : Entertaining
∙ Operating organizer : 
Overseas companies

Figure 8: A comparison between two cards with low rating scores.

Card Y
∙ Location : Shinjuku
∙ Restrictions on Betting : Lower limit
∙ Atmosphere : Entertaining
∙ Operating organizer : 
Local government

Card X
∙ Location : Odaiba
∙ Restrictions on Betting : 
Upper limit
∙ Atmosphere : Luxury
∙ Operating organizer : 
Domestic companies

Figure 9: A comparison of two conflicting cards.

evaluation, regardless of the cards per se. Decision making
may thus be based on heuristics. As shown in Figure 9, the
words on Card X were familiar casino-related words. Espe-
cially, “Luxury,” which described the atmosphere, imparted
a positive impression. In contrast, we assume that the words
on Card Y were less acceptable, given earlier widely reported
negative incidents. On Card Y, furthermore, the combination
of “entertaining” and “Shinjuku” created an image of an
unsafe red-light district. Thus, even words that do not
express emotions (such as place words and words imparting
restrictions) in fact create emotions, depending on their
combinations. Therefore, we conclude that outcomes will
differ even among evaluations based on the same heuristics.
If so, it is necessary, initially, to increase casino awareness
in Japan by using familiar casino-related words that subjects
associate with positive feelings.

As shown in Figure 9, “Atmosphere” was readily reflected
by “Luxury”, given the history of casinos [22].Thus, it will be
possible to improve casino recognition in Japan by optimizing
the human decision-making process, by familiarizing people
with casino-related words. Casinos will gradually become
more accepted, as will their business enterprises (well-known
casino organizers); media reports will increasingly use words
emphasizing the high standards to which casinos are held.
Matsui [33] studied the interactions between words and
marketing. Marketing generates new words; the spread of
trending keywords enhances marketing. More particularly,
“keyword of generation” created by a marketer can logically
fill the needs of consumers, eventually strengthening the new
word-based trend. Japan currently lacks casinos, and few
people are familiar with overseas casinos. It is important to
improve casino recognition; marketers must create the trend
by using terms associated with casinos in an environment
where people will be likely to hear those terms.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, 97 participants evaluated virtual casinos using
conjoint cards, providing information on their preferences in
relation to various characteristics of casinos. In addition, we
considered qualities associated with high levels of preference
and themanner in which words depicting those qualitiesmay
have influenced participants’ impressions of the casino.

This study has several limitations. First, only 97 par-
ticipants were included, making it a small-scale survey.
The participant characteristics were also limited, and it is
understood that the results obtained from this questionnaire
survey are only applicable to a very limited situation. The
numbers of factors and their levels were also limited to reduce
the burden on the participants, so not all casino and IR
facilities were covered. In the future, it will be necessary
to consider ways to evaluate further people’s impressions
of casinos by setting more factors and levels and, thereby,
evaluating more words related to casinos.
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Endnotes

1. Card No. 2 of the nine cards received the most evalua-
tions [17].

2. Card No. 6 of the nine cards received the least evalua-
tions [17].
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The Japanese workforce has decreased rapidly over the past few decades, and this is expected to continue. Retail and service
industries are already experiencing human-resource shortages. In these industries, nonregular employees feature prominently. For
most companies, recruitment is difficult, and employees change jobs often, making securing staff an important business issue.
Nonregular and regular employees are treated differently; the problem is thus partly social in nature. However, some nonregular
employees are content, although their work conditions are not good. Here, text mining was used to explore differences between the
values of regular and nonregular employees in the retail and service industries.

1. Introduction

The retail and service industry, which is labor intensive, is
facing a turning point in human-resource management due
to a decreasing labor force population and diminishing value
for employees’ work ( the term “values” is defined as a way
of thinking about work and workplace in this paper). In this
industry, companies have used large numbers of nonregular
employees for many years to accommodate fluctuations in
supply and demand. According to MHLW [1], about 70%
of nonregular employees in the accommodation and food
service industries are nonregular employees. Urgent mea-
sures are required to identify how to grow the abilities and
motivation of nonregular employees. Additionally, the high
turnover rate of employees is a significant issue. Maintaining
and training human resources have become increasingly
demanding management tasks.

Many companies have legacy human-resource systems
and employ students and housewives as part-time staff.These
companies are not aligned with labor market needs.

Furthermore, the response to nonregular employees is
often decided by the planning department at headquarters
and does not take into account the values of nonregular
employees recently engaged at stores.

Therefore, the author conducted a survey at seven
major chains in the service industry to investigate intrinsic
employee satisfaction (ES) factors and extrinsic ES factors
such as the values of employees’ work. The findings of this
paper will provide guidance to store management in the
service industry.

This paper is divided into four subsections. First, the
current situation in the Japanese labor market is explained.
Second, the effects of service industry characteristics on
employees’ values most affected by the labor market are
described.Third, features of the retail and service industry are
detailed. Finally, working conditions in the retail and service
industry are described.

1.1. The Current Situation in the Japanese Labor Market. In
recent years, the labor force in Japan has decreased sharply
and this is expected to continue. The decrease is remarkably
large compared to other developed countries (Figure 1).
Thus, companies often seek to employ students, housewives,
and the elderly, who comprise “nonregular” employees. The
Ministry ofHealth, Labor andWelfare (MHLW) [1] published
the “Vision for Working Habits”, stating “Eschewing the
bipolarized notion of regular and nonregular employment,
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Figure 1: Trends in labor force percentages by country. The labor
force percentage is the percentage of the total population aged 15–64.
Source: Population Division of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, World Population
Prospects, 2015 [2].

the focus should be on stable employment, and improvements
inworkermorale and capability, thus improving and develop-
ing the Japanese economy and society.”

A “nonregular employee” is difficult to define, as peo-
ple select various modes of working. The MHLW defined
“nonregular employees” as employees who work for a flexible
period and are either not in full-time work or not in
direct employment. The MHLW identified the problems of
nonregular employment as instability, difficulty in achieving
economic independence, inadequate career progression, and
lack of a safety net.

1.2. Features of the Retail and Service Industries. Employees
in the retail and service industries were investigated in terms
of attitudes and satisfaction. These industries are very labor
intensive, so a lack of workers greatly affects their business
growth. In these industries, customer demands vary greatly
by time of day and day of the week, and most companies
have traditionally hired nonregular employees and most did
not require professional qualifications. However, nonregular
employees who are paid and treated poorly are often better
performers than regular employees. For example, in a clothes
shop, nonregular employees sometimes generated higher
sales than regular employees. Also, in the food service
chains, some nonregular employees have worked longer than
regular employees and, consequently, have better operational
skills.

1.3. Factors Affecting Employees’ Values. This study analyzed
the attitudes of nonregular and regular employees toward
work. According to data in a report from the Japan Produc-
tivity Center [3], attitudes to work have changed recently.
The report showed that the percentages of young people
(under 25 years old) who “want to have a pleasant life” and
“want to contribute to society” have risen since 2000, but the
percentages who “want to challenge my ability” and “want to
become economically rich” have declined (Figure 2). Thus,
research into nonregular employees’ attitudes may reveal
some novel motivations.
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Figure 2: Changing work attitudes of new graduates. The vertical
axis is the percentage of responses (n = 1882). Source: Japan
Productivity Center, 2012.

1.4. Working Conditions of the Retail and Service Industries.
Retail service is emotional labor [4], as employees must
constantly control their emotions to accommodate demand-
ing customers. Nonregular employees in accommodation
and food service industries are paid at only 32.8% the rate
of regular employees, which is the lowest of all industries
(average 49.4%) [5, 6]. In addition, the percentage of full-time
employees is low (30.8%; [1]), and employees frequently leave,
rendering training and evaluation difficult. The turnover
rate within 3 years is 50.2% for university and 64.4% for
high-school graduates [5, 6], significantly higher than the
average (32.2% for all industries [university graduates]; 40.8%
[high-school graduates]). Traditional attitudes toward non-
regular employees persist and management often has low
expectations: “We do not allow these employees for much
responsibility”, “We do not expect high quality” and “Job
turnover is high, but this cannot be helped” [7].

Quantitative correlations analysis and qualitative text
mining [8] were used to define what satisfies nonregular
employees. In this paper, the retail and service industries
were targeted because they often do not require professional
qualifications or business proficiency. Thus, management
will understand the findings; text mining will not unearth
technical terms. Also, in sales departments, regular and
nonregular employees play similar roles, sharing many tasks.
Therefore, it is not difficult to compare their respective views
and values based on employment patterns.

1.5. Research Questions. Many studies have investigated the
influence of extrinsic factors on ES, but few have focused on
intrinsic factors. This is because intrinsic factors are difficult
to measure quantitatively. However, elucidating the intrinsic
factors is important to understanding employee motivation
and to increasing the effectiveness of various measures to
enhance performance. Therefore, this study analyzed intrin-
sic factors based on qualitative data and investigated whether
intrinsic factors affected ES. In addition, the analysis was
based on conditions specific to the service industry, which
include differences in employment patterns. Therefore, the
research questions in this paper were as follows:
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Figure 3: Overview of the research. Note: ( ) are the section numbers relating to previous research and method in this paper. ∗1 concerns
the effects of extrinsic factors on ES (Section 2.1). ∗2 concerns the intrinsic ES factors (Section 2.2). ∗3 concerns the effects of ES on service-
related behaviors (Section 2.3). ∗4 concerns the analytical method on extrinsic ES factors (Section 3.3). ∗5 concerns the analytical method
on intrinsic ES factors (Section 3.4).

Research question 1: Do the attitudes of employees
in the retail and service industries affect their satis-
faction?
Research question 2: Do attitudes differ by work,
workplace, and/or employment pattern?

It is thought that answering these two research questions
will be helpful to both the service industry and companies
that hire nonregular employees.

1.6. Hypothesis. In the retail and service industries, even
under the same conditions, employee satisfaction, behaviors,
and performance differ by individual. This implies that in
considering the factors that impact employee satisfaction
there are some that cannot be fully explained only by extrinsic
factors. Therefore, two hypotheses are considered:

Hypothesis 1: Values influence employee satisfaction.
Changing attitudes to, and values associated with,
work and the workplace influence employee satisfac-
tion.
Hypothesis 2: Values differ by employment pattern.

2. Previous Research

Figure 3 provides an overview of previous research. This
study focused on intrinsic and extrinsic drivers of employee
satisfaction (ES). Such drivers and their effects on store
performance were examined (Figure 3).

There is no fixed definition of ES in the literature. For
example, some studies have focused on personal aspects such
as treatment and wages, while others deal with the quality of
human relationships in the workplace.

In this paper, ES is defined as the overall satisfaction level
of working in a shop. There are many nonregular employees
working in shops in the service industry, and they typically
work in limited spaces with few coworkers. This paper ana-
lyzes how employee values influence employee satisfaction
in such an environment. Our definition of ES does not

consider the degree of satisfaction related to position, honor,
and future return. Herein, ES is only based on daily work.
Employees cannot control external factors, although such
factors influence ES.

2.1. Effects of Extrinsic Factors on Employee Satisfaction. This
subsection outlines previous studies related to the influence
of extrinsic ES factors on employee satisfaction (asterisk 1 in
Figure 3). Alderfer [9] used a Likert questionnaire to investi-
gate the motivations of 300 factory workers based on salary,
benefits, supervisors, colleagues, and growth. In this paper,
authors use the same method of questionnaire. Herzberg
[10] evaluated 1,683 engineers, scientists, military personnel,
and nursing staff in terms of their “satisfied” or “dissatisfied”
status (positive motivations and negative hygiene factors,
respectively). Harter et al. [11] meta-analyzed studies on 36
companies and 7,939 organizations (198,000 people in all) in
terms of employee satisfaction (12 items). Authors referred
these theories for structures of question items in ES factors.
Carter and Bughurst [12] conducted focus group interviews
on the importance of leadership to restaurant employees; the
data have been used in the food service industry. Authors
referred situation of service industries of the other country.
Eggers and Kaul [13] analyzed the patenting patterns of var-
ious companies, exploring whether the inventions reflected
high- or low-level motivation. It is interesting to show the
relationship between ES and innovation. In this paper, By
referring to research of other industry, authors can find
characteristics of the retail and service industry. Pugliesi
[14] noted that the effects of emotional labor reflect other
work-related conditions. Indeed, emotionally laden work can
sometimes have negative effects, including job stress and poor
satisfaction.

It is important to consider both ratio centric and emo-
tional work when analyzing the ES of retail and service
industry employees. The relationships between employee
motivation and behavior were reviewed above. However,
few studies have focused based on employment. Given the
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uniqueness of nonregular Japanese employees, it is impor-
tant to analyze differences between regular and nonregular
employees in terms of motivation, not simply money and
treatment. Thus, prior studies established the model used in
this paper. This study hypothesized that leadership, salary,
and the ingenuity of management would influence employee
behavior.

2.2. Intrinsic Factors on Employee Satisfaction. This subsec-
tion describes previous studies of values related to intrinsic
ES factors (asterisk 2 in Figure 3). Schwarts [15] performed
questionnaire surveys in 44 countries and classified universal
human values into 10 types by motivational purpose. Due
to factors base on personal types, the point that affects
motivation is a reference to this paper. Ros [16] grouped the
values as “intrinsic”, “extrinsic”, “social”, or “prestige-related”
and discussed their interrelationships. In this paper extrinsic
factors and intrinsic factors are separately positioned as
factors affecting ES. Twenge [17] explored differences in
the morality and values of baby boomers and those born
after 1982. To and Tam [18] explored the values attached to
the work of migrant women in China, their employment
compensation, their satisfaction, and differences in values.
The difference in values by these generations is often a theme.
How to analyze the difference by these attributes is helpful.

Such studies structured and classified working values,
but it remains unclear whether values intrinsically influence
employee satisfaction. Values differ among individuals and
are difficult to quantify. Thus, it has been impossible to
conduct a study showing the relationship with employee sat-
isfaction. However, with the development of an effective tool
to quantify qualitative information, it has become possible to
analyze such values.

2.3. Effects of Employee Satisfaction on Service-Related Behav-
iors. This subsection describes previous studies related to
the influence of employee satisfaction on employees (asterisk
3 in Figure 3). Sun et al. [19] found that service-related
actions affected employee productivity, turnover, and ulti-
mately corporate performance.Heskett et al. [20] emphasized
that profitability, customer loyalty, and employee satisfaction
constituted a “service profit chain”. The theme in this paper
is a factor influencing ES, and the behavior change is out
of the scope. However, it will increase the significance of
this research that ES has a big influence to achieve high
performance. Amabile and Kramer [21] analyzed individual
diaries, and observed events in the workplace and the inner
workings of employees. Performance was influenced by
recognition, emotion, and motivation associated with the
workplace. Morrison [22] stated that, to avoid organizational
problems, employees must receive information from those
in higher positions; otherwise employees will be silent and
fail to deliver important information to superiors. Matsuki
and Nakamura [23] developed an ES–customer service (CS)
model for the service industry using the service profit
chain concept of Heskett [20] and the two-factor theory
of Herzberg [10]. Their model identifies factors affecting
employee behavior in terms of ES per se, CS, and store
performance. Quantitative analysis of relationships between

service behavior and performance is commonplace in both
academia and the real world. However, it is often difficult to
identify actions affecting CS or employee performance.

Thus, this study evaluated employees from several com-
panies. The studies cited above showed that employment
conditions and the workplace influence employee awareness
and behavior, but intrinsic employee values may also affect
ES. This study focused on intrinsic employee values.

There is no fixed definition of ES in the literature. ES has
been investigated in the context of discrete personal aspects
such as treatment or wages, and in other cases in relation to
the quality of human relationships in the workplace. Herein,
ES refers to the overall satisfaction level of working in a shop.
There are many nonregular workers in shops in the retail and
service industry, and they typically work in limited spaces
with few coworkers. This paper analyzes how employee
values influence employee satisfaction in this environment.
Therefore, our ES is not the degree of satisfaction related to
position, honor and future return but, rather, to the current
situation in the shop. Additionally, in this paper, extrinsic
factors are defined as not controllable by companies while
intrinsic factors can be controlled. Thus, companies should
recognize the values of employees more and provide them
with better support.

3. Methods

A survey of employees in the retail and service industries
was conducted to investigate effects on customer satisfaction,
both quantitatively and qualitatively. The overall survey is
shown in Figure 4.

3.1. Survey Planning. A survey of employees at seven major
companies in the retail and service industries was conducted.
Thequestionnaire is shown inTable 1.Thequestions consisted
of 11 single-answer items for ES and its factors and a free-
answer item proposed by the employees. Table 1 shows the
data obtained.

3.2. Survey Implications. The survey was conducted from
June 10 to October 25, 2016 using an anonymous, Web-based
response system. Multiple responses from the same source
(e.g., smartphone, tablet, or PC) were not permitted. Each
employee entered a QR code. One manager of a food service
company commented that many regular and nonregular
employees completed the questionnaire during lunch breaks
or on their way home.

In total, there were 2,513 ES responses and 653 free-
answer proposals. The responses to the survey by employ-
ment pattern are shown in Table 2.

3.3. Quantitative Correlation Analysis. The authors investi-
gated the relationship between extrinsic factors and employee
satisfaction through correlation analysis as a preliminary
research. Correlation coefficients between ES and ES fac-
tors were calculated for regular employees and nonregular
employees, respectively, and significant differences deter-
mined. If there is no statistically significant difference
between the two, then the effect of extrinsic factors is the
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Table 1: Whole question items in the research.

Variables/Category Question Items (English) Question Method
Salary I think this store salary and working conditions is good.

Single Answer
5 Level

Equipment Environment I think facilities and environment of this store is good.
Leadership I think this store takes good leadership supervisor.
Personal Growth of Employees I think that work in this store leads you to grow.
Creative task I think we work many creative tasks as well as routine tasks.
Customers’ reactions I think this store service are happy customers.
Financial performance I think this store’s performance will be better again.
Promptness of service I think the employee’s “rapid response” in this store.
Improvements in service I think employees corresponds with a smile in this store.
Service w/smile I think not manual, think for yourself, acting as employees of this store.
Employee Satisfaction I think I am satisfied with working at this store.

Proposals for improving stores Please feel free to have opinions and ideas for making your store better
with innovations and improvements.

Free Answer
open-ended question

Survey planning Survey implication

Quantitative Correlation
Analysis

Qualitative text mining
Analysis

Figure 4: Overview of the research.

Table 2: Questions and numbers of respondents.

Regular employees Non-regular employees Total
773 (270) 1,740 (383) 2,513 (653)
Note: ( ) indicates respondents that answered the item “improvement
proposals” using free text.

same for regular employees and nonregular employees. The
difference between intrinsic factors then becomes clearer.

3.4. Qualitative Text Mining. The free-text comments were
mined and analyzed using text analytics to quantify and
visualize the comments.

3.4.1. Text Mining Software. Text mining was performed
using the tool “Mieru-ka Engine” by Plus-Alpha Consulting.
Text mining divides comments into words or phrases, and
analyzes their frequencies and correlations. For example,
Ford et al. [24] used text mining to extract items affecting
employee engagement. Here, the employees’ responses were
analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively in terms of
ES and values, and whether differences were related to
employment pattern was explored.

3.4.2. Statistical Dependency Analysis of Employee Satisfaction
and Views. Statistical dependency analysis “visualizes the
qualitative context inherent in text data”. Such text mining
analyzes qualitative language data, aggregates the associations
and dependencies of words and phrases, and expresses
relationships between words in diagrams. The comments of
the employees were divided into those by employees who

were (≥3 points) and were not (≤2 points) satisfied, and
further divided into those made by regular and nonregular
employees. This formed groups of regular employees who
were or were not satisfied (Groups A and B, respectively),
and similar groups of nonregular workers (Groups C and
D, respectively). Statistical dependency diagrams were then
created. It was assumed that differences in the keywords in
the free comments used by employees with high ES levels and
thosewith low-ES levels reflected differences in employee sat-
isfaction. Differences in keyword use based on employment
pattern were also analyzed. Sentences are separated into each
word and count the number of the specified word and its
connected word. When qualifying a specified word, draw an
arrow toward the specified word and draw backward arrows
if modification is made from the specified word.

3.4.3. Keyword Ranking Analysis. Keyword ranking was used
to extract keywords representing values. At the end of the
survey, questions regarding proposals for store improvement
were provided in free-comment form. Using keyword rank
analysis, the keyword appearance rates in the respondents’
proposals were extracted.

In addition, the top 20 keywords used by regular and
nonregular employees were displayed in descending order
and the values of d and s were analyzed by employment
pattern.

Keyword appearance rate

=
Number of keyword users

Free comment number of respondents
(1)
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Table 3: Relationships between employee satisfaction and various subfactors.

ES factor (subfactors) Regular employee Non-regular employee z values
(1) Wages and treatment 0.38 0.36 0.46
(2) Workload 0.31 0.31 1.00
(3) The environment 0.39 0.41 –0.69
(4) Relationships in the workplace 0.58 0.54 1.39
(5) Leadership of supervisor 0.46 0.48 –0.46
(6) Company policy and administration 0.53 0.53 1.00
(7) Responsibility 0.50 0.49 0.23
(8) Evaluation 0.51 0.54 –0.92
(9) Customer satisfaction 0.47 0.46 0.23
(10) Growth 0.67 0.67 1.00
Note: the values are correlation coefficients between 10 possible ES factors and CS. The z values are those revealing a significant difference between the two
correlation coefficients. When z > |1.96|, significance was assumed at a 5% rejection probability.

Table 4: Comparison of four groups in keyword map.

Group ES Score Employment pattern n keywords

A ≧3 Regular employees 211
human resource, staff, shop, part-time, supervisor,
employee, motivation, opinion, whole
work, service, pit, time

B ≦2 Regular employees 562
human resource, staff, shop, part-time supervisor,
necessity, opportunity, company, everyone, salary,
status, conscienceless, communication, meeting

C ≧3 Non-regular employees 344
Supervisor, employee, staff,
opinion shift, air conditioner, control, sales floor,
direction, teaching

D ≦2 Non-regular employees 1,396 Brand, kitchen, day, hourly wage
Total 2,513

4. Results

Regular and nonregular employees coexist under different
conditions, but seem to share values relevant to work and
the workplace. Regular and nonregular employees were
compared in terms of the effects of 10 subfactors on satis-
faction. However, no significant differences were found by
employment pattern (Table 3).

4.1. Quantitative Correlation Analysis. Correlation coeffi-
cients between ES and 10 Extrinsic ES factors were calculated
for regular employees and nonregular employees, respec-
tively. Although each extrinsic ES factor has an effect on
employee satisfaction, no statistical significance was found
for the difference in employment pattern.

4.2. Comparison Keyword Map Analysis by ES and Employ-
ment Pattern. Keyword analysis was performed to extract
keywords that are characteristic to each group. Differences
between such keywords were interpreted. Unlike the problem
of the selection formula, what is routinely conscious is
expressed directly without being induced by some answers.
For this reason, text mining was selected as the method to
analyze intrinsic factors.

The keyword map is useful to visualize the entire picture
of distinctive differences. By using attribute data, keywords

characteristic to each group were compared in a map dia-
gram. The blue circle indicates attribute data. The yellow
circle linked to the blue circle shows keywords that are
characteristically appearing in that attribute. The green circle
encompasses common keywords. A yellow line connects a
group to common keywords and the number of occurrences
is shown in parentheses.

Satisfied employees (ES ≧3) used nouns relating to people
such as “staff”, “employee”, or “superiors” more often than
dissatisfied employees and the nouns reflecting improve-
ments were more concrete. Regular employees commonly
mentioned “time”, “service”, and “motivation”; while nonreg-
ular employeesmentioned “shift” and “environment” (Table 4
and Figure 5).

This result does not support hypothesis 1 that values
influence employee satisfaction in a precise manner. How-
ever, as noted above, characteristic values differ by ES level
and employment pattern. Thus, the result implies that values
influence ES.

4.3. Dependency Word Map Analysis. A dependency
word map analysis was then performed based on shop,
staff/employee, and customer, ranking the top three nouns in
terms of appearance. These contexts in keywords were used
in different ways (Figures 6, 7, and 8). The context in this
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Figure 5: Keyword map by employee satisfaction/employment pattern.

context is to understand the values in the background from
the connection between words and words.

The blue circles indicate the top three nouns. The green
circles with gray lines display words that depend on the
top three words. A gray arrow represents a relationship.
Beginning at each word, arrows connect the most relevant
words employed in conjunction with the former word. The
numbers indicate the number of times a word was found in
the comments.

4.4. Characteristic Items by Employment Pattern. Extrac-
tion of common keywords used by regular and nonregular
employees yielded the data in Tables 5 and 6. The character-
istic keywords showed different patterns.The total ranking of
keywords are shown in Table 7.

Regular employees often commented on the organiza-
tion, while nonregular employees tended to focus on their
own personal problems. Employees with a high degree of
satisfaction frequently commented on people, whereas low-
satisfaction employees tended to list physical things such as
salary.

5. Discussion

This result of correlation coefficients in Section 4.1 shows that
the company motivates regular and nonregular workers by
the same way to gain eternal ES factors despite the different
positions. However, some nonregular workers may desire
salaries rather than evaluation and growth. That is why it
is important to focus on internal ES factors and analyze
unique factors of regular and nonregular employees to really
motivate them.

Textmining revealed differences between employees with
a new perspective. Section 4.2 shows that the greater the
employee satisfaction, the greater the interest in personal
improvement and work. In the retail and service industries,
it is extremely important to communicate with colleagues
daily, often on a site-by-site basis. The higher the level of
interest, the more challenging the task. However, retail and
service shopfront operations are monotonous and stressful
if employees lack interest in their future. Thus, hypothesis 1
(values influence employee satisfaction) was supported. The
occurrence rates of 93 keywords cited by high- and low-ES
employees were compared using the t-test. The rates were
statistically significant for the nonregular employees (P <
0.001, two-sided).

Table 7 showed that even common words such as
“shop”, “employee”, and “customer” assumed differentmean-
ings depending on employment pattern. Regular employees
adopted the view of the organization and considered rela-
tionships in terms of “level” and “communication”, whereas
nonregular employees linked the words to “environment”
and “toilet”, thus viewing customers as individuals. Thus, the
values of regular and nonregular workers differed. Table 7
showed that the principal keywords of regular and nonreg-
ular employees also differed. Regular employees suggested
management improvements; they wished to be considered as
more than “human resources” or the “company”; keywords
used by nonregular employees often related to daily work.
Thus, regular and nonregular employees differed in terms
of work and workplace values, and in how to improve the
workplace, supporting hypothesis 2. Thus, different labor
orientations are in play even in the absence of any corre-
lation between employee satisfaction and various factors.
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Figure 6: Dependency word map of nouns by employment pattern regarding “Shop”. Regular employees recognized improvement
requirements in their organizations. For example, improvements in meetings, teamwork, and employees. Nonregular employees often
commented on customers and the daily environment, including such words as customer, rule, and environment.

Figure 7: Dependency word map of nouns by employment pattern regarding “Customers.” Regular employees often used keywords
associatedwith the future, such as chance, opportunity, or priority. In contrast, nonregular employees includedmany keywords for the present,
such as order, service, or claim.
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Table 5: Regular employees (n = 270).

Keyword n Rate Representative comment (underlined words indicate keywords.)
Human
resources 19 7.0% There are few human resources and many are not hospitable. There seems to be a

lack of customers who are highly motivated to purchase.

Company 12 4.4% Company management is concerned only with profit. For that reason, employees’
wages are low and motivation is falling.

Consciousness 10 3.7% I feel that consciousness of one’s position as a professional salesperson can be
connected to customer satisfaction by greater sharing of promotional ideas.

Individual 7 2.6% We should develop individual skills, respect human nature, and use as many
coaching strategies as the number of employees.

Headquarters 6 2.2% I said at the meeting with my boss at headquarters that I would improve; I will not
hesitate. I understand that there are too few people. In case. . .

Field 5 1.9% Please understand why many people leave and listen to the voices of employees in
the field.

Many keywords pertain to the entire organization rather than daily life in the workplace.

Figure 8: Dependency word map of nouns by employment pattern regarding “Staff”. Regular employees used keywords concerning
human resources measures related to the organization.These keywords included staff turnover, mid-level, and personnel change. Nonregular
employees used keywords that related to their own issues surrounding their daily work.

The occurrence rates of 93 keywords cited by regular and
nonregular employees were also compared using the t-
test. No statistically significant difference was found for the
nonregular employees (P = 0.128, two-sided).

Recently, the MHLW [25] released “Draft guidelines for
same-labor, same-wage” seeking to improve the treatment
of nonregular employees; employment should be regular.
However, the focus here is not on improvement of working
conditions but, rather, on motivation patterns. Companies
can match human resources to workplace needs by recogniz-
ing employees’ work. It is also necessary to convey companies’
philosophies to the employees. If they are able to work in
a workplace that offers a good fit for their values, many

nonregular employees will not leave. This is more powerful
than support from extrinsic factors.

6. Conclusion

In this paper authors explore the effects of the values and
attitudes of retail and service industry employees on ES
and identified differences between regular and nonregular
employees. Employee values affected ES; the values of reg-
ular and nonregular employees are not significantly statisti-
cally different. However, keywords of free-answer comments
implied the values of both features.
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Table 6: Nonregular employees (n = 383).

Keyword N Rate Representative comment

Hourly wage 22 5.7% Everyone is suffering from low hourly wages and the newsletter says that some people
worry; I am one of them.

Goods 19 5.0% The goods are of poor quality. If items that are dirty or broken are replaced or made more
attractive, I think that the quality of the shop would go up.

Kitchen/hall 19 5.0% I often feel the communication gap between the hall and the kitchen, so I
want to communicate more and improve the atmosphere of the shop.

Newcomer 12 3.1%
There are almost no manuals at this store. I think that everyone, privately, agrees with
this. I think there are some good aspects here, but for newcomers, there may also be a lot
of confusion.

Shifts 10 2.6% I think that you should be strict, and not careless about time; insist that shifts are kept, so
that the physical condition of the store can be managed.

Toilet 7 1.8% I think that a toilet check would be a good idea for the business. The toilet is always in a
miserable state.

Members 7 1.8% I think the differences in the skills of members should be improved.

Order 5 1.3% I do not mind taking over work or giving orders, but I feel that this has become a vicious
circle recently.

Many keywords expressed views based on the daily work at the site rather than that of the whole organization.

Table 7: Keywords in free comments on proposals for improving stores (top 20 nouns).

Regular employee N % Non-regular employee N %
Shop∗ ∗ ∗ 71 26.3 Staff/employee∗ ∗ ∗ 86 22.3
Staff/employee∗ ∗ ∗ 70 25.9 Shop∗ ∗ ∗ 69 17.9
Customer∗ ∗ ∗ 46 17.0 Customer∗ ∗ ∗ 47 12.2
Manager 30 11.1 Non-regular employment 41 10.6
Work 24 8.9 Work 30 7.8
Non-regular employment 17 6.3 Salary 22 5.7
Communication 16 5.9 Products∗∗ 19 4.9
Opinion 15 5.6 Manager 25 6.5
Time 15 5.6 Communication 15 3.9
Company∗ 12 4.4 Environment∗∗ 12 2.0
Human resource∗ 12 4.4 Education 12 2.0
Motivation∗ 10 3.7 Time 12 2.0
Consciousness∗ 10 3.7 Newcomer∗∗ 12 2.0
Improvement∗ 10 3.7 Opinion 11 1.8
Salary 10 3.7 Salary 11 1.8
Opportunity 9 3.3 Way∗∗ 11 1.8
Education 9 3.3 Kitchen∗∗ 10 1.7
Status 9 3.3 Shift∗∗ 10 1.7
Individual 9 3.3 Place 10 1.7
Meeting 8 3.0 Days 10 1.7
Environment 8 3.0
Question: Please tell how you would make your store better via innovations and improvements. Percentages of all respondents who used the words to the left.
Respondents: regular employees (n=270); nonregular employees (n=383). In the table above, the number of uses at 20thwas the same, so 21 keywords are posted.
∗Keywords frequent only in regular employee comments.
∗∗Keywords frequent only in nonregular employee comments.
∗ ∗ ∗Keywords frequent (over 10%) in both regular and nonregular employee comments.
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The findings of this study suggest a management model
of service industries. However, the model should not be
always applicable to all service industries. Combinations of
text mining and quantitative methods will yield data that are
more accurate; such work is planned.
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It is necessary to make decisions by integrating appropriate information that is not used in daily life in disaster prevention before,
during, and after disasters. Despite this, it is difficult for people to make use of appropriate information under circumstances where
various kinds of information are complicated. People can be in an agitated state in which they do not know what will happen. In
this paper, we define this situation as Belief Drift (BD) and discuss what kinds of data should be acquired to understand situations
of BD because factors causing BD may be diverse. We collected explanations of BD from researchers with different background
knowledge and discussed sets of variables inferred by VARIABLE QUEST (VQ). VQ is the inferring method for variables unifying
cooccurrence graphs of variables in the datasets. The results indicate that common variables are externalized from the different
explanations of BD by researchers with different background knowledge. Results suggest that, even if the terms used to explain the
state of BD differ, the data acquired to understand BD are common.

1. Introduction

Projects seeking to protect society from disasters are pro-
gressing globally. TheDepartment of Homeland Security, the
Department of Energy, and so on in the United States have
conducted infrastructure protection projects since 2003 [1,
2]. Concerning predicted disasters, technologies to evaluate
risks have been developed systematically, including vulnera-
bilities and interdependencies of 12 essential infrastructures.
Conversely, the Japanese government has tackled problems
of information infrastructure. Resilient systems considering
a variety of cellular phones and smartphones have been
studied academically and practically from the viewpoints
of the possibility of message transmission, stability, and
the reliability of information [3, 4]. Especially for disaster
prevention ahead of the Tokyo 2020Olympic and Paralympic
Games, the government has provided the Disaster Prevention
Portal for foreigners [5].

However, while the robustness and resilience of the
infrastructure have increased, victims of natural disasters
have not been able to reach favorable decisions because of a
state of desperation from anxiety. The kinds of information

that have been delivered to those who were anxious during
and after disasters constitute an urgent issue. For example,
in the examinations of internal radiation exposure after the
accident of the First Nuclear Power Plant in the Fukushima
Prefecture, the affected area was divided into residents that
were hardly affected by radiation exposure and those that
were noticeably affected [6, 7]. In the medical examinations
after the accident, rapid chronic diseases were evident [8].
Naramentioned that, although recognition and anxiety exist,
the information transmitted by risk management institutions
cannot gain the confidence of Japanese residents [9]. Infor-
mation and the media are diverse, which makes it difficult
to obtain consistent messages [10]. Even in the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant accident, the relationship between the
accident and carcinogenesis is scientifically uncertain [11].

In disaster prevention before, during, and after disasters,
it is crucial to create amethodology that provides appropriate
integrated information used in daily life. In such situations,
people cannot establish certain beliefs because of inconsistent
and diverse information. For example, when inconsistent
information is given such as “that town is polluted and
cannot live,” or “this city is safe” from disasters, it evokes
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anxiety and anger in information senders and surrounding
people and causes more meaningless messages to proliferate
[12]. Research mentions that anxiety amplifies continuously
and has taken root among residents. Depending on con-
ditions, differing information may spread as inconsistent
information, which confuses people because they cannot be
confident as to what to believe. We defined this situation
as Belief Drift (BD) and began this project to study this
[13]. The essential mission of our project is to establish the
fundamental methodology and systems of information gen-
eration, propagation, acceptance with reliability, usefulness,
and consistency for people who are anxious during and after
disasters.

To detect BD and create a system providing appropriate
information for peoplewhose beliefs are drifting, we acquired
data to understand situations of BD. However, there is a
problem of a vocabulary gap among different researchers.
When disciplinary fields differ, there are many different
factors to consider in actions. Based on these challenges,
because BD is a multidisciplinary question, it is difficult to
form a common recognition if background knowledge of
researchers differs. Also, if background knowledge differs,
the representation of situations also differs, which makes it
difficult to decide what kind of data acquisition is sufficient
to achieve a purpose.

In this paper, as a precursor for creating our method-
ology, we collected explanations of BD from researchers
with different background knowledge and discussed what
kind of data (sets of variables) we should acquire to detect
BD using VARIABLE QUEST (VQ). VQ is the method
of inferring Variable Labels unifying cooccurrence graphs
of variables in the datasets. Variable Labels (VLs) are the
names/meanings of variables in datasets. Our approach is
to input the explanations of BD to VQ and obtain sets of
VLs as data related to BD. We compared and discussed the
differences among terms in the explanations and obtained
VLs to understand the different perspectives of researchers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we explain the details of our approach to detect
the situation of BD. In Sections 3 and 4, we show the
techniques used in the experiment, i.e., Data Jackets (DJs)
and VQ. Section 5 describes the purpose and experimental
details. Section 6 shows the preliminary experiment for test-
ing the performance and the reproductivity of our proposed
approach using test data. In Section 7, we show the results
of the analysis, and we discussed them in Section 8. Finally,
Section 9 concludes with a brief review and discussion of
future work.

2. Our Approach

Humans have acquired and used various data for making
decisions in business, politics, or, even, daily activities.
However, agents in different fields have different background
knowledge. They sometimes use different terminology to
explain the same concept or event. Conversely, different
agents use the same term to understand different events
globally. Thus, it is possible that recognition of the situations
may differ by agents’ background knowledge. From the

studies in cognitive science, it was shown that two problem
solvers might construct different facts even if they observe
the same data because of the different perspectives provided
by their contexts and background knowledge [16]. Metcalfe
explained the same phenomenon from the field of eco-
nomics. Decision makers in society make the most rational
choices individually. However, they may recognize different
worlds, even though they see the same world because of
their background knowledge and available opportunities [17].
Boisot and Canals explained the difference between data,
information, and knowledge, and specific types of utility [14].
They demonstrated that data is a property of events and
things in the world, and information, by contrast, depends
on expectations or states of knowledge.

Figure 1 represents the different conditions of data, infor-
mation, and knowledge of the agent globally. The model was
proposed to understand data, information, and knowledge
as different economic factors. Based on this model, the
recognition of the agent globally proceeds as follows.

Step 1. World events produce stimuli.

Step 2. The agent receives external stimuli through percep-
tual filters and acquires data (note that perceptual filters have
limitations and cannot attain all stimuli from events).

Step 3. Obtained data are converted into information
through conceptual filters (considering the previous studies,
mechanisms by which different agents may recognize differ-
ent worlds while looking at the same event are affected by the
conceptual filters).

Step 4. The agent refers to background knowledge and
recognizes events globally (the actions toward the world
in Figure 1). Also, the recognition gives feedback on the
perceptual and conceptual filters (the expectations from the
agent’s knowledge to each filter in Figure 1).

The purpose of this study is to understand BD.The kinds
of data we should observe and collect to understand BD
are problematic. It is essential to understand what kind of
data the agent acquires to understand unknown phenomena.
In this study, the agent is an observer, and the unknown
phenomena are the BD. When we apply this model to our
research subject, there is a possibility that the data acquired
for understanding BD with different background knowledge
may differ. Conversely, there is a possibility that the data
considered essential for observing BD is common even if
agents have different background knowledge. Based on the
above discussion, we can summarize the hypotheses of this
paper as follows:

Hypothesis 1. Even if the agents have different background
knowledge in understanding BD, important data for under-
standing BD is common.

Hypothesis 2. Because the agents have different background
knowledge to understandBD, important data for understand-
ing BD differs.
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Figure 1: The agent-in-the-world model [14].

To verify the hypotheses above, we collected explana-
tions of BD from researchers with different background
knowledge and compared the terms used to explain BD.
Because it is difficult to observe the background knowledge
of the researchers directly, we assume that explanations of
BD represent background knowledge. Also, it is difficult to
observe information on data important for understanding
the events directly; we use Data Jackets (DJs) as summary
information on data and Variable Labels (VLs) in DJs as the
detailed information about variables in data. The detailed
explanations about DJs and VLs are explained in the next
section.

3. Data Jacket (DJ)

Data Jacket (DJ) is a technique used for sharing information
about data and for considering the potential value of datasets
with the data being hidden. The idea of DJ is to share
“a summary of data” in natural language as meta-data
without sharing specific data [18]. Sharing the summaries
of data as DJs enables data holders to provide information
on their data, reducing the risk of data management, cost,
and privacy. Also, data users can easily find data related to
their interests through descriptions of DJs [19]. Table 1 is an
example of DJ of “Vegetable Production in Japan.” In DJs,
variables are described by Variable Labels (VLs). A VL is
the name/meaning of variables in datasets. In DJs, variables
in data are summarized as VLs, which are the meta-data
of variables and values in datasets. For example, the dataset
“Vegetable Production in Japan” includes VLs “location
of producer,” “weekly (or even daily) production of each
producer,” “weekly expenditure on vegetable production,”
“selling prices,” and “the type of vegetable.”

In this research, background knowledge is given by
sentences (set of terms), and the data important to observe

the situation of BD requires a set of variables. DJs and VLs are
summarized information described in natural language, and
over 1,000 pieces of information on data and roughly 5,000
VLs have been collected from different domains. Although
larger published databases such as DBpedia [20] are provided
as Linked Open Data, they specialize in publicly available
data.DJ is not limited to public data and contains information
about variables from private companies and individuals.
To understand the situation of BD, it is reasonable to
use the dataset including various information on varia-
bles.

In this paper, to understand what kinds of data (sets of
VLs) should be acquired to understand situations of BD, we
use the outlines of data and VLs in DJs as corpus data of
VARIABLE QUEST explained in detail in the next section.

4. VARIABLE QUEST (VQ)

4.1. �e Overview of VQ. VARIABLE QUEST (VQ) is the
network visualization system of VLs using the matrix-
based inferring method of VLs [15, 21]. VQ represents
the cooccurrence and the frequency between VLs in DJs.
The cooccurrence of VLs is a feature in which there is a
highly frequent pair of VLs appearing simultaneously in the
data, e.g., “latitude” and “longitude,” or “name,” “age,” and
“nationality.” VQ introduces the function of the fundamental
matrix-based algorithm to infer VLs from outlines of data
(ODs) whose VLs are missing or unknown. VQ has two
important models to infer VLs as follows.

Model 1. Datasets are similar when their information for
explaining data is similar.

Model 2. Datasets have similar VLs when the similarity of
datasets are higher.
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Table 1: An example of DJ and VLs.

Item Content
Title of data Vegetable Production in Japan

Outline of data (OD)

Vegetables are expensive in Japan compared with other countries. Therefore, the production of
vegetables is significant for this country.This database records detailed information on the

location, quantity, type, and time of vegetable production. Certain institutions could use the data
to analyze factors that impact vegetable price and production. Methods could be created to reduce

prices, or to profit from reasonably allocating production.

Variable Labels (VLs) “Location of producer,” “Selling prices,” “The type of vegetable,” “Weekly expenditure on
vegetable production,” “Weekly (or even daily) production of each producer.”

Sharing Policy Undecided
Formats of data CSV
Types of data “Numerical values,” “Table,” “Text”
How to collect data Collect from individual sellers in the local market, agricultural firms, and distributors.

Table 2: The examples of top-ten VLs inferred by VQ.

𝑂𝐷1 𝑂𝐷2
Inferred VLs Similarity Inferred VLs Similarity
Number of births 0.349 North latitude (degrees) 0.361
Number of deaths 0.349 Installer of the device 0.361
In-migrants 0.335 Address of the seismic intensity 0.361
Fatalities 0.335 East longitude (degrees) 0.361
Out-migrants 0.335 North latitude (minutes) 0.361
Population 0.321 The name of the seismic intensity 0.361
Number of households 0.318 The pronunciation of seismic intensity 0.361
Population (male) 0.318 Match level 0.361
Population (female) 0.318 Earthquake number 0.360
Fertilities 0.318 Position number 0.360

VQ introduced the bag-of-words and vector space model
[22] for creating the corpus from the training data (DJs
with VLs). In the preprocessing steps, VQ conducts the
morphological analysis of the text of ODs, extracting words,
removing stop words, and restoring words to their original
forms.

Table 2 shows two examples of inferred VLs. The left
column of Table 2 shows the top-ten inferred list of VLs
obtained from an 𝑂𝐷1; “this data represents the transition
of the population of each year in Tokyo, Japan.” The right
column is the VLs found from an 𝑂𝐷2 “the earthquake data
in the world.” We can obtain a set of VLs with similarities to
the queries whose VLs are unknown. Even if a free text query
does not include terms which represent VLs, VQ returns
related sets of VLs with the query.

4.2. Detailed Algorithm of VQ. In this subsection, we explain
the detailed algorithm of VQ. At first, VQ conducts an
algorithm to calculate the similarity among training data of
ODs based onModel 1. ODs are given by the sentences so that
we assume that each OD is a set of terms. After conducting
the preprocessing steps to ODs using a bag-of-words model,
the ODs are converted into a matrix representation (a Term-
OD matrix). A Term-OD matrix𝑀 (𝑊 × 𝐷) consists of𝑊-
dimensionalODvectors as columns and𝐷-dimensional term

vectors as rows. Each element in the matrix𝑀 (V𝑖𝑗) in an OD
vector (𝑜𝑑𝑗) corresponds to the frequency with which a term
(a row 𝑖) occurs in anOD (a column 𝑗) as shown in (1) and (2).
Note that the subscript T on the upper-right corner of vectors
represents the transposition, and the vectors are highlighted
in bold in this paper.

𝑀 = (𝑜𝑑1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑜𝑑𝑗, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑜𝑑𝐷) (1)

𝑜𝑑𝑗 = (V1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ V𝑖𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ V𝑊𝑗)T (2)

In the second step, a set of VLs in DJs is converted into a VL-
ODmatrix𝑅 (𝑉×𝐷). In the training data ofDJs,ODs andVLs
are linked when they appear in the same DJs. Each element
in the matrix 𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗) in the 𝑗th OD vector (𝑜𝑑𝑗) corresponds
to the frequency (0 or 1) with which the 𝑖th VL occurs in the𝑗th OD as shown in (3) and (4).

𝑅 = (𝑜𝑑1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑜𝑑𝑗, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑜𝑑𝐷) (3)

𝑜𝑑

𝑗 = (𝑟1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟𝑉𝑗)T (4)

In the third step, a Term-VL matrix 𝐸 (= 𝑀𝑅T) is generated
by combining a Term-OD matrix 𝑀 and an OD-VL matrix𝑅T. The Term-VL matrix 𝐸 is represented by (5), and the 𝑗th
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Figure 2: The structure of the Term-VL matrix 𝐸𝐶 [15] (partially modified by authors).

VL vector (𝑣𝑙𝑗) is given by (6). The elements of the Term-VL
matrix 𝐸 (𝑒𝑖𝑗) are calculated by (7).

𝐸 = (𝑣𝑙1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑣𝑙𝑗, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑣𝑙𝑉) (5)

𝑣𝑙𝑗 = (𝑒1𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑒𝑖𝑗 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑒𝑊𝑗)T (6)

𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷∑
𝑘=1

V𝑖𝑘𝑟𝑘𝑗 (7)

Each element in the Term-VL matrix 𝐸 means the sum of
the product of the frequency (V𝑖𝑘) with which the 𝑖th term
(𝑡𝑖) occurs in the 𝑘th OD (𝑜𝑑𝑘) and the frequency (𝑟𝑗𝑘) with
which the 𝑗th VL (V𝑙𝑗) links with the 𝑘th OD (𝑜𝑑𝑘).

In the fourth step, we conduct the VL cooccurrence
matrix 𝐶 (= 𝑅𝑅T), assuming that any pair of VLs in the
same DJ occurs once based on Model 2. The elements in the
VL cooccurrence matrix 𝐶 (𝑐𝑖𝑗) represent the number of DJs
which include a pair of the 𝑖th VL (V𝑙𝑖) and the 𝑗th VL (V𝑙𝑗) as
shown in (8).

𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷∑
𝑘=1

𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑟𝑘𝑗 (8)

In the fifth step, we acquired a Term-VL matrix 𝐸𝐶 by a
product of the Term-VL matrix 𝐸 and the VL cooccurrence
matrix 𝐶. The Term-VLmatrix 𝐸𝐶 consists of𝑉-dimensional
term vectors as rows and 𝑊-dimensional VL vectors as
columns.The structure of the Term-VLmatrix 𝐸𝐶 is the same
as that of the Term-VLmatrix 𝐸.The element 𝑔𝑖𝑗 of thematrix𝐸𝐶 is given by (9). The value is calculated by the similarities
ofODs and queries, which is the function of thematrix 𝐸, and
the cooccurrence of VLs, which is the function of the matrix𝐶.

𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉∑
𝑚=1

( 𝐷∑
𝑘=1

V𝑖𝑘𝑟𝑘𝑚)( 𝐷∑
𝑙=1

𝑟𝑚𝑙𝑟𝑙𝑗) (9)

The structure of the Term-VL matrix 𝐸𝐶 is equivalent to
the adjacency matrix of the 5-partite graph as shown in
Figure 2. When 𝑂𝐷𝑥 whose VLs are unknown is inputted,
VQ calculates a𝑊-dimensional feature vector of 𝑂𝐷𝑥 (𝑜𝑑𝑥)
referring to the dictionary (the list of terms) and the corpus.
By calculating the similarities of feature vector of 𝑂𝐷𝑥 (𝑜𝑑𝑥)
and each feature vector of VL (𝑣𝑙𝑗) by the matrix 𝐸𝐶, VQ
returns a scored set of VLs with similarities. In this paper,
the similarity scores of 𝑜𝑑𝑥 and 𝑣𝑙𝑗 are calculated by cosine
similarities (similarity(𝑜𝑑𝑥, 𝑣𝑙𝑗) = 𝑜𝑑𝑥 ⋅ 𝑣𝑙𝑗/|𝑜𝑑𝑥||𝑣𝑙𝑗|).

In this paper, we use VQ to externalize VLs related to the
state of BD, even if the terms explaining BD differ among
researchers. In the next section, we explain the purpose and
the method of our experiment.

5. Experimental Details

5.1. Purpose and Method. The purpose of this experiment is
to acquire sets of VLs necessary to understand the situation of
the users whose beliefs have drifted. To achieve this goal, we
obtained linguistic sentences to explain the state of BD from
researchers with different background knowledge. Using VQ
with VLs, we acquired relevant data (a set of VLs) from
sentences concerning BD. We attained linguistic sentences
from six researchers to explain the state of BD. Three
researchers are from the department of engineering, two are
medical doctors, and one is a psychotherapist. All researchers
hold Ph.D. in their fields. Researchers have discussed BD
through several meetings for roughly one and a half years.
Although six samples are relatively small, because BD is a new
research topic, such samples cannot be collected elsewhere.
To supplement the small number of samples, we introduce the
index of commonality (10) instead of quantitative evaluation
and compared degrees of variation.

We asked the researchers to write down “the state of
Belief Drift you understand from your own background
knowledge.” To avoid the bias of others’ answers, we asked
them to submit the sentences separately. We input these
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Table 3: Corpus statistics ofVQ (parentheses represent the standard
deviation).

Number of DJs 1,032
Total number of terms in DJs 27,194
Unique terms in DJs 4,971
Mean of the number of terms in each DJ 26.4 (58.5)
Maximum number of terms in DJs 1471
Minimum number of terms in DJs 1
Total number of VLs in DJs 7,029
Unique VLs in DJs 5,155
Mean of the number of VLs in each DJ 6.81 (8.80)
Maximum number of VLs in DJs 118
Minimum number of VLs in DJs 1

answers to VQ as queries described in Section 4 and obtained
sets of top-30 likely VLs. Note that explanations of BD and
some VLs are given in Japanese. In this paper, we translated
all terms into English after the experiment.

5.2. Datasets and Method for Evaluations. To construct the
corpus for VQ, we use 1,032 DJs including outlines of data
(ODs) and VLs, collected from business persons, researchers,
and data holders. All DJs are extracted from DJ Store which
is a database with a retrieval system for DJs on the Web and
is provided in RDF format [23]. Table 3 shows the statistics
of corpus data. Each DJ has 6.8 VLs on average. 5,155 unique
VLs are stored in total. The corpus and the dictionary were
constructed from all the words in OD texts. The OD corpus
consists of 4,971 unique words. We used MeCab for the
morphological analysis [24], which is a common tool for
analyzing morphemes of Japanese texts.

For weighing discriminative terms in the corpus, we
used tf-idf in a weighting scheme [25], which is reliable
for identifying distinctive terms in documents. The term
frequency (tf) is the number of times a term appears in
a document, and the inverse document frequency (idf)
diminishes the weight of frequent terms in all documents
and increases the weight of those terms which appear rarely.
When inputting the sentences about BD in VQ, we removed
punctuation marks and symbols in the texts as stop words,
restored words to their original forms, and extracted nouns,
verbs, adverbs, and adjectives as a preprocess.

To evaluate the commonality among researchers, we
define the indicator of commonality. Equation (10) is an
indicator for evaluating the degree of commonality of ele-
ments among clusters, which calculates the proportion of
excluding terms appearing only once. 𝑇𝑖 represents the 𝑖th set
of elements, and |𝑇𝑖| represents the number of elements in the𝑖th set 𝑇𝑖. Note that 𝑛 = 6 and 𝑒𝑙𝑒 is term.

commonality (𝑒𝑙𝑒) = 1 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑇𝑖 − ⋃𝑛𝑗=1,𝑗 ̸=𝑖 𝑇𝑗⋃𝑛𝑖=1 𝑇𝑖 (10)

To test the performance and the reproductivity of our
approach, we first conduct the preliminary experiment in the
next section by using the test data.

Table 4: Commonalities of terms andVLs using test data at random
(parentheses represent the standard deviation).

Commonality Terms VLs
Mean 0.116 (0.037) 0.055 (0.041)
Median 0.112 0.045
Maximum value 0.208 0.200
Minimum value 0.037 0.000

6. Preliminary Study

6.1. Experiment. At first, by using the same corpus of DJs
shown in Table 3, we compared the commonality of terms in
DJs and VLs obtained from VQ. The purpose of this study is
to understand the kinds of data we should observe and collect
to understand the situation of BD. To adjust to this goal,
we set three different themes (“transportation,” “health,” and
“personal activity”).We extracted 7DJs related to each theme,
obtained top-30 VLs, and calculated the commonalities
of terms and VLs. To compare the performance, we also
calculated the commonalities of terms andVLs randomly.We
repeated the following steps for 80 times: (1) choosing 10 DJs
at random from the population of DJs, (2) inputting texts in
ODs inVQ, (3) obtaining the top-30 likelyVLs fromeachOD,
and (4) calculating the commonality values of terms andVLs.

6.2. Result and Discussion. Tables 4 and 5 are the results of
the preliminary experiments. Table 4 shows the commonality
of randomly selected DJs.The commonality of terms is about
twice as high as that of VLs on average.Themedian, the max-
imum, and the minimum of commonalities are also higher
in those of terms. Moreover, there is a significant difference
within comparison with a paired t-test, assuming the equal
variances (𝑡(158) = 11.48, 𝑝 < 0.01). In other words, the
commonality of VLs is significantly lower than that of terms.
However, when we compared the commonalities of selected
three themes, the result shows that the commonalities of VLs
are 1.7 to 2.4 times higher than those of terms. This result is
totally different compared with randomly selected DJs.

This result is caused by the difference between the term
and VL distributions. Although the total number of terms is
27,194, the number of unique terms is 4,971, which is less than
that of VLs (Table 3). That is, many terms appear more than
once. Figures 3 and 4 show the distributions of the numbers of
terms and VLs in the corpus. The left graphs of Figures 3 and
4 are the double logarithmic graphs. The numbers of terms
and VLs in each DJ are shown on the horizontal axis and
the proportion on the vertical axis. However, the probability
of the frequency (𝑘) 𝑝(𝑘) is small in the portion where 𝑘 is
large, and there are very few 𝑘 for which 𝑝(𝑘) > 0. Owing
to this, the double logarithmic graph of the distribution of
the frequency is weak toward the noise. Accordingly, we
added an order plot on the right of Figures 3 and 4, which
is equivalent to the cumulative distribution. Terms and VLs
are in accordance with 𝑝(𝑘) ∝ 𝑘−𝛾, which becomes a power
distribution for both terms and VLs. The power index 𝛾 of
the term distribution is 1.96 (coefficient of determination:
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Table 5: Commonalities of terms and VLs of three themes.

“transportation” “health” “personal activity”
Terms VLs Terms VLs Terms VLs

Commonality 0.152 0.360 0.153 0.264 0.132 0.229
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Figure 3: Distributions of the terms in Corpus.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the VLs in Corpus.

0.96), and that of the VL distribution is 3.09 (coefficient of
determination: 0.72).

The power index of VL distribution is larger than that
of terms, which shows that the frequency of many kinds
of VLs is rather small. When we randomly choose DJs, the
probability of obtaining common VLs using VQ is extremely
low. That is, the perspective of the event is so different that
we cannot acquire the common VLs. However, by setting
the themes, even if the commonality of terms to explain the
events is low, the VLs that can be acquired are common to
some extent. In otherwords, the constraints to the perspective
of an event by the themes have a function to share data
necessary for understanding the event even if the terms

expressing the event are somewhat different. For example, if
you input the terms “car” and “vehicle” related to the theme
“traffic,” you can get the relevant VLs “traffic volume” or
“location.” VQmay be able to bridge the vocabulary gap and
obtain the commonVLs fromdifferent termswhen the theme
is common.

The purpose of this paper is to recognize the situation
of BD in common and to clarify the data (set of VLs) to be
acquired. Based on the result and the discussion on the pre-
liminary experiment, it is appropriate to acquire a sentence
to explain the BD in the main experiment, obtain VLs from
VQ, and compare the commonalities. The same applies to the
data on “transportation,” “health,” and “personal activity”; it
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Figure 5: The clustering of terms in sentences about Belief Drift.

can be said that our proposedmethod works effectively in the
situation of BD if the commonality of VLs is higher than the
commonality of terms. We can expect the reproducibility of
the method in other themes as well. We examine how this
result contributes to specifying the data (set of VLs) necessary
to explain the situation of DB in the main experiment of the
next section.

7. Results

In this paper, we discuss BD by separating engineering
researchers and medical researchers (a medical doctor and
a psychotherapist). Figure 5 shows the results of morpheme
analysis of explanations of BD collected from six researchers.
One hundred and five unique terms appear in the sentences
in total. Figure 6 shows the frequency of terms shared by
more than two researchers. Clusters 1, 2, and 3 are engineering
researchers, and clusters 4, 5, and 6 are medical researchers.
Table 6 is the number of unique terms in each cluster. Since
the numbers are not overly biased, we discuss differences by
comparing the number of terms.

We calculate the degree of commonality of elements
among researchers by using (10). As a result, the com-
monality of terms is 0.190 (Table 7). We also compare
the commonality of terms between engineering researchers
and medical researchers. We define 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑔 (𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑔 = 𝑇1 ∪𝑇2 ∪ 𝑇3) as the element set of engineering researchers and
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Figure 6: The frequency of terms shared by more than two
researchers.

Table 6: Corpus statistics of VQ.

Cluster # the number of unique terms
1 18
2 20
3 22
4 22
5 28
6 25
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Table 7: Commonalities of terms and VLs.

Terms VLs
Number of unique elements 105 104
Commonality of all clusters 0.190 0.596
Commonality between clusters of Engineering Researcher and Medical Researcher 0.143 0.519

101
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

p(
k

)

Figure 7: The distribution of terms in the logarithmic graph (the
vertical axis represents occurrence probability, and the horizontal
axis represents the frequency of terms).

𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑑 (𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑑 = 𝑇4 ∪ 𝑇5 ∪ 𝑇6) as the element set of medical
researchers. The commonality is equivalent to a Jaccard
index, and it can be represented by commonality(𝑒𝑙𝑒) =|𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑔∩𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑑|/|𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑔∪𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑑|.The commonality of terms between
engineering and medical researchers is 0.143 (Table 7).
Figure 7 is the distribution of terms in the logarithmic graph.

Conversely, we input texts of each researcher concerning
BD in VQ and obtain the top-30 likely VLs. We attained 104
unique VLs in total, which is not very different from the
number of terms. Moreover, the similarity for queries of all
30 VLs is higher than 0.110. The maximum is 0.365, and the
minimum is 0.113. Two VLs of 0.365 are “the specific scale
of renal disease” and “inclusive scale,” and nine VLs of 0.113
include “sanitary conditions” and “allergic symptoms.”

Figure 8 is the result of the classification of VLs. Some
VLs are identified by several phrases such as “non-psychotic
psychiatric disorder (symptoms of schizophrenia)” or “ADL
score.” Note that, since part of the descriptions of VLs
protrudes from the frames, VLs are attachedwith green nodes
in Figure 8. Additionally, Figure 9 shows the frequency of
VLs shared by more than two researchers. As in Figure 6,
clusters 1, 2, and 3 are engineering researchers, and clusters
4, 5, and 6 are medical researchers. Applying (10) to the VL
sets, the commonality of VLs is 0.596 (Table 7). Figure 10 is
the distribution of VLs in the logarithmic graph.

8. Discussion

Looking at Figure 5, there are relatively few common terms.
Only six out of 105 terms are common among over three
researchers (Figure 6) and the commonality of terms is 0.190

(Table 7). The terms “belief” and “condition” are relatively
common among researchers, but many terms appear only
once. The power exponent of the frequency of terms is 𝛾 =2.94 (the determination coefficient is 0.980) in Figure 7. The
frequency of terms follows 𝑝(𝑘) ∝ 𝑘−𝛾, which shows that the
distribution of terms is a power distribution.The results show
that common terms are rarely used to explain BD. That is,
there is no commonality among researchers to explain BD.

On the other hand, compared with the commonality of
terms in sentences explaining BD, the commonality of VLs
is 0.596, which is 3.14 times higher (Table 7). Additionally,
fifteen out of 104 VLs are common among more than two
researchers (Figure 9), which is larger than for terms. This
result is the same as the result when giving the theme as the
constraint in the preliminary experiment. Figure 10 shows
that the distribution of VLs is not a power distribution, but
is the exponential distribution (𝑝(𝑘) = 2.25 exp(−1.14𝑘)
and the determination coefficient is 0.883). This result means
that, in the distribution of VLs, the extremely low frequent
elements do not occupy the majority as much as the power
distribution. Although there are low frequent elements in
the exponential distribution, the degree to which the low
frequent elements are dominant over the whole is smaller
when compared to the power distribution. It shows that
VLs important for understanding BD are common among
researchers compared with the terms. We also compare
the commonality of VLs between engineering researchers
and medical researchers. Accordingly, the commonality of
VLs between engineering and medical researchers is 0.519,
which is 3.62 higher than that in the terms (Table 7). The
commonality of the terms in the sentences to explain BD
is low not only among all the clusters, but also between
engineering researchers and medical researchers. However,
when consideringVLs, the number of commonVLs increases
and the commonality is higher than terms.

Considering both the commonalities and distributions,
the results suggest that, even if the terms used to explain the
state of BD differ, the data (sets of VLs) to be acquired to
understand BD are common to some extent.The higher com-
monality of VLs is similar to the result of giving the theme as
the constraint in the preliminary experiment. Aswe expected,
the reproducibility of the method can be guaranteed when
the themes are given as the constraints when we use VQ
to extract the common data to be acquired to understand
the certain situations. Thus, the result supports Hypothesis
1: “even if the agents have different background knowledge
in understanding BD, important data for understanding
BD is common.” Moreover, although it is possible that the
vocabulary gap may interrupt a discussion on data necessary
for decisionmaking, VQmay be able to bridge the vocabulary
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Figure 8: The clustering of VLs inferred from the terms to explain Belief Drift.
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Figure 9: The frequency of VLs shared by more than two researchers.

gap and infer related VLs even if the terms used to explain
the common event differ because of the various background
knowledge.

The interesting point of the results is that VQ suggests
“social activities,” “question,” “access data to the question

answer page,” and “contents of the question answer page”
which are most common among researchers. In the research
project of BD, we are analyzing text data of the question
answer site to evaluate the degree of BD. The results of this
paper strongly support the hypothesis that the text analysis
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Figure 10: The distribution of VLs in the logarithmic graph (the
vertical axis represents occurrence probability, and the horizontal
axis represents the frequency of VLs).

of the question answer page may be useful for evaluating and
detecting the state of BD.

9. Conclusion

9.1. Summary. Agents with different background knowledge
may use different words to describe common concepts.
Alternately stated, despite the same framework of thought or
understanding, vocabulary gaps may occur when explaining
common events or problems such as Belief Drift. Vocabulary
gaps may make it difficult to form a common recognition for
action, i.e., the acquisition of data or analysis. To bridge these
gaps, we tried to extract sets of Variable Labels from different
terms explaining the common concept using VARIABLE
QUEST. Consequently, although the commonality of terms
was low, the commonality of Variable Labels was higher. In
other words, even though the terms used to explain events
or problems differ, since the framework of thought and
understanding are relatively the same, the Variable Labels
necessary for understanding the state of BD attained higher
commonality.

However, in order to obtain the same performance as
these results, a certain amount of information on data (DJ
in this paper) is required. It can be said that it is difficult to
get satisfactory results if the corpus data is minimal. Also, it
is necessary to test the selection protocols of themes given as
constraints. In this paper, we did not discuss how much data
is reasonable for obtaining results. For our future study, it is
necessary to clarify the appropriate number of terms and VLs
to obtain sufficient results.

9.2. Future Work. The essential mission of our project is to
establish the fundamental methodology and systems pro-
viding appropriate information for people whose beliefs are
drifting. The result of this experiment suggests information
about variables and data we need to acquire to understand
situations of BD caused by various factors. In the next stage

of our project, we will obtain data according to the advice of
medical researchers. Moreover, we will integrate our result
with the suggestion obtained from the text analysis of the
question answer page.
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To analyse the characteristics of utterances in Japanese novels, several attributes (e.g., the speaker, listener, relationship between
the speaker and listener, and gender of the speaker) were added to a randomly extracted Japanese novel corpus. A total of 887
data sets, with 5632 annotated utterances, were prepared. Based on the attribute annotated utterance corpus, the characteristics
of utterance styles were extracted quantitatively. A chi-square test was used for particles and auxiliary verbs to extract utterance
characteristics which reflected the genders of and relationships between the speakers and listeners. Results revealed that the use
of imperative words was higher among male characters than their female counterparts, who used more particle verbs, and that
auxiliaries of politeness were used more frequently for ‘coworkers’ and ‘superior authorities’. In addition, utterances varied between
close and intimate relationships between the speaker and listener. Moreover, repeated factor analyses for 7576 data sets in BCCWJ
speaker information corpus revealed ten typical utterance styles (neutral, frank, dialect, polite, feminine, crude, aged, interrogative,
approval, and dandy). The factor scores indicated relationships between various utterance styles and fundamental attributes of
speakers. Thus, results of this study would be utilisable in speaker identification tasks, automatic speech generation tasks, and
scientific interpretation of stories and characters.

1. Introduction

To process story texts automatically using information tech-
nologies and artificial intelligence, it is necessary to iden-
tify the relationships between linguistic characteristics and
attributes in the story. Writing styles are affected by various
attributes such as genre, time and culture settings, social
backgrounds, personalities of the characters, and the mood
of a scene. Those characteristics of written styles have been
utilised for text categorization and author identification tasks
[1, 2]. However, various complex components within those
styles have not been investigated enough individually except
for a few aspects of gender or age [3–5]. If relationships
between the words and profound concepts in story texts
are identified, algorithms which interpret stories as flexibly
as human beings may be developed. Moreover, such mech-
anisms would be conversely applicable to automatic story
generation systems.

Among the various elements in story texts, conversational
sentences are a challenge for automatic processing. Colloquial

language often includes irregularities, reflecting daily usage of
omissions and idiomatic expressions. Therefore, it is difficult
to process irregular word sequences using natural language
processing techniques.

Moreover, in novels or general story texts, each character
is differentiated based on their manner of speech; it is a
popularly used technique to help readers understand each
character’s personality [6]. Some readers can identify various
attributes (e.g., gender, age, temperament, and social status as
in real daily conversations [7, 8]) of characters in a text based
on the characteristics of each character’s dialogues. Moreover,
even if the speaker’s identity is not elaborated through
descriptive sentences, most readers can accurately identify
the speaker through conversational sentences. The distinct
stylistic characteristics in each speaker’s manner of speech
tend to be exaggerated in conversations between fictional
characters (particularly in the entertainment content). There-
fore, although these characteristics do not precisely reflect
the conversational styles of real people [9], they seem to
function effectively as common symbols between the writers
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and readers of fictional texts. Thus, these characteristics form
one of the cultural styles in story texts.

Previous research on the characteristics of distinct con-
versational styles has not only clarified the types of implied
attributes of story characters but also investigated the his-
torical and cultural origins of those styles [6]. However,
these results are based on individual interpretations of the
researchers. In addition, researchers have performed evalu-
ation experiments to identify the characteristics of speakers
based on sample sentences of spoken languages [10, 11]. The
purpose of these experiments has been to facilitate automatic
speech generation for interactive dialogues. The character-
istics of speech style, depending on the age and personality
of the speaker, have been analysed through psychological
experiments.

However, no empirical evidence has established which
type of distinct conversational style implies which type of
attribute among fictional characters based on large-scale
corpus.

If the characteristics of the distinct conversational styles
of fictional characters could be quantitatively extracted from
story texts using the methods of digital humanities, it would
be possible to scientifically analyse the narratological func-
tions and personal attributes of fictional characters. Results
of the scientific analyses would provide objectification and
falsifiability to the interpretation of narratives. Moreover,
it would clarify effective features for identifying characters’
personality. Therefore, it would become useful information
in order to solve speaker identification problems in natural
language processing based on the relationships between
attributes of fictional characters and conversational styles.

2. Materials and Methods

To analyse relationships between attributes and conversa-
tional sentences, a tagged dialogue corpus of Japanese novels
was employed [12]. This corpus is based on a random sam-
pling of Japanese novel texts within the Balanced Corpus of
ContemporaryWritten Japanese (BCCWJ) [13].The Japanese
novel texts, included in the Nippon Decimal Classification
class number 913, were extracted from the library-based
corpus in the BCCWJ, and 100 texts were randomly selected
(the appendix). Although there is also BCCWJ speaker
information corpus which covers all Japanese novel texts in
BCCWJ, that corpus includes only gender and age attributes.

Conversational sentences within the selected texts were
extracted and attributes of the speaker (name, gender, occu-
pation) and listener (name), relationship between the speaker
and listener, and situations (e.g., family, office, criminal
investigation) were manually added to each utterance. A total
of 5632 utterances from 100 Japanese novel texts were tagged.
Utterances with common attributes (i.e., same speaker and
listener) were integrated as one data set and 887 data sets were
obtained.

Tables 1 and 2 categorically describe the number of
attributes for 887 data sets. Table 1 indicates that most of the
speakers in Japanese novels aremale characters. Table 2 shows
the frequently appearing relationship attributes between the

Table 1: Number of gender attributes for the data sets.

Male 510
Female 232
Other 145

Table 2: Number of relationship attributes for the data sets.

Friend 84
Co-worker 44
Subordinates 30
Superior authorities 29
Enemy 27
Brother, Sister 20
Spouse 19
Lover 17

speaker and listener. The relationships between the speaker
and listener are not always clearly described in story texts.
Therefore, in the developed corpus, 484 of the 887 data sets
did not have relationship attributes.

Moreover, in order to perform statistically a factor analy-
sis for frequencies of particles and auxiliary verbs, all Japanese
literature texts in BCCWJ speaker information corpus have
been utilised. BCCWJ speaker information corpus includes
11860 data sets of each character’s utterances. However,
due to statistical limitations, 7576 utterance data sets with
total frequencies higher than 20 were selected. Because of
limitation of included attributes, analysis about factor scores
have been done only for gender and age attributes.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Text Styles. In this study, frequencies of
functional words in utteranceswere selected as characteristics
of text style since, in many Japanese novels, different usage
patterns of functional words are used to indicate characters’
personality [6].

In Japanese language, functional words mainly corre-
spond to particles and auxiliary verbs. Therefore, statistical
significance of the frequencies of particles and auxiliary verbs
was analysed using a chi-square test.

The BCCWJ provides morphologically analysed data sets
for the included novel texts. Therefore, particles and auxiliary
verbs in utteranceswere extracted and counted by 887 data set
units.

Table 3 presents the results of the chi-square test to
identify the frequently appearing particles and auxiliary verbs
for two categories of gender attributes (male and female); the
statistically significant frequently used particles and auxiliary
verbs (p = < 0.001) for each gender are presented in the table.

The utterance styles of ‘male’ included more imperative
words (na, zo, and ya), whereas those of ‘female’ included
particle words (no, yo, wa, kashira, and mono), implying a
soft and feminine tone. These results are consistent with the
general characteristics of feminine or masculine utterances
[14].
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Table 3: Significant words for each gender.

Significantly more Significantly less
Male ha, no (case particle), wo, to, ka, noda, na, zu, ga, toiu, zo, ya te, no, nai, yo, ne, nodesu, teru, wa, kashira, mono
Female te, no, nai, yo, ne, nodesu, teru, wa, kashira, mono ha, no (case particle), wo, to, ka, noda, na, zu, ga, toiu, zo, ya

Table 4: Significant words in division of relationships between speakers and listeners.

Significantly more Significantly less
Friend da, no, yo, ne ha, mo, masu, desu, zu
Co-worker masu mo
Subordinates ha, wo, to, ka te, masu, desu, yo, ne, kara
Superior authorities masu, desu, zu da, yo, nai, na
Enemy wo, na masu
Brother, Sister te da, ne
Spouse zu
Lover te, yo, ne zu, na

Similar to Table 3, Table 4 describes the eight frequently
noted categories of relationships between the speaker and
listener. Auxiliary verbs of politeness (masu and desu) were
found to be used for ‘coworkers’ and ‘superior authori-
ties’; however, they were less frequently used for ‘friend’,
‘subordinates’, and ‘enemy’. Moreover, although the reasons
may be different, there is no need to express feelings of
respect, which are meant for superiors, towards ‘friend’,
‘subordinates’, and ‘enemy’. Relationship between ‘friends’ is
that of equals in most cases. Fictional superiors generally do
not express feelings of respect towards their subordinates. In
addition, it is not usual for a person to politely speak to one’s
enemies.

Both ‘friend’ and ‘brother, sister’ were identified as close
relationships; however, the characteristics of utterance styles
were completely different. The use of da and ne was signif-
icantly more for ‘friend’ and significantly less for ‘brother,
sister’. ‘Friend’ typically implies an intimate person, while
some people may dislike their ‘brother, sister’; stories often
depict complex relationships among siblings (e.g., Cain and
Abel). If someone dislikes one’s friend, the friendship ends.
However, if someone dislikes one’s brother, their relationship
still remains. Therefore, these opposite characteristics may
signify the difference between close and intimate relation-
ships.

Moreover, an interesting observation wasmade regarding
the characteristics of utterances for ‘spouse’ and ‘lover.’
The frequently used word for ‘spouse’ was the negative zu;
however, for ‘lover’, words with intimate tones (te, yo, and ne)
were more significant and negative words (zu and na) were
less significant. Novels often depict matrimonial conflicts;
therefore, this result may also reflect the characteristics of
stereotypical fictional characters.

3.2. Factor Analysis for Utterance Styles. To extract the typical
utterance styles of Japanese novel characters, a factor analysis
for frequencies of particles and auxiliary verbs was per-
formed. In order to extract statistically comprehensive utter-
ance style, utterance sentences from all Japanese literature

texts in BCCWJ speaker information corpus were utilised.
Those utterance data possess three fundamental attributes
(speaker names, genders, and ages) for each utterance sen-
tence, although detailed attributes were not given. Each
data for factor analysis is a 100-dimensional vector for one
fictional character’s all utterances. Those dimensions indicate
frequencies of 100 types of frequently appearing particles and
auxiliary verbs. Due to statistical limitations, 7576 utterance
data sets with total frequencies higher than 20 were selected
from 11860 data sets. The Promax rotation method was
used and a parallel analysis was performed to determine the
number of factors. After the factor analysis, less significant
words (with a maximum factor loading of > 0.4) were
eliminated and a subsequent factor analysis was performed
repeatedly. Finally, after performing the factor analysis four
times, ten factors were identified. The resultant factor scores
are shown in Table 5; the bold font signifies cells whose factor
scores exceeded 0.4.

Ten factors corresponded with the frequently appearing
utterance patterns in Japanese novels. The characteristics and
naming of each factor are as follows:

(i) Factor 1: It included the most frequently used neutral
particles and auxiliary verbs. However, Factor 1 did
not include words which indicated specific attributes;
in other words, it represented a ‘neutral style’ of
utterance.

(ii) Factor 2: This factor included friendly and frank
particles and auxiliary verbs (e.g., tte, chau, teru,
nanka, mono, yo, and mitai). Therefore, Factor 2 was
referred to as ‘frank style’

(iii) Factor 3:This factor includedmany words whichwere
characteristically used in various Japanese dialects
(e.g., ya, hen, da, nen, and haru). Therefore, Factor 3
was referred to as ‘dialect style’.

(iv) Factor 4: This factor included formal and polite
auxiliary verbs (e.g., masu, desu) and was referred to
as ‘polite style’.
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Table 6: Examples of each utterance styles.

Style Example Japanese
Neutral Nani wo shite iru? 何をしている?
Frank Nani shi teru? 何してる?
Dialect Nani shi torun ya? 何しとるんや?
Polite Nani shi te i masu ka? 何していますか?
Feminine Nani shi te iru no? 何しているの?
Crude Nani shi te yagaru? 何してやがる?
Aged Nani shi torun ja? 何しとるんじゃ?
Interrogative Nani ka shi te nai? 何かしてない?
Approval Nani ka shi teru no desu ne? 何かしてるのですね?
Dandy Nani shi te iru no da? 何しているのだ?

(v) Factor 5: This factor mainly included feminine char-
acteristic particles (e.g., wa, kashira, and no) and was
referred to as ‘feminine style’.

(vi) Factor 6: This factor included relatively crude expres-
sions (e.g., yagaru, and ze). Therefore, it was labelled
‘crude style’.

(vii) Factor 7: This factor included expressions indicating
aged people (e.g., ja, and nou). Therefore, it was
labelled ‘aged style’.

(viii) Factor 8:This factor included nai, ka, andmo (loading
values of ka and mo are less than 0.4). Since those
are related to suspicions, questions, and interrogative
forms, it was labelled ‘interrogative style’.

(ix) Factor 9: This factor included ne, desu, and yo
(loading values of desu and yo are less than 0.4).Those
words are used in case of indicating approval or serve
as backchannel. Therefore, it was labelled ‘approval
style’.

(x) Factor 10:This factor included sa, yo, and da (loading
values of yo and da are less than 0.4). Those words
are used to impart masculinity to a character and also
pretentious mood. Therefore, it was labelled ‘dandy
style’.

Table 6 shows examples of each utterance style. These
example sentences signify the same meaning of “What are
you doing?” in Japanese. The difference in nuance cannot be
expressed in English language in principle.

In order to investigate the relationships between extracted
factors and fundamental attributes of fictional characters,
average factor scores were calculated for each gender group
and each age group (Table 7). In Table 7, bold cells indicate
the absolute values exceeding 0.2. Since those tendencies may
reflect some prejudice of fiction writers, it is possible that
they may not correspond to the real tendencies of Japanese
utterances. However, those results would reflect the average
tendencies of fictional characters’ utterance styles in Japanese
novels.

Average Factor 1 (neutral style) scores indicate that aged
males were expected to speak traditional Japanese. On the
other hand, young female characters were not regarded as
the speakers of traditional Japanese. Average Factor 2 (frank

style) scores indicate that frank style was widely utilised
for female characters. Young male characters used frank
styles only exceptionally. The Factor 3 (dialect style) score
shows that dialect style was independent of the categories of
attributes. Since a dialect style reflects mainly the birthplace
of a character, this result seems reasonable. The Factor 4
(polite style) scores were low both in young males and
females. This result may correspond to the Factor 2 (frank
style) scores. Although it is self-explanatory, Factor 5 score
(feminine style) proved feminine utterance style was utilised
by female characters. The Factor 6 (crude style) scores were
a bit high in young and middle-aged male characters and
a bit low in young and middle-aged female characters, and
vice versa. The Factor 7 (aged style) scores also proved that
agedmale characters utilised aged utterance styles.TheFactor
8 scores (Interrogative style) indicated that utterance styles
about suspicions, questions, and interrogative forms were not
dependent on characters’ fundamental attributes. It seems
reasonable since every character can have suspicions and
questions. The Factor 9 scores (approval style) show that aged
female frequently used backchannel speech style in fictional
texts. On the other hand, young female did not often utilise
backchannel speech style. The Factor 10 (dandy style) scores
indicate male characters often exhibit masculine mood. Of
course, female characters did not utilise those utterance
styles.

Those relationships between extracted utterance styles
and fundamental attributes (gender and age) of fictional
characters revealed that some utterance styles suggest specific
categories of characters; therefore, those utterance styles
would be utilisable for speaker identification tasks in natu-
ral language processing. In addition, those utterance styles
would facilitate the generation of more natural dialogues in
automatic dialogue generation tasks based on some virtual
attributes of speakers. Moreover, those utterance styles may
be useful for deducing the personality, social status, and social
relationships of speakers and listeners in order to interpret
stories in texts.

4. Conclusions

The characteristics of utterances in Japanese novels were
analysed by adding several attributes to a randomly extracted
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Table 8: BCCWJ title IDs of randomly sampled 100 Japanese novels.

LBa9 00016 LBi9 00004 LBm9 00097 LBq9 00233
LBa9 00076 LBi9 00029 LBm9 00238 LBq9 00236
LBa9 00112 LBi9 00040 LBm9 00244 LBr9 00027
LBb9 00014 LBi9 00176 LBm9 00261 LBr9 00065
LBb9 00028 LBi9 00218 LBm9 00264 LBr9 00081
LBb9 00051 LBj9 00004 LBn9 00018 LBr9 00166
LBb9 00092 LBj9 00127 LBn9 00041 LBr9 00210
LBb9 00147 LBj9 00242 LBn9 00084 LBr9 00232
LBc9 00046 LBj9 00263 LBn9 00235 LBr9 00257
LBc9 00074 LBk9 00127 LBo9 00012 LBs9 00023
LBc9 00086 LBk9 00187 LBo9 00029 LBs9 00173
LBc9 00160 LBk9 00245 LBo9 00060 LBs9 00180
LBd9 00035 LBk9 00269 LBo9 00063 LBs9 00194
LBd9 00066 LBk9 00276 LBo9 00075 LBs9 00247
LBd9 00100 LBl9 00011 LBo9 00240 LBs9 00280
LBd9 00146 LBl9 00102 LBo9 00255 LBt9 00020
LBd9 00185 LBl9 00127 LBp9 00018 LBt9 00059
LBf9 00002 LBl9 00206 LBp9 00034 LBt9 00080
LBf9 00053 LBl9 00210 LBp9 00150 LBt9 00090
LBf9 00132 LBl9 00269 LBp9 00154 LBt9 00100
LBg9 00210 LBm9 00004 LBq9 00019 LBt9 00105
LBh9 00065 LBm9 00027 LBq9 00028 LBt9 00115
LBh9 00082 LBm9 00040 LBq9 00040 LBt9 00134
LBh9 00148 LBm9 00058 LBq9 00083 LBt9 00204
LBh9 00240 LBm9 00068 LBq9 00181 LBt9 00252

Japanese novel corpus, and 5632 annotated utterances (887
data sets) were prepared. Based on the corpus, the charac-
teristics of utterance styles were extracted quantitatively. A
chi-square test for particles, auxiliary verbs, and utterance
characteristics of genders, and relationship between the
speakers and listeners revealed that male utterances included
more imperative words, whereas female utterances contained
more particle verbs which implied a polite tone. In addition,
auxiliary verbs of politeness were more frequently used
for ‘coworkers’ and ‘superior authorities’ than for ‘friend’,
‘subordinates’, and ‘enemy’. The results also revealed differ-
ences in utterances between close and intimate relationships.
Finally, repeated factor analyses revealed seven frequently
used utterance styles (neutral, frank, dialect, polite, feminine,
crude, aged, interrogative, approval, and dandy). The factor
scores indicated relationships between various utterance
styles and fundamental attributes of speakers. Thus, results of
this study would be utilisable for speaker identification tasks,
automatic speech generation tasks, and scientific interpreta-
tion of stories and characters.

Although in this study, factor analysis has been done
for the large corpus with fundamental attributes, some large
corpus with detailed attributes could allow for a more in-
depth analysis of the relationship between utterance styles
and attributes. Moreover, future research should focus on the
validation of usefulness of these results.

Also it would be useful to compare the results with those
of similar corpus of other languages [15].

Appendix

See Table 8.

Data Availability

The BCCWJ speaker information corpus is now prepared for
release at the National Institute for Japanese Language and
Linguistics and it will be available optionally to the users of
the BCCWJ.
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We consider the essence of human intelligence to be the ability to mentally (internally) construct a world in the form of stories
through interactions with external environments. Understanding the principles of this mechanism is vital for realizing a human-
like and autonomous artificial intelligence, but there are extremely complex problems involved. From this perspective, we propose
a conceptual-level theory for the computational modeling of generative narrative cognition. Our basic idea can be described as
follows: stories are representational elements forming an agent’s mental world and are also living objects that have the power of
self-organization. In this study, we develop this idea by discussing the complexities of the internal structure of a story and the
organizational structureof amental world. In particular, we classify the principles of the self-organization of amental world intofive
types of generative actions, i.e., connective, hierarchical, contextual, gathering, and adaptive. An integrative cognition is explained
with these generative actions in the form of a distributed multiagent system of stories.

1. Introduction

The computational modeling of an autonomous intelligence
that can adapt to external environments (physical and
social situations including other humans) is an essential
issue for realizing human-like artificial intelligences. In
cognitive architecture studies, computational frameworks of
autonomous intelligence have been explored with biological
inspirations, including psychology and neuroscience [1, 2].
In the early years of artificial intelligence, Schank and
his colleagues argued the importance of narrative ability
and narrativity-based memory in higher-level cognition and
learning. They proposed several significant theories, includ-
ing script knowledge [3] and a dynamic memory framework
[4]. His dynamic memory framework demonstrated a sys-
tematic cognitive mechanism of flexible reminding (remem-
bering), reconstruction, generalization, and organization of
story-form memories. Although a large part of his idea was
not implemented, it provided an important insight into the
autonomous development of intelligence.

Based on the above background, we assume that gen-
erative narrative cognition is an essential aspect of an
autonomous intelligence, which develops through interac-
tions with external environments. Here, generative narrative
cognition refers to an agent’s mental system of dynamically
generating and organizing stories for interacting and adapt-
ing to environments. In this study, we use the term “story”
to refer to a mental representation of a part of the world of
an agent. It is used as a concept unifying episodic memories,
autobiographical memories, the contextual structures of cur-
rent situations, prospective memories, planned or imagined
futures, and fictive or virtual stories. On the contrary, a
narrative expressed through language or other media of
expression is referred to as a “narrative” or a “discourse.”

We can state several reasons for the importance of gen-
erative narrative cognition in cognitive architectures. First,
a story is a universal information format that integrates
various informational elements, including events, entities,
relationships, abstract concepts, intents, goals, emotions,
nonverbal information (e.g., memories of visual images), and
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hypothetical events. Second, a narrative is a universal way
of communicating world information with others. Third, a
story forms the contextual structure of an unfolding situation
involving temporal reach into the past (i.e., experiences and
results of one’s actions) and future (i.e., expectations and
plans). In this sense, a story is the basis of a higher-level
perception-action system. Fourth, memories of past experi-
ences become reusable knowledgewhen they are organized as
stories. Moreover, the importance of narrative ability in cog-
nitive architectures, artificial agents, and human-computer
interaction has been discussed from various perspectives [5–
8].

However, the computational modeling of generative nar-
rative cognition is an extremely complex problem that has
challenged researchers formany years in artificial intelligence
studies [9, 10]. Although most previous narrative generation
systems have focused on the production of narrative texts
such as fairy tales and literary narratives, the basic problem
is common: using generative narrative cognition as the
foundation of an agent’s mind. There exist several diffi-
cult problems in the computational modeling of generative
narrative cognition. In particular, a story or a narrative
has a complex structure, and human narrative cognition is
based on a vast store of experiential knowledge, including
informal, tacit, and cultural knowledge. Such a complex
problem is difficult tomodel on the basis of classical symbolic
processing. Although connectionist models including deep
neural networks are applied to various domains including
image-recognition systems and end-to-end natural language
processing systems, this type of approach does not fit the
essential part of generative narrative cognition. The critical
issue of generative narrative cognition is to explore a com-
putational framework and the underlying principles of the
generation and organization of stories in the mental system
of an agent. Therefore, we must seek an alternative method
from a long-term perspective.

In this paper, we propose a conceptual-level theory for
the computationalmodeling of generative narrative cognition
based on a type of emergentist approach. Our basic idea can
be described as follows: stories are living objects having the
power of self-organization. This is similar to amultiagent sys-
tem. Here, an agent is not a character, but a representational
element in an agent’s mental system. For example, inMinsky’s
The Society of Mind [11], the cognitive mechanism of a mind
is explained as a type of distributed multiagent system based
on the collaborative activities of diverse simple functional
agents. However, we assume that the central agents forming a
mind are stories.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections
2 and 3 describe the basic idea of how generative narrative
cognition plays a crucial role in an autonomous intelligence.
Section 4 discusses the necessity of an emergentist approach
for the computational modeling of generative narrative cog-
nition. Based on this idea, Section 5 provides a macroscopic
classification of the principles of the self-organization of a
story and a mental world formed by many stories. Section 6
contains concluding remarks with future research directions.
Although this paper provides only conceptual descriptions,
creating a vision for solving this complex problem (generative

narrative cognition) is a significant step for the future of
artificial intelligence.

2. Stories Forming an Agent’s Mental World

The motivation behind this study is based on an assumption
that generative narrative cognition is an essential aspect of
an autonomous artificial intelligence. From this perspective,
we have been addressing the conceptual systematization of a
cognitive architecture.The initial concept is presented in [12].
The key concept of our architecture is an agent’s mental world
formed as an organization of many stories.

2.1. Story. In general terms, a story refers to the informa-
tion of chronologically and semantically organized events
recounted in a narrative. Here, an event refers to a character’s
action or a happening (e.g., “Taro eats an apple”).

The notion of story is rooted in narratological terminolo-
gies (narratology is the discipline of theoretical studies on
narrative, inspired by structuralism and semiology). In terms
of narratology, a “narrative” basically refers to an expression
of events in a real or fictional world based on a language
or other sign system [13]. However, a narrative has a close
relationship with the form ofmental representation of knowl-
edge and memory. To clearly distinguish the representational
aspect from an expressed narrative, we introduce the notions
of story and discourse based on a reinterpretation of narrato-
logical terminology [13, 14].The terms “story” and “discourse”
are generally used to distinguish between the content and
expression planes of a narrative. More precisely, a discourse
refers to the narrative text itself and a story corresponds
to the content, i.e., information of events recounted in a
discourse or a text. However, because a story is intangible,
the notion of stories is slightly unclear. From a narrative-
communication perspective, the relationship between the
content and expression planes of a narrative can be reinter-
preted as the relationship between a mental representation
and the surface expression. A sender (author or teller) writes
or tells a discourse based on a story that is remembered
or generated inside the mind. A receiver (reader or hearer)
mentally constructs a story by interpreting or comprehending
the discourse. Stories between the sender and the receiver are
not the same objects.

Based on the above conception, we use the term “story” as
a uniform mental representation involving an episodic mem-
ory, an autobiographical memory, the contextual structure
of a current situation, a prospective memory, a planned or
imagined future, and a fictional or virtual story.

2.2.MentalWorld. An agent’s mental world contains individ-
ual meaning and a rich temporal extent with numerous and
diverse stories, as illustrated in Figure 1. A story corresponds
to a piece of the world for an agent. Stories contained in
a mental world can be classified from several perspectives.
In the relationship with an external world, these stories
include past, future, and fictive or hypothetical stories. With
respect to the manner of generation, there are stories based
on an agent’s own experiences (experience-based stories),
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Figure 1: An agent’s mental world formed by stories.

imaginative power (imagined stories), and interpretation or
comprehension of others’ narratives (narrative-mediated sto-
ries). A more systematic description of structural properties
and functions of an agent’s mental story are presented in our
previous study [15].

From a perspective of computational knowledge repre-
sentation, a story itself forms only a relational structure of
concrete events and entities. However, we assume that the
semantic aspect of a story is underpinned by associationswith
the following three types of mental elements:

(i) Concept: a concept corresponds to a primitive lin-
guistic element corresponding tomeanings of a word.
Concepts include general concepts (i.e., nominal,
verbal, adjectival, and adverbial concepts) and onto-
logical (or proper) concepts for identical entities.

(ii) Schema: a schema refers to a generalized struc-
ture based on one or more concrete stories. A
schema is a structured composition of two or more
concepts or (sub)schemas. Schemas underpin top-
down and abstract-level cognitions of stories. The
idea of schemas is rooted in Minsky’s frame theory
[16]. Script knowledge [3] and memory organization
packets (MOPs) [4] form the schematic knowledge
relevant to narrative cognition.

(iii) Mental image: a mental image represents nonsym-
bolic information, including verbal, visual, auditory,
and haptic images.

3. Dynamic Generation and Organization of
Mental Stories

How generative narrative cognition plays an essential role
in an agent’s intelligence can be explained from its func-
tional generality. In particular, generative narrative cognition
forms the common basis of a higher-level perception-action
system, linguistic communication about world information,
and formation of a self or identity. We will describe the first

two aspects later in this section. The thoughts behind the
third aspect (formation of a self or identity) can be found in
philosophy, psychology, or other disciplines [17–19].

In an autonomous intelligence, dynamic generation and
organization of stories includes two aspects, i.e., (1) inter-
action with an environment by generating a story and (2)
adaptation to environments by developing the organizational
structure of a mental world. Figure 2 illustrates these two
aspects, and we will describe each aspect in the following two
subsections. Here, assumed environments include various
social and physical situations over the course of an agent’s
activities, e.g., shopping at a supermarket, climbing a moun-
tain, linguistic communication with others, housework, and
creation of literary work.

3.1. Interaction with an Environment by Generating a Story.
An agent interacts with an environment based on a story.
This idea is rooted in our previous consideration of the
structure of an agent’s subjective world while interacting
with an environment [15]. A story for interacting with an
environment can be explained through the following two
perspectives:

(i) Action and perception: in an agent’s mind, inter-
action with an environment is based on the contin-
ual (re)construction of a story (see Figure 3(a)). In
particular, acting in an environment corresponds to
performingmentally constructed events placed in the
future. Perceiving the movement of an environment,
including the results of one’s actions, corresponds to
the construction of past episodic events. Both actions
and perceptions always occur in the context of a story,
i.e., a chain of events across the past (experiences and
results) and future (expectations and plans).

(ii) Expression and interpretation (linguistic commu-
nication): a narrative is the universal way of exchang-
ing world information, and story generation is the
core mental process in this activity (see Figure 3(b)).
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Figure 3: Action/perception and linguistic communication based on a story.

When an agent expresses a narrative to others, a
story for the source of the narrative is remembered
or imagined in the mind. The mental process of
recalling includes not only memory retrieval but also
flexible editing of memories (stories) according to
the situation or goal of the narrative communication.
On the contrary, the fundamental mental process
of interpreting or comprehending another’s narrative
is to compose a mental story over the course of
hearing/reading it.

It is also important that generative narrative cognition inte-
grates the above two fundamental human activities. A human
develops mental stories in various ways, e.g., the organization
of one’s own experiences, imagination, and the reception of
various narratives. The acquisition of stories from narratives
has great significance in constructing rich world knowledge
beyond one’s own experiences and imaginative power. In
addition, humans cocreate world knowledge by communi-
cating narratives, such as the histories and current states of
societies and visions for the future.

3.2. Adaptation to Environments by Developing a Mental
World. A mental world is a holistic memory system that
provides knowledge resources for generating new stories.
At the same time, a mental world organizes the pieces
required to direct the dynamic generation of stories in various
environments. The cognitive mechanism of the autonomous
development of a mental world through the accumulation of
experiences is the foundation of an environmental adaptabil-
ity, i.e., the potential to build abilities to generate adequate
stories in various environments.

The developmental process of a mental world is concep-
tualized as the formation of a “mental space,” which is the
basic organizational unit of a mental world. This concept
is inspired by Schank’s dynamic memory framework [4]. In
general terms, a mental space corresponds to a generalized
structure of similar stories. The basic role of a mental space
is to provide a framework that directs and restricts story
generation for smoothly interacting with similar type of
environments, e.g., shopping in a supermarket and commu-
nication about a specific theme (politics, local events, etc.). In
addition, a mental space organizes memories of experiences,
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i.e., previously generated stories in that space, as knowledge
resources for generating a new story in a similar situation.

The framework of a mental space is formed by a schema,
i.e., a general structure covering similar type of stories.
In particular, the schema of a mental space provides a
thematic and stylistic framework based on a compound
of multiple subschemas. A schema adaptively forms or
reforms by the generalization of stories and reorganization
of existing schemas. When an agent is facing a relatively
familiar environment, a story is generated in an existing
mental space corresponding to that environment.The schema
of this space may be adjusted or reformed according to a
generated story (i.e., experience). Moreover, when an agent
is facing an unfamiliar environment, the agent’s mental
system tries to adapt to that environment by reorganizing
one or more existing schemas to create a story with a new
mental space (see Figure 4). We call this specific mental
process of adapting to a new environment “reorganizational
differentiation.” (This notion is similar to abduction in C. S.
Perce’s theory.)

4. Necessity of an Emergentist Approach to
Generative Narrative Cognition

Computationally implementing a dynamic mental world
described in the previous section is a hugely complex prob-
lem. For solving this problem, we argue the necessity of an
emergentist approach.

4.1. Structural Complexity of a Story. The necessity of an
emergentist approach can be described from the following
two perspectives:

First, from a cognitive perspective, the developmental
process of a mental world (or a memory system in general
terms) is generally assumed as a type of self-organization
phenomenon. The ability to build diverse mental spaces with
new intellectual functions is a key aspect of a dynamic mental
world. These functions should not be externally embedded
but emerge through adaptive interactions with environments.

The second reason refers to the structural complexity of a
story itself. A story as a world representation can be viewed
as a complex structural object in which events (a character’s

action or a happening) and entities (an individual existence
including a character, object, and place) are organically orga-
nized. Although the central elements of a story are events,
these events are potentially accompanied by various types
of informational elements, e.g., relationships, abstract con-
cepts, intents, goals, emotions, nonverbal information, and
hypothetical events. Because of this property, it is assumed
that the cognitive process of story generation is based on
a flexible collaboration of multiple cognitive modules. In
addition, the structure of a story involves interdependencies
in the whole-part and part-part relationships. In a well-
organized story, for example, a small change in a story’s part
may cause incoherence in the story’s whole structure or the
lack of contextual coherence over the course of its events.
Based on an extensional reinterpretation of our hierarchical
graph model of multidimensional narrative structure [20]
and a structural conception of an agent’s subjective world [15],
we arrange general structural properties of a story as follows
(Figure 5 illustrates these notions):

(a) A story has a hierarchical whole-part structure. A
higher-level part (e.g., a scene, a semantic or func-
tional unit, and a larger section) of a story is formed
from two or more lower-level parts (e.g., events and
scenes).

(b) Parts of a story (including events) are mutually
connected by temporal, causal, or other types of
relationships.

(c) There are two types of interdependencies in a story’s
hierarchical structure: (1) vertical interdependencies,
including top-down restriction (from a higher-level
part to the lower-level parts) and bottom-up abstrac-
tion (from lower-level parts to the higher-level part)
and (2) horizontal interdependencies based on the
contextual coherence between parts.

(d) A story contains a story world, i.e., the organization of
entities relevant to the story. It is similar to the setting
of the world and there exists an interdependency
between a story and the story world.

(e) A story is formed based on the reconstructive reuse
of existing mental resources including relationships
with other stories. In this sense, a story itself is not
an independent mental object.

(f) There exists an interdependency between a story
and an external environment. In particular, a story
based on one’s own experiences is formed based on
perceived environmental information. At the same
time, the expectational aspect of the agent’s story
directs or restricts the perception of environmental
information.

In the above six items, (e) is derived from the discussion in
Section 3.2 and (f) is an ordinary notion from a cognitive
perspective. To explain notions (a)–(d), the next subsection
uses an example story structure.

4.2. Example Story Structure. Box 1 shows an English expres-
sion of a simple story written by the author. An example
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objects.

(s1) Lisa and Sally are sisters that get along well. (s2) They play together every day.
(s3) One day, Sally found a chocolate in Lisa’s desk when Lisa was not in the room.
(s4) Sally stole and ate the chocolate. (s5) The next day, Lisa saw that the chocolate
was gone. (s6) Lisa assumed that the chocolate was eaten by Sally. (s7) Then, Lisa
threw Sally’s doll out a window. (s8) Sally cried.

Box 1: English expression of an example story.

of how the structure of this story text can be interpreted is
shown in Figure 6. In this structural representation, each
sentence in Box 1 is simply imagined as an event. From the
perspectives of (a)–(d) in the above list, we can examine
the cognitive processes of creating and manipulating this
fictional story.

(i) Hierarchical structure (a): this story is divided into
three scenes (intermediate parts): the setting (daily
life), the stealing by Sally, and the revenging of the
theft by Lisa.

(ii) Relationship between parts (b): there are anteropos-
terior and causal relationships between the different
parts. The anteroposterior relationships are depicted
as arrowed lines. The block arrow from the second
scene to the third scene represents the causal rela-
tionship, i.e., Lisa’s reason or motivation for taking
revenge.

(iii) Vertical interdependency (c): a change in a part may
cause a change in the higher- and/or lower-level parts.
For example, when event s4 is changed to “Sally put
a cookie beside the chocolate,” it will propagate and
influence the meaning of the second scene, e.g., “gift
to Lisa.”

(iv) Horizontal interdependency (c): a change in a part
also propagates in horizontal directions. For example,
when the second scene is changed to “gift to Lisa,” the

third scene, “revenging of the theft by Lisa,” becomes
an unnatural reaction (at least from our common-
sense perspective). This inconsistency causes a global
reorganization of a story.

(v) Relationship with the story world (d): in the struc-
tural representation in Figure 6, the story world
contains several entities, i.e., Lisa, Sally, a desk, a
chocolate, and a doll, and their relationships such
as “Lisa and Sally are sisters” and “Lisa and Sally
like chocolate.” A change in the setting of the world
propagates to events or the story’s parts. For example,
if the setting is changed to a fantasy world (e.g., Lisa is
a witch and all children like dried frogs), the chocolate
element will become a dried frog and the way Lisa
takes revenge will change to become a magical attack.

4.3. Emergentist Approach. In studies of computational nar-
rative generation, an orthodox approach is to model the
process of generating a story (or a narrative) based on a
centrally controlled symbolic processing (see Figure 7(a)).
For example, narrative generation using a story grammar is
a traditional story-generation method [21, 22]. The simplest
implementation is a pipelined procedure of composing a
story using a story grammar in a top-down manner, from
the abstract structure to the detailed contents. However,
this type of inflexible framework will be limited when
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modeling a complex and dynamic narrative cognition and
does not lead to our objective. An advanced challenge is
to model narrative generation as a more flexible procedure.
For example, a blackboard architecture (see Figure 7(b)) that
shares a processing object, i.e., a story, among various types of
cognitive modules has the potential of flexible collaboration
of cognitive modules in generating a story (e.g., [23]).
However, a blackboard architecture requires knowledge of the
principles of directing the collaborative cognitive activities,
and how to model it remains a difficult problem.

Therefore, we propose an alternative approach as an
extension of the blackboard architecture. Our basic idea
is to build the power of self-organization into stories and
mental spaces themselves. Figure 8 illustrates this concept.
Each part at each level in a story structure has the power
of generating one’s own structure in the relationship with
other mental objects. The story’s whole structure emerges
from distributed collaborative functioning of the parts (see
Figure 8a). On the contrary, a mental space forms one’s own
schema through interactions with stories and other mental

spaces (see Figure 8b). We introduce the term “generative
actions” to refer to the basic principles of driving these
self-organization activities. A mental world is developed by
the distributed collaborative functioning of the generative
actions of stories and mental spaces.

5. Classification of the Generative Actions of a
Story and Mental Space

Based on the above concept, we can classify generative actions
in a mental world. According to the structural properties of
a story and the notion of a mental space, we can classify gen-
erative actions into five basic types: connective, hierarchical,
contextual, gathering, and adaptive. The last type (adaptive)
drives the self-organization of a mental space. The first four
types, which drive the self-organization of a story, are derived
from the structural complexity of a story; this is described
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In particular, the connective action is
relevant to (b) and (c), the hierarchical action is relevant to (a)
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and (c), and the contextual and gathering actions are relevant
to (c)–(f).

In the following subsections, the concept and principles
of each basic type are presented. The presented principles are
basically rooted in general notions of cognitive science and
artificial intelligence studies such as abstraction, generaliza-
tion, analogy, schema, and relationship. However, the main
contribution of the following ideas is to provide a conceptual-
level theory of an integrative cognition from an emergentist
perspective.

5.1. Connective Actions: Relation. A connective action is the
most fundamental action of organizing events. The basic
principle of making a connection is a relationship between a
story’s parts. Themajor relationship types in a story structure
are as follows (see also Figure 9):

(i) Temporal relationship: this denotes a relative tem-
poral relationship between two parts. Allen [24]
classified temporal relationships between two events
or actions into “before,” “equal,” “meets,” “overlaps,”
“during,” “starts,” “finishes,” and their inverses, on the
basis of anteroposterior relationships and temporal
intervals of events. This classification can be adopted
to temporal relationships in a story.

(ii) Causal relationship: this denotes a causal relation-
ship between any two parts of a story.

(iii) Other type of relationships: because the computa-
tionalmodeling of relationships in a story structure or
narrative is an essential but complex problem, further

Top-down restrictionBottom-up abstraction

A story’s part

Figure 10: Hierarchical actions.

consideration is required. For example, various types
of relationships in a discourse structure are proposed
in the area of natural language processing, e.g.,
Hobbs’s coherence relations [25] and the rhetorical
structure theory by Mann and Thompson [26].

5.2. Hierarchical Actions: Top-Down Restriction and Bottom-
Up Abstraction. Hierarchical actions form or reform upper-
and lower-level structures in a story. They are the basis
of the vertical interdependency between upper- and lower-
level parts. Hierarchical actions can be broadly classified into
top-down restriction and bottom-up abstraction (see also
Figure 10):

(i) Top-down restriction: a higher-level part restricts
the lower-level structure by creating the expectation
of a blank based on a schema or similar story that
is associated with the higher-level part. An expecta-
tion refers to the generation of subsequent informa-
tion in a dynamic story-generation process during
interactions with an environment. In particular, an
expectation drives the perception of environmental
information based on a schema or similar story. A
blank denotes a lack of information in the lower-level
structure, and it drives the filling of that part using a
schema or similar story.
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(ii) Bottom-up abstraction: in this action, a higher-
level part is formed or reformed from an aggre-
gation of lower-level parts. This type of cognition,
which generates higher-level meaning from lower-
level elements, is generally referred to as abstrac-
tion [27]. In a story, abstractions arise in various
structural levels, i.e., temporal segmentation of events
from sensory information and the formation of a
higher-level meaning from two or more events or
parts. Whereas an abstraction is a bottom-up action,
it always functions under top-down restriction. In
particular, a higher-level structure (the meaning and
power of top-down restriction) is formed bymatching
and reorganizational diversion of associated mental
resources, i.e., a schema or another story’s part that
is similar to the lower-level structure.

5.3. Contextual Actions: Associations of Events and States.
Using contextual actions, a part draws contextual information
relevant to the organization of one’s own structure. These
actions generate horizontal interdependency in a story. Con-
textual actions can be classified into the following subclasses,
from the perspective of the position of source information
(see also Figure 11):

(i) Past: a part draws relevant past events (e.g., the
background or reason behind an action by the agent
or another character).

(ii) Future: a part draws relevant future events (e.g.,
an intent, desire, objective, and goal for the agent’s
action).

(iii) State: a part draws relevant stative information from
the story world (e.g., a character’s emotion and
whether conditions).

(iv) Another’s mental story: a part associates another’s
imagined mental story. This is relevant to the ability
to imagine others’ mental states, known as the theory
of mind. From a structural perspective, an imagined
mental story about another person is represented as a
nesting of stories (“a story within a story”) [15].

5.4. Gathering Actions: Mental Space, Similarity/Analogy, and
Perception. Gathering actions gather mental resources exter-
nally (memories including stories, schemas, mental images,

and concepts) or environmental information (perception)
for generating their own structures of a part. These mental
resources are used by other types of generative actions, as
materials, general structures, or cases. Gathering actions
include the following three subclasses (see also Figure 12):

(i) Mental space: a story’s part gathers mental resources
from themental space in which the story is generated.
As we described in Section 3.2, a mental space orga-
nizes relevant knowledge including (sub)schemas and
stories for generating stories in similar environments.

(ii) Similarity/analogy: similarity or analogy is a key
principle for the flexible reuse of existing mental
resources across boundaries of mental spaces or
problem domains. Particularly, analogy is an essential
human cognition for reusing mental resources by
making a structural correspondence between two dif-
ferent representational elements [28–30]. Case-based
reasoning [31] is also rooted in analogical cognition.

(iii) Perception: perception is the action of gathering
environmental information. It is basically driven by
an expectation as a top-down restriction. When a part
gets unexpected information from an environment,
reformation of part of the story may be done to
maintain coherence.

5.5. Adaptive Actions: Generalization and Differentiation.
Adaptive actions formor reform the schemaof amental space
to adapt environments. Whereas the above four types are a
story’s activities, adaptive actions are the activities of amental
space. Adaptive actions can be classified into the following
three types (see also Figure 13):

(i) Inductive generalization: a mental space forms or
reforms one’s own schema based on structural com-
monality among stories in that space. Abstraction of
a story (forming a higher-level structure of a story)
and analogies between stories (creating structural
correspondences between stories) provide the basis
for this action.

(ii) Failure-based generalization: a mental space adjusts
one’s own schema according to a failure in interacting
with an environment. A failure refers to a type of
negative feedback from an environment. A similar
concept is discussed in Schank’s dynamic memory
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framework [4]. It is also relevant to the general notion
of reinforcement learning.

(iii) Reorganizational differentiation: when an agent
faces an unfamiliar environment that existing mental
spaces do not cover, a new mental space emerges
in the agent’s mental world to generate a story for
interacting that environment. This new mental space
is formed by the reorganization of existing mental
spaces or mental resources. We call this mental action
reorganizational differentiation. This is the essence of
the ability to develop by adapting to environments.
At the same time, this is the fundamental principle of
creativity, which seeks to construct new ideas, styles,
social environments, etc.

5.6. Integrative View. As we described previously, the key
point of the proposed theory is to integrate various types of

cognition in the form of a distributed multiagent system of
story generation. Because this idea reflects a complex system,
it is difficult to show a concrete image of the system’s holistic
behavior until the idea is computationally implemented.
However, a simplified image of the integrative operations of
various cognitive processes can be seen from the example
story presented in Section 4.2.

From an integrative perspective, the following two
notions will be the key points for the computational imple-
mentation of this theory:

(i) Themain agent of the system is an “event” (in a broad
sense) formed at various levels of abstraction, e.g.,
a character’s action (Lisa threw away Sally’s doll), a
scene or a semantic segment of actions (Lisa took
revenge on Sally), and the story itself.

(ii) Because the connection between agents, i.e., events or
stories, is a foundation of various generative actions—
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connective, contextual, gathering, and adaptive—and
the integrated operations of these generative actions,
the agents must be associated with each other.

6. Concluding Remarks

Weproposed a new approach for the computationalmodeling
of an autonomous intelligence based on generative narrative
cognition. Throughout this paper, we conceptualized the
developmental and generative process of an agent’s mind as
a type of self-organization on both levels: the organizational
structure of a mental world and the internal structure of
a story. Under this concept, as the principles of the self-
organization of a mental world, we presented five types
of generative actions: connective, hierarchical, contextual,
gathering, and adaptive actions. Although themechanisms of
these generative actions are still abstract and implementing
the proposed concept remains a distant goal, we showed the
total picture of a mental system using the above concept.

The basic direction of future work will be to develop a
theory of integrating generative actions in the form of a mul-
tiagent system. Agents of generative actions (in the mental
system of an artificial agent) are stories and mental spaces.
Although we listed many generative actions in Section 5,
there are several key issues relevant to a wide array of mental
activities. For example, similarity or analogy of stories is a
common principle of reusing existing mental resources in
various types of generative actions such as gathering actions,
top-down restriction, inductive generalization, and reorga-
nizational differentiation. Moreover, in terms of knowledge
representation, how a story represents the integrated world
information in an agent’s mind is still unclear. The structure
of a story itself, including relationships with other mental
elements, needs to be considered more closely.
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We investigated user experiences from 117 Finnish children aged between 8 and 12 years in a trial of an English language learning
programme that used automatic speech recognition (ASR). We used measures that encompassed both affective reactions and
questions tapping into the children' sense of pedagogical utility. We also tested their perception of sound quality and compared
reactions of game and nongame-based versions of the application. Results showed that children expressed higher affective ratings
for the game compared to nongame version of the application. Children also expressed a preference to play with a friend compared
to playing alone or playing within a group. They found that assessment of their speech is useful although they did not necessarily
enjoy hearing their own voices. The results are discussed in terms of the implications for user interface (UI) design in speech
learning applications for children.

1. Introduction

This study investigated child user experiences from a game-
based language learning application that used automatic
speech recognition (ASR) technology. The application, called
‘Say it again, kid!’ (SIAK) [1, 2], is designed to assist foreign
language learning (vocabulary and production) in children.
The technology behind the application is designed for both
computers and tablets and uses ASR components for the
assessment of children’s speech produced while learning new
words in a new, nonnative language. Thus far, the use of ASR
engines in language learning has primarily been aimed at
assisting language learning in native context (e.g., reading
tutors such as listen [3], tball [4], space [5], and flora [6]).

In itself, the use of automatic speech recognition engines
in children is challenging [7, 8], but the use of ASR to aid
foreign language learning is a venture that poses even further
challenges and is still a field that is underdeveloped [7–11].

Nonetheless, the SIAK project sought to address this
research gap by developing and implementing a foreign
language learning application. The application uses a Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) segmenter to find phoneme
boundaries in players' utterances. Phoneme segments are
individually evaluated by aRecurrentNeuralNetwork (RNN)
bilingual phoneme classifier. The classifier results are then
fed into a Support Vector Machine (SVM) scoring regressor
which outputs a 0-100 score, which is further mapped into
a rejection or a 1-5 star score. The latency for scoring an
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utterance is 2-3 seconds. The scoring mechanism is trained
with in-game second-language (L2) utterances that were
collected in previous experiments and scored by a human
expert. The game is designed to produce a score computed
using speech recognition technology after each utterance.
We designed the trial of the game such that we compared
performance and user reactions to a nongamified pronuncia-
tion learning environment. We used gamification since it has
been suggested that this lends itself to more situated learning
and a more immersive, engaging experience, which can be
helpful within the language learning context (see [12–14] for
a review).

The goal of the SIAK project was broadly to develop
and test a novel, automatic speech recognition application to
assist children in learning a new language. We have already
published details of the algorithms and implementation itself
[1]. In this paper, the research questions were as follows:

(i) What are the child’s affective reactions to the SIAK?
(ii) What are their perceptions of pedagogical utility of

gamified applications?
(iii) Where there any user aspects relating to the use

of audio and interaction with speech in such appli-
cations that were problematic? This final point is
crucial since the implementation of spoken language
learning applications necessarily requires audio input
and output.

Answering these research questions with a robust data set on
user experience from actual child language learners is clearly
needed in this underresearched and underdeveloped area.

As we were measuring child user experience in our
application, we followed the framework for steps in usability
testing according to Markopoulous & Bekker [15], namely,
(1) develop assessment criteria (goals); (2) develop usability
testingmeasurements (contexts, tasks); and (3) consider child
characteristics that may constrain the design of the measure-
ments/tasks (e.g., knowledge, age, and language ability). To
this end, we focused on three areas in terms of assessment:
(1) affective reactions and user engagement, (2) the perceived
pedagogical value, and (3) audio interaction issues. As SIAK
was an application which necessarily involved audio, we were
interested in the users’ perceptions of sound quality, which
may then in turn affect their learning experience [16]. We
were also interested in the use of speech production scoring.
It should be emphasized that our goal here was not to present
the actual learning outcomes (these will be presented in due
course separately), but rather to report on the user experience
feedback that would in turn inform the design of any future
iterations of this application (and indeed speech training
applications for children in general).

To measure the areas we wished to assess, we included
questions regarding basic affective reactions (e.g., ‘did you
like this game?’) as well as questions related to the elements
which were pertinent to using speech-based applications
(e.g., ‘how clear was the sound?’ and ‘did you like hearing
your own pronunciation during the game?’. For these ques-
tions, we used the smiley-o-meter method from the ‘fun
toolkit’ techniques (see [17] for a review) with reference to

Likert-scale answers to agree to the statement with 5 points
(‘not at all’ to ‘very much’ at the extremes). There were also
items from an ‘again again’ table (also from the ‘fun toolkit’),
where the player was asked questions comparing game
and nongame versions of the application. The ‘again again’
methodwas chosen for comparison of the game andnongame
version as it allowed freedom for the children to express a
preference (or dislike) for both versions simultaneously. The
‘again again’ items included questions on (a) Would you like
this game for yourself (yes/no or maybe)? or (b) Would your
teacher like this (yes/no/maybe)? The latter question (on the
teacher’s presumed preferences) was selected as it has been
shown to tap into the child’s sense of pedagogical utility
more easily than a direct question of education value. Within
other studies [18], it has been shown that the perception of
whether a teacher chooses an application is related to the
child’s perception of how good it was for learning.

In line with our research questions, we hypothesized that
(a) Theuser experience (in particular, affective reactions)

to our new SIAK software in the target audience of 8
to 12 year olds would be positive and especially so for
the game-based version of the software.

(b) Although gamification of the application would pre-
sumably add positively to the user experience, the
perceived pedagogical value may be rated less pos-
itively. In addition, there may be further desire for
collaborative learning as games are often enjoyed as
social endeavours.

(c) Participants rating of sound quality may be affected
by application or device type [16] and although not
studied explicitly before to our knowledge, we also
wished to explore the children’s reaction to their voice
being scored by computers, which may cause self-
consciousness for example.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. We recruited 117 children (59 females and
58 males) aged between 8 and 12 years (mean=9.5; SD=1.2)
from the Helsinki area. The children were recruited via local
schools in Helsinki, with the consent of schools to recruit and
consent of the children and parents to participate.There were
also some children that were recruited directly via social and
community networks.

2.2. Materials. The speech learning application (SIAK) is
implemented as a computer board game that runs on an
Android tablet or a Windows PC (laptop) and a headset [1].
Following the testing period, the children also were given a
questionnaire thatmodeled itself on the ‘fun toolkit’—namely
using the ‘smiley-o-meter’ scale and the ‘Again again table’
[17]—where they were asked to respond to a question such as
‘Would you like to use this game again’ respondingwith either
‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘maybe’. The again again items were especially
used to compare game and nongame versions. There were 15
questions in total (7 smiley-o-meter items, 7 again again items
and one qualitative open-ended question askingwhether they
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Figure 1: Screen shot of game and nongame versions of SIAK. Left
panel shows example game ‘world’ that the learners explore. Right
panel shows a nongame simple interface.

would like any particular item more (e.g., certain characters,
sounds, etc.). All questionnaire items were given to the
children in Finnish, which was their native language (any
reference to questions in this paper are a translation into
English of the original Finnish).

2.3. Procedure. The children were given the SIAK applica-
tion which functioned to improve their pronunciation and
broaden their vocabulary in English by introducing new
English single words. As the children progressed in the
game, they then encountered sentences which contained the
new words. Children heard the word in Finnish and in
English (produced by different native English speakers) and
saw a related picture. The child was required to repeat the
pronunciation of the word aloud. The children then received
feedback on their pronunciation as a numerical score. The
child’s own and native English speaker’s utterances were
played again for comparison, and they received a one to five
star rating based on the utterance score.

While testing, there were elements of the program that
were not implemented as a game (instead of an immer-
sive experience, they were shown a simple white back-
ground, forced order of stimulus presentation, no feedback)
although the stimulation and the speech production task
were the same as the game version which is described in
[19]. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the screen between
game and nongame version. A video of child participants
playing SIAK is also available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-cgyJFV8-58&feature=youtu.be

All children evaluated the game and asked to compare
game and nongame versions using the ‘again again’ question
items (note that for 21 participants in the light user group,
they did not evaluate the nongame version). The sample
was divided into two groups: light users and experienced
users. This was done as because we wanted a large sample
of game players to give feedback on the application for user
acceptance testing (UAT) and user experience (UX) reasons.
For UAT/UX testing, we did not need the participants to test
formanyweeks at a time, but aminimumof oneweek – hence
a ‘light usage’ group. On the other hand, to judge efficacy of
the intervention, we also tested a set of ‘experienced’ users
who have been using the application for at least 4 weeks.
For this latter sample, we tested educational outcomes and
brain measures as a result of training (those data will be
reported separately), as training effects are typically seen over
a minimum 1 month period. But it was not necessary for all

Table 1: Affective reactions from the SIAK application using the
smiley-o-meter rating scale (NB: some items had lower N due to
participants not filling in every question).

Question item N
Range
of

scores

Mean
rating SD

How much do you like
the application? (1=not
at all; 5=very much)

116 1-5 4.07 .85

How easy did you find
the application?
(1= very difficult; 5= very
easy)

116 2-5 3.86 .78

Did you have any
problems with the game?
(1=very much; 5=no
problems)

114 1-5 3.62 .94

participants to be tested over such a long period, which is why
we had two groups. Nonetheless, the experienced user group’s
user experience was also tested to determine whether length
of time of use might have had an impact on the user ratings.

For the light users, the children played approximately 10-
15 min per day, 3-4 days a week.The testing period was either
1-3 weeks for light users (n=50) or 4-5 weeks for experienced
users (n=67). Out of these participants, 52 used Windows
laptops and 65 used Android tablets. Following the testing
period, they were given the questionnaire of 15 items in
their native Finnish language, which covered the breadth of
three key areas: overall affective reactions; value and interest
in game/nongame versions and perceived pedagogical value
(indexed by question on whether their teacher would like the
game for the students) and finally a set of questions relating
to audio and speech interaction (e.g., perceived sound quality,
utility and affective reactions to having their speech samples
tested).

3. Results

3.1. Affective Reactions. From Table 1, it can be seen that the
children had a generally positive reaction to the software
(mean scores around 4 on a scale of 1-5, with 5 being a positive
rating). There were no differences between light users and
extensive users on any of these measures.

Children were also asked about affective reactions in
relation to the game and nongame versions of the program
using the ‘Again again table’—i.e., “Would you like to use
this program again?”—and they could say either ‘Yes’, ‘No’
or ‘Maybe’. Data from this method was analyzed for counts
in each category using chi-squared analysis and showed that
there was a significant difference between the game and
nongame version (𝜒2=11.89, p<0.05, df=4). For the game
version, children were less ambivalent and generally more
positive (63 out of 101 said yes to the question, 32 said maybe
and only 6 said no). By contrast, for the nongame version,
children were less positive and more ambivalent (only 28 out
of 101 said yes, 36 said maybe and 37 said no).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cgyJFV8-58&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cgyJFV8-58&feature=youtu.be
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Table 2: Assessment of whether teacher or self would like the game
version.

yes maybe no
Like game for self 59 40 13
Teacher would like the game1 38 72 2
1NB: this question was worded slightly differently in the first 50 participants
but had wording changed later to ensure that the children would not
misunderstand this question, from (a translation from Finnish) ‘Would my
teacher like this?’ to ‘Do you think your English teacher would like pupils
to use this game’? We analysed the results from both wording versions and
there was no statistically significant difference.

Table 3: Assessment of whether teacher or self would like the
nongame version.

yes maybe no
Like program for self 23 35 37
Teacher would like the program 22 59 14

Table 4: Rating of whether the player would prefer to play alone,
with a friend or in a group.

yes maybe no
Like to play alone 41 44 48
Like to play with friend 57 40 16
Like to play in a group 35 44 35

3.2. Perceived Pedagogical Utility and Collaboration Prefer-
ences for Game and Nongame Versions. The children were
asked specifically about the perceived pedagogical utility
by asking their views on whether their teacher would like
the game versus whether they would like the game for
themselves.

There was a tendency for the children to rate themselves
as certainly liking the game for themselves (more ‘yes’
judgements) and a more ambivalent rating (more ‘maybe’
judgements) for the teacher (𝜒2=22.21, p<0.01), see Table 2.

For the nongame version, the children appeared to rate
the self and teacher liking the game differently (𝜒2=32.22,
p<0.01). In particular, they felt proportionally less ambivalent
(when considering their yes/no responses) compared to the
ratings the teachers who they felt would be more ambivalent
and proportionally less negative, see Table 3.

Finally, when the children were asked separate questions
as to whether they preferred to play alone, with a friend or
with a group (results in Table 4).

It appears that in general the children appear to prefer
playing with a friend more than they preferred to play alone
or in a group. The differences between playing with a friend
versus group might be due to the fact that ‘group’ may mean
a group of people not known to the children and therefore
they may be more ambivalent. Nonetheless, the finding that
a greater proportion of positives and fewer negatives for
playing with friends (compared to playing alone) would
suggest that this age group tend towards preferring to play
with known peers.

Table 5: Reactions from the SIAK application relating to speech
and audio elements using the smiley-o-meter rating scale (NB: some
items had lower N due to participants not filling in every question).

Question item N
Range
of

scores

Mean
rating SD

How clear was the sound
for the Finnish words?
(1=not at all clear;
5=very clear)

116 2-5 4.13 0.97

How clear was the sound
for the English words?
(1=not at all clear;
5=very clear)

116 1-5 3.71 1.00

Did you like hearing
your own
pronunciation? (1=not at
all; 5=very much)

114 1-5 3.83 1.21

Did you like getting
feedback regarding your
pronunciation? (1=not at
all; 5=very much)

114 1-5 4.16 0.96

3.3. Reactions to Elements Related to Speech Training Software.
In this category, there were two sets of questions posed
to the children that are useful to consider when designing
speech training software. The first set was in relation to
the rating of speech quality. Here, the children were asked
two separate questions: ‘How clear was the sound for the
Finnish-speaking words?’ and ‘How clear was the sound for
the English-speaking words?’. The second set of questions
related to the use of speech pronunciation feedback. As the
program involved not only getting scoring as feedback, but
also a replay in comparison to the native speech, they were
asked two questions: ‘Did you like getting feedback regarding
your ownpronunciation?’ and ‘Did you like hearing your own
pronunciation during the game?’

Interestingly, the children rated the Finnish samples as
having better sound quality than the native English samples
(F1,112=7.703, p<0.01), see Table 5. Although the sampling
rate, microphone frequency responses were the same, they
were not collected in identical labs and hence there may have
been subtle differences. However, it appears that experience
with the samples may have also played a part in the rating.
The more experienced users rated samples better compared
to the less experienced users of the application (F1,112=4.739,
p<0.05).This would suggest that the tendency to rate English
sounds as worse quality than the Finnish ones might be due
to exposure to that particular language.

With respect to the other questions regarding pronun-
ciation, we looked at the aspects of perceived helpfulness
of pronunciation training versus the actual experience of
hearing their own voice. As one might have predicted, the
children liked getting feedback more than the process of
actually hearing their own voice. This is probably due to
the children feeling self-conscious about their voices, but yet
seeing the value of feedback.
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4. Discussion

The results from our extensive user trial show that children
in general had a positive user experience from the speech
training SIAK game, answering our first question regarding
the affective responses of children in this age group to the
application. There was evidence that they in general were
positive about the application (scoring over 4 out of 5 on
a scale of 1-5) and they had found the application fun and
helpful. They also did not report major difficulties with the
application and found it easy to use. This is encouraging as it
is helpful to have a tool that is perceived to be easy to use and
elicits positive user feedback in this group.

With respect to our second research objective, the game
version was perceived more positively in this age group
compared to the nongame version. Interestingly though, the
children ranked the perceived pedagogical value (marked
by the question of whether the teacher liked the game) as
being more definitely more negative to the nongame version
than the game version. This contradicts our initial hypothesis
that the game-based version may be perceived as having less
‘educational value’ and therefore be perceived by the children
as being less favourably rated by their teachers. On the other
hand, this was coupled with the finding that the children
rated their teachers as more ambivalent towards the game
(and nongame) versions than the children, suggesting that
childrenmay not necessarily be clear as to what their teachers
would think. When interpreting these results, we need to be
mindful that the children thought the question was meant
to ask whether the teachers would choose the application
for themselves, whereas instead, the intended focus was to
ask whether the teachers would choose the application for
the child. As [20] states, usability testing in children can
often lead to unexpected results and raise more issues in
testing than originally envisaged. However, this explanation
is unlikely given that an elaboration of the wording wasmade
in a later stage of data collection to clarify understanding,
which did not change the results. Of course, further research
is needed to definitively tell whether the children understood
the question in the way intended. For example, one possibility
could be that ‘theory of mind’ might not be fully operational
in the children at the lower end of the age range of the sample
[21]. However, we did not see any age differences in the way
these questions were answered either.

With respect to the issue of collaboration, it appeared
that this age group slightly preferred interaction with friends.
Although more data would be needed to confirm this, the
trend seen in these data accord with the results of other
studies (e.g., Heikkinen et al.’s. JamMo implementation [22])
which showed that children of this age group report liking
working in pairs or very small groups, particularly on mobile
devices.

With respect to the third research question, we also
sought to investigate whether there were any auditory
interaction issues (perceptions of sound quality, experience
of pronunciation feedback) that may impact on the user
learning experience or learning outcomes. With respect to
the listening experience: it appears that there were some
perceptions of difference in sound quality between native and

nonnative speech. Although at the time of writing, detailed
acoustical analysis on the speech was not available to know
whether the perceived differences were the result of actual
real subtle differences, the effect seemed to be moderated by
experience (in other words, the heavy users of the program
rated the nonnative speech better in sound quality than the
more näıve users of the program). That is, the perception of
sound quality may be affected by the difficulty to map speech
input into existingmental representations. Further research is
needed to determine whether sound quality is being affected
by language experience.

With respect to pronunciation feedback, it was clear that
this age group found feedback useful, but was less positive
about hearing their own voice. These less positive ratings
could be potentially mitigated by including assurances for
the learners about confidentiality and the value of receiving
a replay of their own voice. It is unclear whether this might
reflect performance anxiety which may in turn see effects on
performance. Further analysis on actual learning outcomes
could explore whether there is a relationship as has been seen
in other contexts [23].

In summary, future research will need to focus on the
following areas:

(1) Whether user perceptions of voice clarity occur in
native versus nonnative language in other samples
and differ as a function of nonnative language experi-
ence (as we found here). We would also be interested
in investigating whether such biases in perceived
clarity impacts negatively on learning outcomes in
foreign language learning contexts.

(2) Whether children in general are self-conscious of
automated recognition as we found here and it would
be useful to know whether such effects are modulated
by age.

(3) Whether the positive affect ratings for gaming result
in improved language learning outcomes compared
to nongamified versions of the implementation. Such
data would be helpful to determine whether the
value of gaming in other domains also transfers to
automatic speech recognition.

(4) Finally, we would be also interested in exploring
whether children in general prefer to work with their
friends in all learning contexts – or are there some
situations where they may prefer to work alone (e.g.,
when they are being assessed and could be self-
conscious).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, these data serve a starting point of observa-
tions around speech training elements that are useful andwell
received for this 8-12-age group. Further work around the
perception of speech quality in nonnative language and pref-
erence for collaboration is needed. What is clearly confirmed
from the data is that the gaming aspect of the application
is well-received and serves well as a positive tool to deliver
speech training in this group. Children also interestingly
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appear to rate their teachers as being more ambivalent but
also less negative for the game version. This may suggest
that they do not necessarily perceive the game aspect to have
less pedagogical value than the nongame version, although
further research is needed to clarify.
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Communicating with spoken dialogue systems (SDS) such as Apple’s Siri� andGoogle’s Now is becomingmore andmore common.
We report a study that manipulates an SDS’s word use with regard to politeness. In an experiment, 58 young adults evaluated the
spoken messages of our self-developed SDS as it replied to typical questions posed by university freshmen. The answers were
either formulated politely or rudely. Dependent measures were both holistic measures of how students perceived the SDS as well as
detailed evaluations of each single answer. Results show that participants not only evaluated the content of rude answers as being
less appropriate and less pleasant than the polite answers, but also evaluated the rude system as less accurate. Lack of politeness also
impacted aspects of the perceived trustworthiness of the SDS. We conclude that users of SDS expect such systems to be polite, and
we then discuss some practical implications for designing SDS.

1. Introduction

Advances in speech recognition move our interactions with
spoken dialogue systems (SDS), such as Apple’s Siri or Google
Now, ever closer to human dialogue. Over and above the
capability of conversing in natural language, one strain of
development concerns genuinely social aspects of human
communication, such as alignment, addressing by name,
and politeness. This paper addresses how students evaluate
the communication behavior of an SDS that employs the
social strategies of politeness and rudeness.Their evaluations
address variables such as acceptance, appropriateness, and
competence, all of which are also relevant in evaluating
human behavior. In the following, we briefly address the
technological aspects of SDS. Then we outline politeness
theory and introduce how speakers take their speech part-
ners’ autonomy and affiliation into account when formulating
messages. Finally, we provide results of our empirical research
on the perception of SDS, which offer insights about how to
design them effectively.

1.1. Technology That Interacts: Insights into the Mechanisms
and Usage of Spoken Dialogue Systems. More and more

computers are now able to communicate with their users in
natural language [1]. For example, spoken dialogue systems
(SDS) serve as personal assistants and are implemented
in smartphones (like Siri from Apple and Cortana� from
Microsoft), cars [2], or special devices (such as Echo from
Amazon: [3]). SDS are also used in educational contexts, e.g.,
in learning programs for children [4].

The first attempts at emulating human communication
were simple chatbots such as Eliza which tried to emulate a
psychotherapist in the Rogerian, person-centered tradition
[5]. How chatbots can be made more human-like is still a
very active field of development, for example, by evaluating
the conditions of uncanny valley reactions in animated and
text-based bots (e.g., [6]). Since 1990, the Loebner Prize has
been held as an annual competition with an award given to
the creator of the chatbot that most convincingly acts as a
human interlocutor.

Whereas chatbots are usually text-based and often have
entertainment purposes, SDS serve as an interface to a spe-
cific system and let computer systems and human users inter-
act using spoken language; that is, the computer systems are
capable of understanding and producing spoken language.
This can reach from rather simple “command-and-control”
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interactions, which refer to short, single controlling functions
(e.g., [4]), to systems that are able to handle complex input
and to generate complex, natural language (e.g., [7, 8]).

SDShave becomemuchbetter atmimicking human inter-
actions. Incrementality allows the system to implement back-
channels and barge-ins. These are associated with facilitated
grounding [9] in human-human interaction, meaning that a
user is more confident about whether the system shares the
user’s understanding off the topic of the conversation and
the meaning of the words used in it [7]. Connecting and
operating SDS via the Internet can help support the system
and the user in a concrete situation, e.g., by searching the
Internet for the answer the SDS does not “know” directly.
Additionally, such searches can be analyzed and used to
improve the SDS [1]. Due to their proactive behavior, SDS are
no longer restricted to simple replies. They can now initiate
conversations themselves and provide information without
being asked [1]. Thus, concerning their language, SDS can
possess a high degree of anthropomorphism [10–12].

Providing these characteristics, SDS can be employed
as tutors, termed intelligent tutoring systems. Graesser and
colleagues [13] recently introduced an intelligent tutoring
system from a new, “mixed-initiative” generation. Their
conversational agent is able to maintain interactions over
multiple turns, presenting problems and questions to the
learner. Thus, it promotes active knowledge construction
and outperformsmere information-delivery systems. Besides
its conversational capabilities, social aspects of SDS play an
important role. Research on intelligent tutoring systems has
recently turned its attention on agents that can act socially
and respond to tutees’ affective states (e.g., [14, 15]). When
intelligent tutors and tutees are teammates, for instance,
tutoring seems to be more effective [16]. Put differently, how
intelligent tutors—and SDS in general—communicate plays
an important role. Politeness has seemingly been neglected
in conversational agents [17]. However, some computer tutors
already exhibit different kinds of polite instruction [18]. In the
next section, wewill give an overview of politeness theory and
its effects on communication.

1.2. Mitigating Face Threats: Insights into Politeness Theory.
Communication involves more than just conveying informa-
tion. It is a social activity that contributes to individuals’ social
needs and impacts their self-concepts. In their politeness
theory, Brown and Levinson [19] argue that every person
has a public self-perception, the so-called face, and that this
face needs to be shaped positively. Individuals’ needs for
belonging and support affect the positive face, and the need
for autonomy and freedom of action affect the negative face.
Communication behavior that serves as support of a person’s
face is termed face work.

Actions that harm and affect someone’s face are called
face-threatening acts (FTAs). To what extent an FTA is
perceived as serious depends on social distance, power rela-
tions, and the absolute imposition. During communication,
every single contribution might include FTAs, be it through
direct orders, which restrict autonomy and independence,
or through corrections, which in a way serve as a rejection
of the person. Politeness theory describes several strategies

for how to mitigate an FTA [20]. The first option is not
to perform the FTA and, accordingly, the utterance (the
topic/aspect is simply not addressed). Second, the FTA
can be transmitted off record; that is, the speaker remains
vague or ambiguous. Hence he/she cannot be sure if the
intended meaning is conveyed. Third, negative politeness is
used, which can reduce the direct imposition on the hearer
(e.g., through apologizing, employing hedges, and being
conventionally indirect). This includes formulating a request
indirectly as a suggestion. Fourth, positive politeness aims
to meet the hearer’s need for belonging and at gratification.
A message might be started with positive feedback on the
communication partners’ intelligence. Mitigating face threats
whenever autonomy or affiliation is threatened is a natural
communication behavior.

1.3. Human-Like Interaction? Empirical Research on the Per-
ception of SDS. As SDS possess enormous capabilities, users
are likely to consider them conversational partners. SDS are
perceived with their human-like qualities even when users
are aware that they are communicating with a computer
[21]. Basic language capabilities, for example, giving simple
responses such as “yes” and “no”, seem to be enough to per-
ceive the computer as a human-like being [22]. When users
perceive the SDS as a competent partner, they also perceive
it as a social actor [23]. In this way, an SDS with a female
voice can, for example, potentially activate corresponding
gender stereotypes [10]. Thus, it becomes relevant how users
assess an SDS according to different aspects that humans
are evaluated on. One aspect that also directly influences
how the information conveyed by the SDS is processed
is trustworthiness, which includes ability, benevolence, and
integrity (see [24] and the ABI model; [25]).

If computers are perceived as social agents, this influences
our interaction with them. For example, people prefer sys-
tems that communicate in a personal manner [21]. People
also usually communicate politely with computers and avoid
explicit face threats (e.g., [26]) but also sometimes lie or
behave intentionally rudely toward them [27]. This could be
caused by disinhibition but could also be a reflection of the
prevalence of rudeness in human communication [28].

Given that people tend to treat computers as humans, are
social behaviors such as politeness also expected from SDS
[29]? In human communication, politeness improves social
perceptions. Polite speakers appearmore likable and recipient
oriented [30, 31]. Some studies have also shown effects on
attributes such as perceived integrity or competence [32].
Thus, if an SDS is perceived similarly to a human interlocutor,
similar effects should be found.

Regarding trust, it can be argued that SDS can be
conceptualized as receivers of trust, as trustees (see also [33]).
McKnight [34] has stated that “trust in technology is built the
same way as trust in people” (p. 330). In the vast majority of
conceptualizations, trust incorporates the willingness to be
vulnerable [35] and therefore the willingness to depend on
somebody else (e.g., [36]).

Regarding politeness, users tend to communicate politely
with computer systems (e.g., [26]). Pickard, Burgoon, and
Derrick [37] have found that likeability, in turn, increases the
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tendency to align, e.g., using the same words and expressions
to a conversational agent. Lexical alignment is perceived as
polite [38, 39] and evokes positive feelings [38, 40]. Gupta,
Swati, Walker, and Romano [41] developed a system which
employs artificial spoken language and politeness principles
in task-oriented dialogues. They found, for example, that the
predictions of politeness theory are applicable to discourse
with such systems: the strategies had an impact on the
perception of politeness (see also [42]). However, we are
unaware of any investigations into intentionally rude systems,
with the exception of a rude intelligent tutoring system that
has proven beneficial for some, but not all, of its students [43].

Nowadays, companies offer the possibility to personalize
SDS (e.g., Siri can be taught the user’s name and relation-
ships; navigation systems’ language style can be adjusted,
e.g., restricted and elaborated language style: NIK-VWZ01
Navigation, n.d.). De Jong, Theune, and Hofs [44] developed
an embodied conversational agent that is able to align to
the politeness shown by its interlocutor. Some participants
appreciated that the system aligned in terms of politeness,
others preferred a version of the system that always displayed
the same high degree of politeness, irrespective of whether
the user showed no politeness.

2. Rationale

The above-reported literature strongly shows that commu-
nication with SDS is part of everyday life. Politeness theory
has introduced the concept of face threats, e.g., affronts to
a person’s autonomy and/or needs of belonging. These face
threats are mitigated via communicational behavior, such as
hedges [45] and relativizing words.

Empirical studies indicate that SDS are evaluated on
social dimensions comparably to humans.Those experimen-
tal studies have also shown that word usage impacts this
evaluation.

The following study manipulates SDS word usage with
regard to politeness. We conducted a 1x2 experimental
design, where politeness was contrasted with rudeness. We
define rudeness as a deliberate attack on the addressee’s face
that can be used both playfully and aggressively [46]. In this
respect, rudeness is distinct from a mere lack of politeness
when uttering a necessary face threat (i.e., a bald/on record
strategy in the terms of politeness theory), as well as an
unintentional face threat (e.g., an SDS asking a strongly
religious user a question about a topic that is offensive to
them) but consists of intentionally aggravating behavior.
The interpretation often is dependent on the context (e.g.,
[47]).

We formulate three hypotheses that address participants’
evaluation of both the social aspects of the SDS and its
competence. Furthermore, by directly asking participants to
suggest changes in SDS formulations, a direct measure on the
word level was operationalized.

H1: A polite SDS will be judged as more likable and polite
than will a rude SDS and its responses as more appropriate
and pleasant than those from a rude SDS. A polite SDSwill be
more strongly perceived as a social interaction partner than a
rude SDS.

H2: A polite SDS will be judged as more competent and
trustworthy than a rude SDS.

H3: Rude responses will be perceived asmore serious face
threats than polite responses and will lead to more revisions
than polite ones.

In the following, methods and materials are described.

3. Methods and Materials

In order to comply with the requirements of open science and
to achieve transparency, we report how we determined our
sample size, all (if any) data exclusions, all manipulations, and
all measures in the study [48].

3.1. Participants. We recruited participants at an open house
event that our university holds yearly for potential new
students. We planned to recruit as many participants as
possible, aiming for about 80. This would yield a power of
about 80% in finding medium to large effects, as previous
studies on similar phenomena have found.

In total, 58 persons participated in the study (35 females).
The age of the participants ranged from 15 to 20 years old
and the mean age was 16.91 (SD = 1.08) years old. All were
native German speakers or spoke German since their early
childhood. In Germany, students that aim for university
entrance qualifications usually choose two intensive courses
during the last two years of school. In our sample the
most common choices were biology (36% of participants),
English (33%), German (29%), and mathematics (21%). They
reported to use a computer on average of 9.84 hours per
week (SD = 9.42) and to use the Internet on average of
25.34 hours per week (SD = 21.17). Also, 86% of participants
considered themselves to possess intermediate or advanced
computer knowledge. Of all participants, 12% reported that
they use SDS on a daily basis or several times a week,
8.6% reported to use SDS several times a month, and 77.6%
reported that they rarely or never use SDS. Overall, 66% of
participants indicated that they use SDS that are implemented
in smartphones, like Siri and Google Now.

Experimental conditions did not differ for each of the
above-reported descriptive variables, all Fs > 0.832, ps > .366.
Hence, these variables were not considered further on. No
data were removed from the analysis. Participants received
no compensation.

3.2. Materials. The study was conducted at a German univer-
sity; all materials were in German. Materials and stimuli are
available at https://sites.google.com/site/sdspoliteness. The
examples we present in this paper are translations of the
original materials. The speech was created using a text-to-
speech synthesis tool available on Apple Mac computers. It
was a female voice.

We told participants that we built/designed and trained
an SDS to provide answers to university freshmen’s questions.
We stated that we therefore wanted them to assess the SDS’s
answers.The participants were told that the SDS was part of a
mobile appprovided to newpsychology students to help them
find their way around the university and their courses. To
this end, users could ostensibly ask the SDS questions about
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the question list shown to participants.

different topics related to university life and the psychology
program and receive informative answers. In reality, the app
does not exist and participants were debriefed at the end of
the experiment.

Participants listened to six answers presented by our own
designed SDS, called ACURI. The answers addressed six
typical questions of university freshmen. The questions were
presented on a screen and after clicking on the respective
question, the answer was presented as a sound file. The
questions were the same in both experimental conditions, but
the answers given by the SDS differed. In the polite condition
the messages were phrased politely (e.g., “You can choose
whether youwant to...”). In the rude condition the face threats
were strong(er), resulting in a rudely phrased message (e.g.,
“No, you have to do. . .”). Questions and answers as well as the
original versions in German are shown in Table 1; see Table 2
for an example.

3.3. Procedure. Participants were tested in groups of five
or six. Each member of the group was assigned the same
experimental condition. A 1x2 between-subject design was
realized, withn=29 participants in each of the two conditions
(polite versus rude). All participants were seated individually
in front of a laptop computer and were provided with
headphones. They received sheets containing information
on the experimental procedure as well as a declaration of
consent and data privacy. They also received a booklet with
the questionnaire to be completed as part of the study. Our
local ethics committee approved the study.

After reading the information and signing the form, the
students’ questions were presented on the computer screen.
The participants were instructed to click on the questions to
hear the SDS’s responses. The responses were played as audio
over the headphones. Participants were not free to choose
which question to click; there was a fixed order in which
the answers to the questions (sound files) were available (see
Figure 1 for an example of a participants’ screen).

After every response from the SDS, the participants were
asked to turn a page of the booklet and respond to a number

of questions concerning the response they just heard. After
all responses had been heard, the participants were asked to
rate the SDS per se and provide demographic information.
After completing the questionnaire, the participants were
debriefed. The session took about 30 minutes.

3.4. Dependent Measures. Participants were asked to rate
every single response of ACURI on the perceived face threat
as well as the holistic impression of ACURI at the end of the
survey.

3.4.1. Evaluation of the Responses. Theparticipants rated each
of the six responses on the following.

Pleasantness and Appropriateness. Participants were asked to
indicate on 7-point bipolar semantic differentials whether
they found the response (1) pleasant–unpleasant and (2)
appropriate–inappropriate.

Perceived Face Threat Scale (PFT; [49]). The scale was origi-
nally designed to rate utterances in workplace conversations
and later complaints in interpersonal contexts, regarding how
much they threatened positive and negative face aspects. The
authors found that responses on the scale differed depending
on the type of the complaint, such that complaints that had
focused on the disposition of the receiver were judged as
more face-threatening.This makes the scale adequate for our
goals. We are unaware of any other measure for evaluating
face threat.

Sample items are “My partner’s actions showed disrespect
toward me” for threatening positive face and “My partner’s
actions constrainedmy choices” for threatening negative face.
Because we did not pose a hypothesis regarding the different
face aspects, we averaged scores on all 14 items into a single
value. For the current study, all items were translated into
German and adapted to collect ratings on “ACURI” instead of
“my partner”. Participants responded on a 7-step Likert scale
ranging from “not at all” to “very much”. Scale reliability was
good with Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .91.
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Table 2: Example of a student’s question (SQ) and the polite and rude answers, respectively, of the spoken dialogue system named ACURI.

Polite Rude
SQ1 Do I need to take the social psychology exam in the second semester?

ACURI
You can choose whether you want to do

the exam in your second or third
semester. . . .

No, you have to do the social psychology
exam in the second or third semester. . . .

3.4.2. Evaluation of the SDS. The participants evaluated the
SDS regarding several subjective appraisals, epistemic trust,
and whether they perceived it as a social agent.

Subjective Assessment of Speech System Interfaces.The partic-
ipants rated the SDS on the Subjective Assessment of Speech
System Interfacesmeasure (SASSI, [50]).This instrumentwas
developed as an extension of earlier measures to evaluate
the usability of graphic interfaces and focuses on subjective
aspects of SDS usability. It consists of six subscales: response
accuracy (nine items, e.g., “the system makes few errors”),
likability (nine items, e.g., “the system is pleasant”), cognitive
demand (five items, e.g., “a high level of concentration is
required when using the system”), annoyance (five items, e.g.,
“the interaction with the system is frustrating”), habitability
(four items, e.g., “I was not always sure what the system was
doing”), and speed (two items, e.g., “the interaction with the
system is fast”). There are alternative measures focusing on
SDS usability, most notably the CCIR-BT [51] with similar
subscales. However, the SASSImeasure has beenmore widely
used in subsequent research (e.g., [52]).

In the current study, the participants indicated their
agreement to the statements on 7-point Likert scales. Scale
reliabilities for the response accuracy and likability subscales
were good, with 𝛼 = .84 and .87, respectively. Reliabilities
for the cognitive demand and annoyance subscales were
acceptable with 𝛼 = .68 and .72, respectively. However, the
subscale reliabilities for the habitability and speed subscales
were inadequate with 𝛼 = −.06 and .12, respectively. This
might be explained by the fact that the participants were
not using the SDS themselves but merely judging the SDS’s
utterances. The two subscales were dropped from further
analyses.

Hence, four measures, each one for a subscale of SASSI
serves as subjective assessment of ACURI.

Perceiving the SDS as a Social Agent. The participants indi-
cated how much they perceived the SDS as a social agent
using a measure developed by Holtgraves, Ross, Weywadt,
and Han [21].This inventory was developed in order to assess
whether users ascribe human-like qualities to chatbots. The
measure consists of two subscales that measure perceptions
of conversational skill (three items, e.g., “how engaging
is the system?”) and pleasantness (three items, e.g., “how
thoughtful is the system?”).The participants responded on 7-
point semantic differentials (e.g., “not at all thoughtful–very
thoughtful”). In the original publication, chatbots using the
user’s first name were found to be evaluated more positively
on these scales. In our study, subscale reliabilities were good
to satisfactory with Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .67 and .81, respectively.

Epistemic Trust. The participants rated how much they
trusted the SDS as a source of knowledge using the
Münster Epistemic Trustworthiness Inventory (METI; [53]).
This measure is based upon the ABI model mentioned
in the introduction [24] and consists of 5-point bipo-
lar adjective pairs. The subscales measure goodwill (four
items, e.g., “moral–immoral”), expertise (six items, e.g.,
“qualified–unqualified”), and integrity (five items, e.g.,
“honest–dishonest”). All subscales exhibited satisfactory
consistencies with Cronbach’s 𝛼 =.73, .81, and .60, respec-
tively.

There are alternative measures that measure similar
constructs, such as the Credibility scales by McCroskey and
Teven [54]. However, theMETI instrument differs from these
in that it explicitly focuses on epistemic trust, that is, whether
the target of the evaluations is a trustworthy source for the
knowledge that the user seeks. This was desirable for our
research question.

Suggestions for Rephrasing.Participants were given the oppor-
tunity to rephrase ACURIs answers and to mention things
that, from their perspective, should be changed. They pro-
vided their answers in writing as response to this instruction:
“Please listen to the answer of the question once again. You
may nownote potential suggestions for changing the answer.”

For the analysis, we used a bottom-up, data-driven pro-
cess to identify five categories of statements of what should
be changed according to the participants: (1) apply strategies
to mitigate FTAs (e.g., ”use ‘it is recommended that you...’
instead of ‘you have to...’”); (2) formulate the utterance in a
more direct and neutral way, e.g., “should just answer the
question and not make a proposal”; (3) change the prosody
or pronunciation, e.g., “a brighter and less monotonous voice
would be better”; (4) provide more precise information, e.g.,
“give information about where the tutorial takes place”; and
(5) no changes are necessary, e.g., “the hint was helpful”.

4. Results

We used the lme4 package [55] for the R statistical software
and entered the six individual responses as a random effect
and the politeness condition (polite/rude) as a fixed effect into
linear mixed-effects models. For the ratings collected after
thewhole discourse, we calculatedANOVAs andMANOVAs,
depending on the measure as reported below.

With hypothesis 1, we assumed that a polite SDS would
be judged as more likable and polite responses as more
appropriate and pleasant than a rude SDS. Furthermore, we
expected a polite SDS to bemore strongly perceived as a social
interaction partner than a rude SDS. These expectations
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were partly confirmed: both ratings of pleasantness and
appropriateness measures yielded the expected effects. Polite
responseswere perceived asmore appropriate (𝑀= 6.53, SE=
0.28) than rude responses (M = 5.59, SE=0.28), F(1,55)=13.59,
p< .001. Polite responseswere also perceived asmore pleasant
(M = 6.07, SE = 0.28) than rude responses (M = 4.97, SE =
0.29), F(1,55) = 10.43, p < .001.

Contrary to our expectations, on the holistic level, the
SASSI likability subscale did not show a significant effect for
the politeness condition, F(1,51) = 1.87, p =.177. Both groups
judged likability of ACURI as moderate (polite:M = 4.62, SD
= 1.07; rude:M = 4.18, SD = 1.19).

Regarding how much participants perceived the SDS as a
social agent with human-like properties, we used themeasure
by Holtgraves and colleagues [21]. The pleasantness subscale
showed a significant effect of the politeness condition in the
expected direction. As such, the polite SDS was also judged
as more pleasant (M = 5.67, SE = 0.23) than the rude SDS (M
= 4.14, SE = 0.23), F(1,51) = 17.88, p < .001. However, the polite
SDS’s conversational skill was not judged to be higher, F(1,51)
= 1.04, p = .31.

With hypothesis 2, we assumed that a polite SDS would
be judged as more competent and trustworthy than a rude
SDS. This hypothesis was mostly confirmed. The polite SDS
received higher ratings on the SASSI response accuracy
subscale (M = 4.65, SE = 0.13) than the rude SDS (M = 4.23,
SE = 0.13), F(1,51) = 4.48, p =.039. The MANOVA with the
METI subscales showed a significant effect for the politeness
condition, F(3,49) = 4.15, p = .011. The follow-up analyses
showed that the polite SDS was judged as showing more
goodwill (polite: M = 3.63, SD = 0.72; rude: M = 2.90, SD =
0.78) and integrity (polite: M = 3.90, SD = 0.63; rude: M =
3.51, SD = 0.58) but not more expertise (polite:M = 3.70, SD
= 0.71; rude:M = 3.54, SD = 0.73) than the rude SDS.

With the hypothesis 3, we expected that rude responses
would be perceived as more serious face threats than polite
responses. H3 was confirmed. According to the PFT, rude
responses were perceived asmore face-threatening (M = 3.22,
SE = 0.14) than polite responses (M = 2.46, SE = 0.14), F(1,55)
= 22.46, p < .001.

The average amount of revision proposals regarding all
respective answers was comparable in both conditions. On
average, participants made suggestions on 2.48 (SD = 2.13)
answers in the polite condition and on 2.62 answers in
the rude condition (SD = 1.97; F(1,56) = 0.07, p = .799).
However, the amount of suggestions regarding the categories
differed depending on the respective response (see Table 3 for
details). We calculated Fisher’s exact tests for each response
to test for differences between conditions. This is a statistical
technique for the analysis of deviations from expectation in
a contingency table [56] and is especially suited for smaller
samples.

The condition had an influence on answers to SQ 2 (𝜒2(4,
N = 58) = 16.550, p < .001), SQ4 (𝜒2(4, N = 58) = 9.184, p =
.029), and SQ5 (𝜒2(4, N = 58) = 12.025, p = .006), but not on
answers to SQ1 (SQ1: 𝜒2(4, N = 58) = 2.545, p = .725, ns.),
SQ3 (𝜒2(5, N = 58) = 8.086, p = .110, ns.), and SQ6 (𝜒2(4,
N = 58) = 5.463, p = .213 ns.). In the rude condition, most
changes were aimed at strategies to mitigate FTAs (29 % on

average). In the politeness condition, most suggestions were
offered in categories 3 or 4. Participants referred to providing
more precise information and on changing or enhancing
the employed voice (both categories each around M = 14%).
These two categories were each chosen for 6% of the answers
by participants of the rude condition.

5. Discussion

To sum up, the results of this study show that polite responses
were perceived as more appropriate and pleasant than rude
responses. Overall, the SDS was also perceived as more pleas-
ant than the rude SDS. Both groups judged the likability of
the SDS asmoderate, with no differences between conditions.
Also, conversational skill was not judged differently between
conditions. The polite SDS was perceived as more accurate,
showing more goodwill and integrity but not as having more
expertise than the rude SDS. Rude responses were perceived
as more face-threatening than polite responses. In the rude
condition, most changes were aimed at strategies to mitigate
FTAs (29 % on average), while, in the politeness condition,
participants referred to providing more precise information
and on changing or enhancing the employed voice.

Using a very clear and straightforward manipulation,
we aimed to identify how the human principle of polite-
ness is taken in consideration in SDS communication. In
our setting, SDS answered to university freshmen’s typical
questions on student life. The only differences between our
two experimental conditions were in the “how” part of the
contribution, with rather rude or polite answers. The results
mostly mirror those obtained with judgments of humans
[12, 30]. These studies suggest that although both content
and social information are transmitted with the same words,
recipients seem to distinguish these two aspects; we routinely
tease apart the “how” and “what” part of a contribution.
In both previous studies and our present study, almost all
social judgments, such as likability or the goodwill aspect of
trustworthiness, were evaluated more positively in the polite
condition. However, neither found evidence for differences
in judgments of expertise, as a more content-related aspect
of trustworthiness. However, in our study the accuracy
of the system, which is also an arguably content-related
aspect, was judged as higher for the polite system. Future
research should ascertain whether this is a specific aspect of
communication with an SDS or maybe a consequence of the
specific realization of our conditions.

The results also indicate that advances on the technolog-
ical side are expectations on the users’ side. Politeness and
adaptive communication require competent systems. Our
between-subject design, which did not provide a direct com-
parison of rude and polite behavior, shows clearly that an SDS
is judged relatively strictly according to its communication
behavior. The users do not seem to be willing to be lenient
simply because the system is not a human.

Our study has some limitations: one is that we had rela-
tively young users assess the SDS. While those do represent
typical users and the whole setting was ecologically valid
for them, we cannot transfer the SDS evaluation results to
other groups with less experience in technology (see the
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Table 3: Change suggestions for each of the five categories from participants for each of the six SDS answers according to conditions (polite
versus rude), reported in percentage.

Answer 1 Answer 2 Answer 3 Answer 4 Answer 5 Answer 6 Total
category polite rude polite rude polite rude polite rude polite rude polite rude polite rude
1 (mitigate FTA) 10 21 14 59 7 10 3 28 7 41 10 17 9 29
2 (direct) 3 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 10 10 4 2
3 (voice) 28 31 7 3 17 0 10 3 7 0 14 0 14 6
4 (precise) 7 3 21 0 21 21 14 3 21 7 3 0 15 6
5 (no change) 52 45 55 38 52 69 72 66 62 52 62 72 59 57

digital natives debate; [57]). Second, we simulated an indirect
communication setting. Our participants did not interact
with the SDS themselves; instead, they listened to responses
of the SDS. There is evidence that a direct engagement with
the SDS produces different results and absorbs some of the
analytic abilities participants have shown in their evaluation
of our ACURI [58].

One practical implication of this study might be drawn
from our empirical evidence: regarding the first impression
of an SDS and the evaluation of its acceptance and trust-
worthiness, the wording used by the SDS seems to have a
considerable impact. Hence it might be worth engaging in
creating more flexible and human-like technology. Commu-
nication principles such as politeness and alignment provide
straightforward assumptions that might be embedded in
technology and tested in experimental settings. Although
the more attempts that are aimed at making assistants like
ACURI become more human-like in their communication
style, it is possible that such systems might also enhance
miscommunication and misunderstanding. As an example,
an SDS that is programmed to offer polite and indirect
communication might produce responses that leave more
room for interpretation and are thus less clear. In order
to competently implement social communication factors in
SDS, designers need to be aware how these principles come
into play in different communication contexts. In this way,
research into the social factors of human communication
is highly relevant for the field of human-computer interac-
tion.
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